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Electrokinetics is used in earth sciences to provide insights
concerning near-surface earth structures (from a few hun-
dred meters up to several thousand meters depth) that host
interstitial �uids (water, ice, oil, and gas). Electrokinetic
phenomena are induced by the relative motion between
the �uid and the rock matrix and, therefore, can provide
information about the �uids within the earth. Self-potentials
have been measured in hydrology, in active volcanic areas,
and in polluted environments. Various methods based on
electrokinetics, including self-potentials and seismoelectro-
magnetic conversion, have been applied to the manage-
ment of hydraulic and hydrocarbon reservoirs, the resource
prospecting in glaciated regions, the exploration for and
monitoring of geothermal reservoirs, the characterization of
fractured reservoirs, and so forth.

Electrokinetic phenomena have been known for more
than two centuries (Reuss, 1809). Electrokinetic potential has
been studied in relation to the �eld of colloid science and also
in petroleum engineering research through its effects upon
SP logging. Instrumentation improvements have resulted in
an increased number of �eld observations, giving rise to
new theoretical insights, speci�cally Pride’s theory (1994)
which combines Biot’s equations and Maxwell’s equations,
and the developments by Garambois and Dietrich (2001) on
the transfer functions between the electromagnetic �eld and
the seismic �eld. is also arose new interest in modeling
studies and led to numerous other publications in these �elds
during the past few decades.

is special issue addresses both self-potential and seis-
moelectrical conversions. e themes include �eld obser-
vations, modeling at small- and large-scale experimental
developments, and theoretical analysis. From thirteen sub-
missions, eleven papers were selected for publication in the

special issue. Two reviewers critiqued each paper, and the
manuscripts were then revised appropriately.We also include
a tutorial which presents the basic principles of the coupling
between �uid and electrical �ow under both steady and
unsteady conditions as developed by Pride (1994), and a
review of various applications such as geothermal reservoir
characterization, as well as an explanation about the electric
double layer, whose assumptions are discussed in the paper
of M. D. Jackson and E. Leinov. Field observations of self-
potential caused by �ow in fractured reservoirs are described
by Y. Nishi and T. Ishido; observed SP on mountain slopes is
examined by T. N. Goto et al.; the self-potential induced by
horizontal �uid �ow is modeled by G. A. Skianis.

Seismic wave propagation induces a relative movement
between the �uid and the rock matrix, leading to elec-
trokinetic effects. Electrical signals that might arise due
to earthquakes are described by A. Takeuchi et al. e
seismoelectric method could be extended in future decades
using interferometry by cross-correlation, as developed by F.
C. Schoemaker et al.

To properly interpret observations of self-potential and
seismoelectric conversion, we need a better quantitative
understanding of the electrokinetic coupling. e effect of
deformation on this coupling is measured in granite by O.
Kuwano and S. Yoshida. e frequency dependence of this
coupling is reviewed by L. Jouniaux and C. Bordes, and new
laboratory experiments are described by P. W. J. Glover et al.
(part 1 and part 2).

Laurence Jouniaux
Tsuneo Ishido
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We experimentally validate a relatively recent electrokinetic formulation of the streaming potential (SP) coefficient as developed
by Pride (1994). The start of our investigation focuses on the streaming potential coefficient, which gives rise to the coupling of
mechanical and electromagnetic fields. It is found that the theoretical amplitude values of this dynamic SP coefficient are in good
agreement with the normalized experimental results over a wide frequency range, assuming no frequency dependence of the
bulk conductivity. By adopting the full set of electrokinetic equations, a full-waveform wave propagation model is formulated. We
compare the model predictions, neglecting the interface response and modeling only the coseismic fields, with laboratory measure-
ments of a seismic wave of frequency 500 kHz that generates electromagnetic signals. Agreement is observed between measurement
and electrokinetic theory regarding the coseismic electric field. The governing equations are subsequently adopted to study the
applicability of seismoelectric interferometry. It is shown that seismic sources at a single boundary location are sufficient to retrieve
the 1D seismoelectric responses, both for the coseismic and interface components, in a layered model.

1. Introduction

The first observation of coupling between electromagnetic
and mechanical effects (also known as electroosmosis, which
is one of the electrokinetic effects) dates back to the begin-
ning of the 19th century. In 1809, Reuss [1] was the first to
report on an experiment where a direct current was applied
to a clay-sand-water mixture. The experiment was performed
with a U-tube, filled with quartz at the bottom. Application
of an electric current caused the water to rise in the leg con-
taining the negative electrode [2].

The electrokinetic effect works as follows. In a fully
fluid-saturated porous medium, a charged nanolayer at the
solid-liquid interface is present (see Figure 1). The origin of
this charged nanolayer lies in the presence of an aqueous

solution, typically a negatively charged silane grain surface.
The resulting interface potential is called the zeta-potential,
which is typically negative and on the order of a few tens
of millivolts [9]. The counterions in the fluid reorganize in
a layer that is bound to the surface by electrostatic forces
(Stern layer) and a diffuse layer that is free to flow. In the
diffuse layer two types of physical phenomena are competing,
the electrostatic forces between the ions and the Brown-
ian motion of the particles. This effectively results in an
exponentially decreasing potential away from the solid-liquid
interface towards the bulk of the pore (see Figure 1). The
characteristic length over which the EDL exponentially
decays, known as the Debye length, is of the order of a few
tens of nanometers for typical reservoir rocks. The Stern layer
and the diffuse layer together are usually called the electric

mailto:n.grobbe@tudelft.nl
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Figure 1: Electric double-layer according to the Stern model. The inner and outer Helmholtz planes are indicated as IH and OH, respectively.
The slipping plane is denoted by S and its charge is characterized by the ζ-potential (modified from [2–8]).

double-layer (EDL), see Figure 1. The Debye length is consid-
erably thinner than any viscous boundary layer that normally
develops in pore fluid transport phenomena [3]. Quincke
[10] performed electroosmosis experiments on glass cap-
illaries. The simple geometry used, allowed for controlled
experimental conditions. Linearity between the electroos-
motic volume and the applied electric field was observed.
Another electrokinetic effect, the physical phenomenon of
electrophoretic mobility, where particles are mobilized by
electrical fields, was described by Quincke [10] together with
Reuss [1]. A mathematical description of both phenomena
(electroosmotic and electrophoretic mobility) was later
derived by Helmhlotz [11]. However he did not consider
the electric permittivity. Von Smoluchowski [12] derived the
well-known Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation, in which
the electric permittivity is incorporated. Smoluchowski also
recognized reciprocity between electroosmotic flow and
streaming potential phenomena (mechanical to electromag-
netic effect), later described by Onsager [13, 14].

Gouy [16] and Chapman [17] improved the theoretical
model by including the diffuse layer of counterions in the
model, thereby relating the thickness of the diffuse layer to
the ionic strength of the solution [3]. To overcome limita-
tions with highly charged electric double layers, Stern [18]
added another layer to the model, see Figure 1. This theorem
was some years later perfected by Derjaguin and Landau [19],
and also by Verwey and Overbeek [4] in the “DLVO” theory,
which describes in even more detail the forces between
charged surfaces interacting through an electrolyte.

In 1936, Thompson [20] suggested that the electrokinetic
effect could be used for geophysical prospecting. The Russian

physicist Yacov Il’ich Frenkel [21] developed a theory for
wave propagation of electrokinetic phenomena in fluid-
saturated porous media, in which he predicted the slow
compressional wave and the seismoelectric effect (thereby
he made a marginal error in the development of the Biot-
Gassmann constants, he also only considered the electric
effect and not the full Maxwell equations [22]). In 1959,
Martner and Sparks [23] were the first to report that an elec-
tric potential difference generated in the subsurface by the
passage of seismic waves could be detected by electrode pairs.
Somewhat later, an experimental programme was under-
taken to evaluate the electroseismic effect as a possible means
for detecting underground nuclear tests. The goal was to
develop long range systems for detection of nuclear blasts,
see for example, Broding et al. [24] and Long and Rivers [25].
Due to insensitive technical equipment, lack of computing
power, and the success of conventional seismic and electro-
magnetic methods, electrokinetics never gained much atten-
tion in geophysical exploration, at least until the 1990s.
Moreover, the majority of field tests up to that time were
concerned with the seismoelectric effect while the reciprocal
electroseismic effect was underexposed. Extended field tests
were only performed recently [26].

Regarding wave modeling, Neev and Yeatts [28] were
the first in recent history (since Frenkel) to postulate a set
of equations, which attempted to model the interaction
between mechanical waves and electric fields due to elec-
trokinetics. Their model did not include the Maxwell equa-
tions and frequency-dependence of the transport laws. A
possible way to include all effects is by volume averaging the
continuum equations for solid grains and electrolyte fluids.
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Figure 2: Schematic of a “standard” geometry for a seismoelectric survey (modified from Haines [5], Kroeger [6, 15]). One fluid-saturated
porous layer (layer 1) overlies a porous half-space (layer 2), with contrasting medium parameters (panels (a) and (c)). The seismic source gen-
erates longitudinal wave (labelled 1) that is recorded by surface geophones (left part of panel (b)). This wave also creates a coseismic electric
field that is registered by the surface electrodes (right part of panel (b)). When the longitudinal wave arrives at the interface between the
porous layers, the interface field is generated (labelled 2), that is also recorded by the surface electrodes (right part of panel (d)).

Using this approach, Pride [29] obtained the governing equa-
tions for coupled electromagnetics and elastodynamics of
porous media.

The governing equations of Pride describe coupled
seismic and electromagnetic wave propagation effects. A
schematic description of the coseismic and interface response
effects is given in Figure 2. Figures 2(a) and 2(c) show a cross-
section of the subsurface, with corresponding seismogram
and seismoelectrograms in Figures 2(b) and 2(d), respec-
tively. The subsurface consists of two layers. Geophones and
electrodes are positioned at the surface. In Figure 2(a), a
local pressure disturbance is initiated at t = 0. Due to the
mechanical pressure source, a longitudinal wave is created
(labelled 1 in Figures 2(a)–2(d)). The seismic wave creates

a fluid pressure gradient within the pulse that induces pore
fluid flow. Excess electrical charge in the double layer is
transported by this flow. The net flow of charge relative to
the grains is known as the streaming electric current. The
induced conduction current leads to the electric field known
as the “coseismic field” [5, 6, 30]. The coseismic field travels
along with the seismic wave, giving it the same velocity
as the compressional wave (compare the slope of event 1
in the left and right part of Figure 2(b)). When the pressure
wave encounters the interface (with changing medium
parameters) between porous layers 1 and 2, this results
in a local asymmetry in the charge distribution. This will
induce an oscillating electric dipole (Figure 2(c)). The asso-
ciated independent electromagnetic field will travel almost
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immediately to the receiver electrodes (Figure 2(d), right
part). This seismoelectric effect is known as the “interface
response field”. The coseismic and interface response fields
were measured in the laboratory (e.g., [7, 31–34]) and in the
field (e.g., [25, 35–40]). Zhu and Toksöz [41] and Bordes
et al. [34, 42] reported on coseismic magnetic field mea-
surements associated with a Stoneley wave and a shear
wave, respectively. The dynamic SP coefficient, that links the
mechanical and electromagnetic fields in Pride’s set of
equations, was measured by Reppert et al. [8] and another
validation is presented in this paper. Also, full-waveform seis-
moelectric models that adopt Pride’s theory were compared
with measurements. Mikhailov et al. [36] and Haines et al.
[39] compare seismoelectric synthetic sections with field
measurements and find qualitative agreement. Zhu et al.
[32] found kinematic agreement between full-waveform seis-
moelectric predictions and laboratory measurements. Block
and Harris [7] compared amplitudes of coseismic wave fields
in sands with numerically predicted amplitudes and fitted
their measurements to Pride’s theory by incorporating an
additional surface conductivity term. Charara et al. [43]
found agreement between modeled and measured seismo-
electric waveforms and amplitudes at a fluid/porous-med-
ium interface in a laboratory setup. Schakel et al. [44, 45]
found agreement between laboratory measurements of the
coseismic and interface response fields and full-waveform
and spatial seismoelectric predictions in terms of traveltime,
waveform, and spatial amplitude pattern. Seismic waves can
image to great depths but at the cost of resolution. Electro-
magnetic waves are sensitive to additional material properties
and can therefore provide us with information about the
pore fluid content. Seismoelectric conversion methods in
field studies can combine seismic resolution and electromag-
netic hydrocarbon sensitivity [39].

However, in seismoelectric surveys, the interface res-
ponse is known to be very weak, that is, the response
suffers from a very low signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the
sources in classical seismoelectric surveys need to be strong.
This is not always possible and therefore it is beneficial to be
able to replace those strong sources by receivers: the principle
of interferometry. In addition, by doing interferometry,
stacking inherently takes place with a possible improvement
of the signal-to-noise ratio as a result [46]. From an imag-
ing point of view, the principle of interferometry has already
been proven useful for a wide class of phenomena, for exam-
ple in seismic and electromagnetic systems (e.g., Wapenaar
et al. [47], Slob et al. [48]). Seismic interferometry is a seis-
mological technique which makes use of the cross-correla-
tion of responses at different receivers in order to obtain the
Green’s function between these receivers [49]. It can include
both passive and active sources. Due to the fact that the
cross-correlation generates new data from measured data, it
may allow for improved imaging compared to the situations
where imaging algorithms are applied to the measured data
only.

The foundations of the principle of interferometry were
lain in 1968 by Claerbout who showed that by using the
autocorrelation of the 1D transmission response of a hor-
izontally layered medium (bounded by a free surface), the

reflection response of this medium can be obtained [50, 51].
Later, Claerbout conjectured that this relation could also
be extended for 3D inhomogeneous situations, which was
proven by Wapenaar [52]. By cross-correlating the recorded
noise at two locations on the surface, it is possible to
construct the wavefield that would be recorded at one of
the locations as if there was a source at the other [53]. For
a detailed overview of the theory of interferometry (e.g.,
stationary phase arguments, controlled-sources, interfero-
metric imaging), the reader is referred to Wapenaar et al.
[49, 54, 55] and Schuster [56]. Wapenaar et al. [57] showed
the link between the principle of reciprocity and seismic
interferometry. Using the reciprocity theorem of the corre-
lation type, they generalized Claerbout’s relation between
transmission and reflection responses to 3D inhomogeneous
acoustic and elastic media. This theory was confirmed with
numerically modeled seismic data in laterally varying media
[58]. Wapenaar et al. [47] have shown that using cross-
correlation to retrieve the Green’s function response between
two stations is in principle not limited to seismic systems
but holds for a wide class of phenomena, including seis-
moelectromagnetic wave propagation. We take the principle
to the next level by numerically simulating seismoelectric
interferometry by cross-correlation. de Ridder et al. [46]
have already shown, with three numerical examples, that it is
indeed possible (under certain conditions) to obtain accurate
Green’s functions from boundary sources only. Here, we will
increase the complexity of the numerical configuration by
adding an extra layer to the system, to investigate the Green’s
function retrieval for a 1D, three-layered system bounded by
a free-surface.

Although the individual constituents of Pride’s model
(i.e., Biot’s theory and Maxwell’s theory) have been exper-
imentally validated, the dynamic SP coefficient that links
these theories has been rarely studied (for a review see Jouni-
aux and Bordes, this issue). Also, despite the experimental
verification of the coseismic and interface response fields,
direct comparisons between electrokinetic wave propagation
theory and measurements are scarce. In this paper we (1)
validate electrokinetic theory by measurements and (2)
investigate the applicability of correlation imaging with cou-
pled seismic and electromagnetic wave propagation. First we
present Pride’s electrokinetic governing equations. Second,
the theoretical dynamic SP coefficient is compared against
normalized measurements. Third, a seismoelectric wave
model is formulated and model predictions are compared
against seismoelectric wave propagation measurements.

It is shown that measurements of both the dynamic
SP coefficient and the coseismic wave field are adequately
described by the electrokinetic theory. This theory is subse-
quently adopted, when we numerically investigate the appli-
cability of correlation imaging with seismoelectromagnetic
waves.

2. Governing Equations

The governing equations for seismoelectric and electroseis-
mic wave propagation in a fluid-saturated porous medium
are derived from the compilation of Biot’s theory [60, 61]
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together with Maxwell’s theory. The Biot equations describe
the acoustic side of electrokinetic phenomena. They are
a combination of momentum equations and the stress strain
relationships for an isotropic material, together with the
continuity equations [62–64].

Expressing the expanded Biot equations, for the solid as
well as the fluid and adopting an eiωt time dependence, yields
the following linearized set of governing equations

G∇2ûs + (A +G)∇(∇ · ûs) +Q∇
(

∇ · û f

)

= −ω2
[

ρ11(ω)ûs + ρ12(ω)û f

]

+
ηφL(ω)
k(ω)

̂E,
(1)

Q∇(∇ · ûs) + R∇
(

∇ · û f

)

= −ω2
[

ρ12(ω)ûs + ρ22(ω)û f

]

− ηφL(ω)
k(ω)

̂E,
(2)

where A, Q, R are the Biot Gassmann constants [62], G the
shear modulus, ρ f is the fluid density, ρs is the solid density,
α∞ is the tortuosity, η is the fluid viscosity, k0 is the (static)
permeability, ̂E is the electric field, and L(ω) is the dynamic
electrokinetic coupling [29]

L(ω)
L0

=
⎡

⎣1 + i
ω

ωc

2
m

(

1− 2
d

Λ

)2
(

1 + d

√

√

√
iωρ f
η

)2⎤

⎦

−1/2

,

(3)

where Λ is a characteristic pore size parameter and m is
the shape factor. Please note that (3) is written in a slightly
different form than in [29], because we used Johnson’s defini-
tion of the shape factor [65]: m = 8α∞k0/(φΛ2). The char-
acteristic (or rollover) frequency ωc is defined as ωc = ηφ/
(α∞k0ρ f ) [59]. The Debye length is denoted by d (see, e.g.,
[29]) and L0 represents the static electrokinetic coupling for
a porous medium

L0 = − φ

α∞

ε0εr f ζ
η

(

1− 2
d

Λ

)

, (4)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr f is the pore fluid
relative permittivity, and ζ is the zeta-potential. We note that
Pride [29] uses an additional relaxation mechanism when the
complex viscous skin depth

√

η/(ωρf ) becomes smaller than
the Debye length. However, due to the fact that the Debye
length d for most salinity cases [22] is much smaller than Λ,
Pride’s relaxation mechanism can often be neglected. The
dynamic permeability is closely related to the viscous cor-
rection factor

k(ω)
k0

=
(

F(ω) +
iω

ωc

)−1

, (5)

the viscous correction factor is defined by Johnson et al. [59]
as

F(ω) =
√

1 +m
iω

2ωc
. (6)

The coefficients ρ11(ω), ρ12(ω), and ρ22(ω) are the so-called
generalized effective density functions [65]

ρ11(ω) = (

1− φ)ρs − ρ12(ω),

ρ12(ω) = φρ f

[

1 + i
ηφ

ωρ f k(ω)

]

,

ρ22(ω) = φρ f − ρ12(ω).

(7)

Considering the definitions for ρ12(ω) and ρ22(ω), (2) can be
written as

iωŵ = k(ω)
η

(

−∇ p̂ + ω2ρ f ûs
)

+ L(ω)̂E, (8)

where ŵ = φ(û f − ûs) is the relative displacement. Pride [29]
developed the following equation coupling the streaming
and the conduction currents

̂J = L(ω)
(

−∇ p̂ + ω2ρ f ûs
)

+ σ(ω)̂E, (9)

where ̂J is the electric current density and σ(ω) the dynamic
bulk conductivity. We recognize that the electrokinetic cou-
pling is present in the mechanical and the electromagnetic
equations (8) and (9) (see [29, 66]). The dynamic bulk con-
ductivity σ(ω) for a porous medium of arbitrary pore struc-
ture is assumed to be independent of the frequency [22, 29]
so that

σ(ω) ≈ φ

α∞
σ f , (10)

or

σ0 = φ

α∞
σ f , (11)

where σ0 represents the bulk electric conductivity and σ f the
pore-fluid conductivity. Closely related to the dynamic elec-
trokinetic coupling (3) is the dynamic SP coefficient, defined
as L(ω) = C(ω)σ(ω) [8]. Using this mutual relationship
together with the hypothesis of frequency independence of
the dynamic bulk conductivity (11), the measured dynamic
SP coefficient and dynamic coupling are mutually related in
their normalized form by

C(ω)
C0

= L(ω)
L0

. (12)

Eliminating (−∇ p̂ + ω2ρ f ûs) from (8) and (9), we obtain

iωŵ = L(ω)̂E +
k(ω)
ηL(ω)

(

J− σ(ω)̂E
)

. (13)

The Maxwell relation for the magnetic field is given by
Ampère’s Circuit Law

̂J = ∇ × ̂H− iωε̂E, (14)

with ̂H the magnetic field and ε the electric permittivity for a
fluid-saturated porous medium

ε =
[

φ

α∞

(

εr f − εrs
)

+ εrs
]

ε0, (15)
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Figure 3: Schematic of the dynamic Darcy cell with borosilicate sample and Monel disks (modified from [27]).

where εrs is the solid relative permittivity. Faraday’s induc-
tion law states that

iωμ ̂H = −∇ × ̂E, (16)

with μ the magnetic permeability. Substitution of (14) in
(13) results in

iωŵ = L(ω)̂E +
k(ω)
ηL(ω)

(

∇ × H− [iωε + σ(ω)]̂E
)

. (17)

Substituting the cross-product of Faraday’s law (16) [29, 67]
into (17) yields

με(ω)ω2
̂E + ω2 ημ

k(ω)
L(ω)ŵ = ∇

(

∇ · ̂E
)

−∇2
̂E, (18)

where ε(ω) is the effective electric permittivity [67] of the
porous continuum

ε(ω) = ε − i σ(ω)
ω

+ i
ηL2(ω)
ωk(ω)

. (19)

Here −iσ(ω)/ω is a term accounting for the energy losses.
The electrokinetic effect manifests itself in ε(ω) as an energy
gain that is quadratic in L(ω) (third term in the right-hand
side of (19)). Equations (1), (2), and (18) form a closed
set of equations necessary to describe electrokinetic phenom-
ena, for the displacements ûs, û f (mechanical part of the

equations), and electric fields ̂E (the electromagnetic part).

3. Experimental Validation of
the Dynamic Coupling Coefficients

We experimentally validate k(ω)/k0 and C(ω)/C0. The exper-
iments are performed with the dynamic Darcy cell (DDC) as
shown in Figure 3, within a steel cylinder (see [27]). At the
bottom of the DDC an oscillating pressure is applied (gener-
ated by HP Agilent 33120A waveform Generator). A power

Table 1: Sample properties.

Property Symbol Value Unit

Permeabilitya k0 2.1 · 10−10 [m2]

Shape factorb m 1.75 [—]

Porosityc φ 0.093 [—]

Tortuosityd α∞ 1.8 [—]

Debye lengthe d 2.9 · 10−8 [m]

Weighted pore
volume-to-surface ratiof Λ 1.3 · 10−4 [m]

a
The permeability is measured directly. b,dThe shape factor and the tor-

tuosity are derived from an independent dynamic head experiment [27, 69],
by means of curve fitting. cThe porosity is computed from [70, 71]. e,f The
Debye length and the characteristic pore size are computed from theory (see
[29, 59], respectively).

amplified (Gearing and Watson) vibrating exciter (GW V20)
drives a rubber membrane which induces an oscillating
pressure. Vibrations are induced in a frequency band
ranging from 5 Hz up to 150 Hz. Two identical piezoelectric
transducers (PCB 116 Druck) are used to measure the
pressure drop across the sample, one at the bottom inside
the cylinder and the other mounted just above the sample
in the center of the cylinder. On the top and bottom of
the porous medium, electrodes are placed from which the
streaming potential gradient is measured. These electrodes
are sintered plates of Monel (an alloy primarily composed of
Nickel and Copper). The signals from the two piezoelectric
transducers are modified by means of amplifiers (Kistler
5011), and the signals of the electrodes amplified (Tektronix
AM 502). The porous sample (parameters given in Table 1)
consists of tubes of glass (borosilicate), which are glued
together with an epoxy resin (Figure 4) and oriented in the
flow direction. The combination of sintered plates together
with a large surface area of the glass capillary tubes makes
it possible to measure a relative strong signal. The sample is
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Figure 4: Exploded view of the capillary core.
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Figure 5: Amplitude of the normalized dynamic permeability.
Theory of Johnson et al. [59] versus measurements, using the para-
meters as shown in Table 1. Experiments 1–4 denote repeated
experiments at different times.

carefully saturated with degassed, demineralised water with
a small amount of sodium chloride (with a density of ρ f =
1 · 103 kg/m3, a viscosity of η = 0.9 · 10−3 Pa s obtained
from [68], and a measured pore fluid conductivity of σ f =
1.3 · 10−3 S/m), whereafter the setup is left until equilibrium
of the salt solution is reached.

The 50 Hz electromagnetic frequency radiating from the
equipment is suppressed by shielding the setup and its wires
(therefore use has been made of shielded twisted cable pairs).
To reduce uncorrelated noise the data are averaged multiple
times.

In Figures 5 and 6, normalized amplitude and phase
values of the dynamic permeability are plotted for the the-
oretical solution (5) together with the laboratory measure-
ments. At low pulsation frequencies (viscosity dominated),
the normalized dynamic permeability necessarily tends to its
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Figure 6: Phase value of the dynamic permeability. Theory of John-
son et al. [59] versus measurements, using the parameters as shown
in Table 1. Experiments 1–4 denote repeated experiments at differ-
ent times.

steady-state value, whereas above the characteristic pulsation
frequency (the area where viscous dominated flow switches
to inertia dominated flow [65]) a strong decline can be
observed. The theory correlates well with the measurement.
The offsets in the lower frequency range are caused by limi-
tations of the equipment, while in the high frequency area
this difference is mainly caused by resonance of the setup.

The measurements of the normalized dynamic SP coef-
ficient (normalized to the measured value at 11 Hz, where
C0 = 1.7 · 10−5 V/Pa) shown in Figures 7 and 8 (using the
parameters shown in Table 1), are performed by measuring
the potential difference and the pressure difference across
the sample between the Monel disks (see Figure 4). The
rigid glass capillary tubes make it possible to assume no
solid displacement us = 0. Using (9) for a conservative
(irrotational) electric field E = −∇U (with U the streaming
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Figure 7: Amplitude of the normalized dynamic SP coefficient.
Theory of Pride [29] versus measurements, using the parameters as
shown in Table 1 and assuming σ(ω) = σ0. Experiments 1–4 denote
repeated experiments at different times.

potential difference) in a setup where the electric current
density is equal to J = 0, we obtain

C(ω) = −∇U(ω)
∇p(ω)

, (20)

with C(ω) being the dynamic SP coefficient. The dynamic SP
coefficient theory agrees well with the measurement regard-
ing the normalized amplitudes. The phase values show a large
offset for the low as well as the high-frequency range. The
offsets in the lower frequency range are caused by limitations
of the equipment, while in the high frequency area this
difference mainly is caused by resonance of the setup. This
could be counteracted by applying notch filters at these
higher frequencies. Due to the layering of the sample, the the-
ory agrees well with the measurements. It is seen in measure-
ments from [69, 72–74], that with a single capillary [8] it is
possible to obtain remarkably consistent results between
theory and measurement. However, the experimental setup
(a set of capillaries combined with Monel disks) gives a more
accurate representation of capillary networks in natural
environments than a single capillary tube.

The difference between measurement and theory in the
high-frequency range can be caused by the possibility of the
system to function as a capacitor [8]. To prevent the capacitor
effect, using insulating plates and electrodes perforated in
them may be a solution. The impedance of the system can be
determined using a two or four electrode method. The
amplitude and phase of the impedance of the system can be
determined and be used for data correction [8]. This can
uplift particularly the phase values in the higher frequency
range [8]. Also some offsets can be caused by the relative low
permeability of the applied sample structure, especially the
two Monel plates disturb the flow for high frequencies
(which can also be observed in Figure 6). This limits the pos-
sibility of measuring samples with even lower permeability,
in the current setup.
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Figure 8: Phase values of the dynamic SP coefficient. Theory of
Pride [29] versus measurements, using the parameters as shown in
Table 1 and assuming σ(ω) = σ0. Experiments 1–4 denote repeated
experiments at different times.

4. Seismoelectric Wave Propagation

4.1. Seismoelectric Wave Propagation Theory. Electrokinetic
theory in isotropic, homogeneous, and fluid-saturated poro-
elastic media predicts the existence of a fast and a slow
P-wave, a shear wave, and an electromagnetic wave. In this
section, we derive wave speeds and attenuations (the disper-
sion relations) from the momentum equations (1), (2), and
(18), for each of these waves. This derivation also yields the
so-called fluid-to-solid and electric-to-solid field ratios. The
fluid-to-solid ratio describes the fluid-to-solid displacement
amplitude ratio, while the electric-to-solid field ratio des-
cribes the strength of the electric field with respect to the
solid displacement field. These ratios and the dispersion
relations are subsequently used to solve a boundary value
problem and to formulate a full-waveform seismoelectric
model.

Using (2) to eliminate the electric field ̂E from (1) and
(18), we obtain two modified momentum equations for the
fields ûs and û f

G∇2ûs + (A +G +Q)∇(∇ · ûs) + (Q + R)∇
(

∇ · û f

)

= −ω2
[

(

ρ11(ω) + ρ12(ω)
)

ûs +
(

ρ12(ω) + ρ22(ω)
)

û f

]

,

Q∇∇ · ûs + R∇∇ · û f

= −ω2
(

ρ12(ω)ûs + ρ22(ω)û f

)

+
ρ12(ω)
με(ω)

(∇(∇ · ûs)−∇2ûs
)

+
ρ22(ω)
με(ω)

(

∇
(

∇ · û f

)

−∇2û f

)

,

(21)
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where complex effective densities ρ11(ω), ρ12(ω), and ρ22(ω),
containing the electrokinetic coupling factor EK (ω), are
defined as follows

ρ11(ω) = ρ11(ω)− EK (ω),

ρ12(ω) = ρ12(ω) + EK (ω),

ρ22(ω) = ρ22(ω)− EK (ω),

EK (ω) = η2φ2L2(ω)
ω2k2(ω)ε(ω)

.

(22)

Employing Helmholtz decomposition for the fields ûs and û f

leads to

ûs = ∇ϕ̂s + ∇ × ̂Ψ
s
,

û f = ∇ϕ̂ f + ∇ × ̂Ψ
f
.

(23)

Substituting expressions (23) into (21) yields

∇
[

(

(P +Q)∇2 +ω2(1−φ)ρs
)

ϕ̂s +
(

(Q+R)∇2 +ω2φρ f
)

ϕ̂ f
]

+ ∇ ×
[

(

G∇2 + ω2(1− φ)ρs
)

̂Ψ
s

+ ω2φρ f ̂Ψ
f
]

= 0,

∇
[(

Q∇2 + ω2ρ12(ω)
)

ϕ̂s +
(

R∇2 + ω2ρ22(ω)
)

ϕ̂ f
]

+ ∇ ×
[(

ω2ρ12(ω) +
ρ12(ω)
με(ω)

∇2

)

̂Ψ
s

+

(

ω2ρ22(ω) +
ρ22(ω)
με(ω)

∇2

)

̂Ψ
f
]

= 0,

(24)

where P = A + 2G. For the longitudinal waves, associated
with potentials ϕ̂s and ϕ̂ f , the first terms in square brackets
of (24) are set equal to zero from which we obtain

(

P Q

Q R

)

∇2

(

ϕ̂s

ϕ̂ f

)

= −ω2

⎛

⎜

⎝

ρ11(ω) ρ12(ω)

ρ12(ω) ρ22(ω)

⎞

⎟

⎠

⎛

⎜

⎝

ϕ̂s

ϕ̂ f

⎞

⎟

⎠, (25)

where we used that (1 − φ)ρs − ρ12(ω) = ρ11(ω), and φρ f −
ρ12(ω) = ρ22(ω). Applying a spatial Fourier transformation
and recasting (25) into an eigenvalue problem lead to

1
PR−Q2

⎛

⎝

ρ11(ω)R− ρ12(ω)Q ρ12(ω)R− ρ22(ω)Q

ρ12(ω)P − ρ11(ω)Q ρ22(ω)P− ρ12(ω)Q

⎞

⎠

⎛

⎝

ϕ̃s

ϕ̃ f

⎞

⎠ = k · k
ω2

⎛

⎝

ϕ̃s

ϕ̃ f

⎞

⎠, (26)

where k is the wavenumber vector and tildes over a potential
indicate frequency-wavenumber domain quantities. The
complex eigenvalues correspond with the slownesses squared
of the fast (P f ) and slow (Ps) longitudinal waves s2k(ω),
k = P f ,Ps,

s2k(ω) = −d1(ω)
2d2

∓ d1(ω)
2d2

√

1− 4
d0(ω)d2

d2
1(ω)

, (27)

where

d0(ω) = ρ11(ω)ρ22(ω)−
[

ρ12(ω)
]2

,

d1(ω) = −
[

ρ22(ω)P + ρ11(ω)R− 2ρ12(ω)Q
]

,

d2 = PR−Q2.

(28)

The slowness yields the wave mode speed and intrinsic
attenuation (see, e.g., [67]). For the transversal waves, asso-

ciated with potentials ˜Ψ
s

and ˜Ψ
f
, the second term in square

brackets of (24) are set equal to the zero vector which gives

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

[

−Gk · k
ω2

+
(

1− φ)ρs
]

I= φρ f I=
[

−ρ12(ω)
με(ω)

k · k
ω2

+ ρ12(ω)

]

I=

[

−ρ22(ω)
με(ω)

k · k
ω2

+ ρ22(ω)

]

I=

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

⎛

⎝

˜Ψ
s

˜Ψ
f

⎞

⎠ =
(

0
0

)

, (29)
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where a spatial Fourier transformation is applied. Nontriv-
ial solutions for k · k/ω2 are obtained by requiring the
determinant of the matrix in (29) to be equal to zero. The
solutions correspond with squared complex slownesses of
the electromagnetic (EM) and seismic shear (S) waves. The
dispersion relations are given in (27) for k = EM, S where

d0(ω) = με(ω)
ρ11(ω)ρ22(ω)−

[

ρ12(ω)
]2

G
,

d1(ω) = −με(ω)ρ22(ω)− ρ11(ω)ρ22(ω)− [

ρ12(ω)
]2

G
,

d2(ω) = ρ22(ω),

(30)

and where we used that (1 − φ)ρsρ22(ω) − φρ f ρ12(ω) =
ρ11(ω)ρ22(ω)− [ρ12(ω)]2 and (1−φ)ρsρ22(ω)−φρ f ρ12(ω) =
ρ11(ω)ρ22(ω) − [ρ12(ω)]2. Note that d2 in (27) is now
frequency-dependent. Dispersion relations given by (27),
(28), and (30) are equal to the expressions given by Pride and
Haartsen [67].

The longitudinal fluid-solid ratio, which describes the
fluid-to-solid displacement amplitude ratio, is derived from
the first row in (25). By applying a spatial Fourier transfor-
mation we obtain for the longitudinal fluid-solid ratios

βm(ω) = ϕ̃
f
m

ϕ̃sm
= ρ11(ω)− Ps2m(ω)

Qs2m(ω)− ρ12(ω)
, (31)

for m = P f ,Ps. By writing the vector potentials as ˜Ψ
s

n =

(0, ψ̃sn, 0)T and ˜Ψ
f

n = (0, ψ̃
f
n , 0)T , for n = EM, S, in (29) we

obtain for the transversal fluid-solid ratios

βn(ω) = ψ̃
f
n

ψ̃sn
= Gs2n(ω)− (

1− φ)ρs
φρ f

. (32)

The electric solid ratios, which describe the strength of the
electric field with respect to the solid displacement field, are
derived by applying Helmholtz decomposition (see (23)) to
the fields in (18). This yields

∇
[

ω2με(ω)ϕ̂E + ω2 ηφμL(ω)
k(ω)

(

ϕ̂ f − ϕ̂s
)

]

+ ∇ ×
[

(

ω2με(ω) + ∇2)
̂Ψ
E

+ω2 ηφμL(ω)
k(ω)

(

̂Ψ
f − ̂Ψ

s
)

]

= 0,

(33)

where we note that the Helmholtz decomposition of the elec-

tric field is ̂E = ∇ϕ̂E + ∇ × ̂Ψ
E
, and ̂Ψ

E

n = (0, ψ̃E
n , 0)

T
. Again,

the scalar potentials are associated with longitudinal wave
behavior and the vector potentials with transversal wave
behavior. By applying a spatial Fourier transformation to
(33) we obtain

αm(ω) = ϕ̃Em
ϕ̃sm

= ηφL(ω)
k(ω)ε(ω)

[

1− βm(ω)
]

, (34)

αn(ω) = ψ̃E
n

ψ̃sn
= ηφμL(ω)
k(ω)

[

με(ω)− s2n(ω)
]

[

1− βn(ω)
]

. (35)
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Figure 9: (Modified from [44].) Geometry of seismoelectric
model and experiment. An acoustic wavefield emitted from (rs, zs)
transmits into the poroelastic medium at z = 0, where it generates
coseismic electric potentials. Fluid/poroelastic-medium interfaces
are at z = 0 and z = 3.21 cm. The electric receiver is at 1 cm from the
front interface, while the dominant wavelength of the fast P-wave
is roughly 4 mm. The electric potential recordings of the electric
receiver are with respect to ground level.

We now model coseismic electric potentials generated
within a porous medium due to a fast P-wave, using its
electric-solid ratio αP f (ω), for the geometry of Figure 9. The
interface field responses are not modelled, which simplifies
the expressions. In the forthcoming, it will be shown that this
simplified model describes the measured coseismic electric
potentials adequately. An acoustic wavefield from a source
in a compressible fluid impinges on an interface between
the fluid and an isotropic, homogeneous, and fluid-saturated
poroelastic medium. It transmits as a fast P-wave in the
poroelastic medium, where it generates coseismic electric
potentials. We model a transducer (piezoelectric) source, as it
is used in the experiment described in the following section.
The acoustic pressure due to the transducer is modeled as
(see [44, 75])

p̂ f l(ω,Rs, θ) = A(ω)D(θ)
Rs

e−ik
f lRs , (36)

where Rs =
√

(r − rs)2 + (z − zs)
2 is the distance to the

source, θ is the angle of incidence, A(ω) is the amplitude
spectrum, and k f l = ωsP is the acoustic fluid wavenumber,
where the fluid P-wave slowness is given by sP =

√

ρ f /K f .

The directivity function D(θ), which characterizes the radia-
tion pattern of the source, is given by

D(θ) =
J1
(

k f la sin θ
)

k f la sin θ
. (37)
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Table 2: (Modified from [44].) Parameters of the poroelastic medium and fluid layer. The temperature is 293.15 K.

Property Symbol Value Unit

Bulk modulus skeleton grainsa Kf r 50 · 109 [Pa]

Bulk modulus (pore) fluidb Kf 2.2 · 109 [Pa]

Bulk modulus framework of grainsc Ks 0.93 · 109 [Pa]

Shear modulus framework of grainsc G 0.88 · 109 [Pa]

Pore fluid viscosityb η 1 · 10−3 [kg/(m s)]

Pore fluid densityb ρ f 1000 [kg/m3]

Solid densityc ρs 2570 [kg/m3]

Weighted pore volume-to-surface ratiod Λ 9.4 · 10−6 [m]

Porosity of the porous mediumc φ 0.52 [—]

Permeabilityc k0 3.4 · 10−12 [m2]

Tortuosityc α∞ 1.7 [—]

Sample widthe ws 3.21 · 10−2 [m]

Relative permittivity of the (pore) fluidb εr f 80.1 [—]

Relative permittivity of the solidb εrs 4 [—]

Fluid magnetic permeability (=μ0) μ f 4π · 10−7 [H/m]

(Pore) fluid conductivitye σ f 4.8 · 10−2 [S/m]

Zeta-potentialf ζ −4.0 · 10−2 [V]
a
[78], b[68]. We take the value of Pyrex 7070 glass for the solid permittivity. csee N5B in [79], d[29, 59, 80, 81], emeasured values, and f see [22]. We assume

that conductivity is due to a NaCl salt solution and pH = 6.

Here, J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind and first order
and a is the radius of the transducer. Schakel et al. [44] show
that seismoelectric effects can be modelled by expanding the
source pressure wavefield into conical waves, which leads to
the so-called Sommerfeld integral, and by relating acoustic
potentials to electric signals with reflection/transmission
coefficients as well as electric-solid ratios. While Schakel et al.
[44] model both coseismic and interface field responses, we
only model the coseismic fields. We arrive at the following
Sommerfeld integral for the coseismic electric potential
ϕ̂(ω, rr , zr) at receiver position (rr , zr) for rs = 0, zs < 0,
zr > 0,

ϕ̂(ω, rr , zr)

= −iA(ω)
ω2ρ f

∫∞

0

kr

k
f l
z

D(kr)J0(krrr)eik
fl
z zsαP f (ω)TP f (kr)

(

e−ik
P f
z zr + RP f (kr)e−ik

P f
z (2ws−zr )

)

dkr ,

(38)

where kr = k f l sin θ and k
f l
z = k f l cos θ are the radial and

vertical components of k f l, respectively, and k
P f
z is the ver-

tical component of the fast P-wave wavenumber. The fast P-
wave wavenumber is kP f = ωsP f (ω), where the fast P-wave
slowness is given by the dispersion relations (27)-(28). Note
that the factor ω2ρ f in the denominator of (38) is absent in
Schakel et al. [44], because their reflection and transmission
(conversion) coefficients are pressure normalized, whereas
here they are displacement potential normalized. The trans-
mission coefficient TP f (kr) relates the incident acoustic
wavefield to the transmitted fast P-wave signal. The transmit-
ted signal generates a coseismic potential at (r, z) = (rr , zr).

It also reflects [RP f (kr)] at z = ws, and travels back to the
receiver position, where it generates a second coseismic
potential. The transmission coefficient TP f (kr) is derived
from substituting plane wave expressions into the following
(open-pore) boundary conditions [76]

ûs,z + ŵz = û
f l
z ,

p̂ = p̂ f l,

σ̂13 = σ̂33 = 0,

(39)

with subscript z denoting the z-component of the vectors
and where û f l denotes the fluid displacement. By only solv-
ing the mechanical (Biot) boundary value problem (no elec-
trokinetic coupling is present in (39)), the interface field
responses are neglected. Pride and Garambois [77] discussed
the influence of the Biot slow wave in the generation of
interface response seismoelectric amplitudes and numeri-
cally showed that when the Biot slow wave is neglected, the
amplitudes can easily be off by as much as an order of mag-
nitude. In our approach, that aims to model coseismic fields
rather than interface responses, the Biot slow wave is taken
into account in the solution of the boundary value problem
(39). Its coseismic field is not modeled. For the parameters
of Table 2, the slow wave skin depth is approximately 5 mm
at 500 kHz and is unlikely to cause any appreciable coseismic
signal for larger distances. We substitute the following plane
wave expressions into (39)

ϕ̂
f l
l = ϕ̃

f l
l e

−i(kr rr±k f lz z),

ϕ̂sm = ϕ̃sme
−i(kr rr+kmz z),

̂Ψ
s

SV =
(

0, ψ̃sSV e
−i(kr rr+kSVz z), 0

)T
,

(40)
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for l = I ,R. Hence we consider an incident (I) acoustic wave
that reflects (R) and transmits as P f -, Ps-, and vertical shear
(SV)-waves. Displacement fields are obtained from these
expressions as follows

û
f l
l = ∇ϕ̂ f l

l ,

ûm = ∇ϕ̂sm,

ûSV = ∇ × ̂Ψ
s

SV .

(41)

Fluid pressure is related to fluid displacement by p̂ f l =
−Kf∇·û f l, with û f l = û

f l
I +û

f l
R . For the poroelastic medium,

solid displacement and pore-fluid displacement are obtained
as follows

ûs = ûs,P f + ûs,Ps + ûs,SV ,

û f = βP f ûs,P f + βPsûs,Ps + βSûs,SV .
(42)

Following the basic equations described in [60–64], the pore-
fluid pressure and intergranular stresses are obtained. We
define the reflection and transmission coefficients as

RP = ϕ̃
f l
R

ϕ̃
f l
I

, TP f =
ϕ̃sP f

ϕ̃
f l
I

, TPs = ϕ̃sPs

ϕ̃
f l
I

,

TSV = ψ̃sSV

ϕ̃
f l
I

,

(43)

so that we arrive at the following linear system of equations

A ·
(

RP ,TP f ,TPs,TSV
)T =

(

k
f l
z ,φρ f , 0, 0

)T
, (44)

where the elements of matrix A are given in the appendix. By
solving (44) and (A.3) we obtain TP f and RP f , respectively
(see appendix).

For the geometry of Figure 9, where a source is located
at (rs, zs) = (0,−15) cm, and where the receiver is located at
(rr , zr) = (0, 1) cm, we numerically evaluate the integral of
(38). An experimentally recorded 500 kHz single sine pres-
sure waveform is used for the amplitude spectrumA(ω). The
incident pressure is related to the mechanical displacement
potential ψ̃sP f in the denominator of αP f (ω) (see (34)) by the

factor ω2ρ f , which arises from the relation p̂ f l = −Kf∇·û f l.
The parameters of Table 2 are used and a 144–896 kHz
numerical band-pass filter is applied. Figure 10(a) shows the
resulting coseismic electric potentials caused by the fast P-
wave. The first (CSP1) arrives at around 0.106 ms. This is
the travel time of the acoustic wave from the source to the
interface (approximately 0.101 ms) plus the travel time of
the fast P-wave from the interface to the receiver location
(approximately 0.005 ms). The predicted amplitude of the
coseismic electric potential is approximately 0.5 mV, for an
incident pressure amplitude of approximately 50 kPa. The
second coseismic potential CSP2 arrives at around 0.130 ms
and has an amplitude of approximately 0.15 mV. We con-
clude that coseismic electric potentials can be straightfor-
wardly modelled in layered geometries by electric-solid ratios
and solutions to mechanical boundary value problems.
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Figure 10: (Modified from [44].) Model of coseismic responses
(a) and seismoelectric wave propagation measurements (b). Pulse
abbreviations are: interface response (from the) front 1 (IRF1),
coseismic response 1 (CS1), interface response (from the) back
(IRB), coseismic response 2 (CS2), and interface response (from
the) front 2 (IRF2).

4.2. Seismoelectric Wave Propagation Experiment. Schakel et al.
[44] report on a seismoelectric wave propagation experiment
in which coseismic electric and interface field responses are
measured. The results are reproduced in Figure 10(b). The
geometry of the experiment is that of Figure 9. A 500 kHz
single sine pulse generated by a waveform generator (Agilent
Technologies 33220A) was used as input to the source. The
second interface corresponds with the back of a porous
sample. The receiver located at (rr , zr) = (0, 1) cm recorded
several pulses. The first (IRF1) is the interface response
generated at the front (z = 0) of the sample (see also Figure
2(c)). It arrives at around 0.100 ms, which corresponds with
the acoustic wave travel time from the source to the interface.
The travel time of the fast P-wave from the interface to
the receiver location is approximately 0.005 ms. Therefore,
the next pulse, labelled CS1, is the coseismic (electrical)
response caused by the fast P-wave (see also Figure 2(a)).
This wave also generates an interface response when it arrives
at the back of the sample (IRB). It also reflects as a fast
P-wave. When the reflected fast P-wave passes the receiver
location for the second time, it generates another coseismic
response (CS2). The last significant pulse, labelled (IRF2),
is the interface response caused by the reflected fast P-wave
when it arrives at the front of the sample. These experimental
data were obtained using a 3.21 cm thick sample and a
500 kHz single sine pulse. It takes about 20 μs for the fast
wave to arrive at the second interface, while the (measured)
pulse period does not exceed 5 μs. Thus the pulses are clearly
separated in time and do not cause amplitude and waveform
changes.
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Figure 11: Model of filtered coseismic responses in time (a) and frequency domain (c) and coseismic measurements in time (b) and
frequency domain (d). Pulse abbreviations are: coseismic response 1 (CS1) and coseismic response 2 (CS2).

By comparing the model for the first coseismic response
(CS1 in Figure 10(a)) with the measurement (CS1 in
Figure 10(b)) we observe agreement in travel time, waveform
and amplitude. Small differences in waveform, such as the
onset of the modelled waveform which is absent in the
recording, are probably related to geometric misalignment
and/or inaccuracies in the model/parameters (Table 2).
The scale of Figure 10(a) is different from that of Figure
10(b). This amplitude difference is probably also related to
geometric misalignment and/or inaccuracies in the model/
parameters. For example, the model predictions are sensitive
to the zeta-potential. This parameter was not directly meas-
ured but is obtained from an empirical relationship (see
Table 2). For general field geometries the seismoelectric
amplitudes of radiation generated at interfaces is significantly
smaller than the coseismic amplitudes. For field geometries,
electric receivers are typically positioned at several seismic
wavelengths from the interfaces that generate seismoelectric
conversion. In our experiment, the electric receiver is at 1 cm
from the front interface, while the fast P-wave wavelength is
roughly 4 mm. For this configuration, the measurements are
as shown in Figure 10(b).

The model for the second coseismic response (CS2 in
Figure 10(a)) shows less agreement with its corresponding
measurement (CS2 in Figure 10(b)). We investigate the
reason for this observation by matching the theory to the
measurement for CS1. A frequency filter is constructed from
the selected theoretical and measured CS1 pulses. This filter
is subsequently applied to the selected theoretical CS2. The
results are shown in Figure 11. The filtered theoretical CS1
fits the measurements exactly because it is forced to coincide
with the measured CS1. The filtered theoretical CS2 now
shows better agreement in terms of waveform and amplitude
(Figures 11(a) and 11(b)). However there also remains to be

mismatch, particularly the measured CS2 has its energy dis-
tributed over smaller frequencies than the filtered theoretical
CS2. The latter fact is illustrated in Figures 11(c) and 11(d).
The filtered theoretical CS2 differs from the filtered theo-
retical CS1 by the term RP f (kr)e−2ik

P f
z (ws−zr ) (see (38)). Thus

this observation indicates that the theory underpredicts the
amount of seismic attenuation. It is well known that Biot’s
theory can underestimate seismic attenuation [82]. However,
the observation of Figure 11 could also be related to geo-
metric misalignment in the experimental setup. We note
that the possibility of underestimation by the electrokinetic
coupling ratio α(ω) is excluded as it is effectively removed
by the filter. In this paper we focus only on comparing theo-
retical and measured coseismic amplitudes rather than the
seismoelectric responses at interfaces. The receiver is located
at a constant distance from the interface, so that we do not
compare the amplitudes to those generated by a (vertical)
dipole located at the interface. A thorough comparison of
seismoelectric amplitudes radiated from interfaces as a func-
tion of distance towards the interface with the pattern due to
a dipole is given by [45].

It is possible to model all interface responses and coseis-
mic effects of Figure 10(b) by adopting full electrokinetic
theory for the poroelastic medium in the boundary value
problem [44]. This results in complicated expressions for
the so-called seismoelectric reflection and conversion coef-
ficients, which describe the interface responses, and also for
the transmission coefficient TP f and RP f . Therefore, in the
above, we only adopted Biot’s poroelastic theory to solve for
TP f and used the electric-solid ratio αP f (ω) to describe the
coseismic electric potential of Figure 10(a). The disadvantage
of the approach is that interface response effects cannot be
modelled. On the other hand, it results in simpler expressions
for the coseismic fields.
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5. Seismoelectric Interferometry

Considering the combined character of seismo-electromag-
netic waves it can be very beneficial to use them for a wide
range of applications. (The application for oil-field explo-
ration has already been shown by Thompson et al. [83].)
From an imaging point of view, the principle of interfer-
ometry has already been proven useful for a wide class of
phenomena, for example in seismic systems or electromag-
netic systems (e.g., [47, 48]). Hence, we are taking this prin-
ciple to the next level: correlation imaging with seismo-
electromagnetic waves. Before showing some examples, the
principle of interferometry will be explained first.

5.1. Theory. Interferometry makes use of the cross-correla-
tion of responses at different receivers in order to obtain the
Green’s function of the field response between these stations.
In other words, it is the deterministic response from one
station to the other.

Figure 12 shows a possible seismoelectric interferometry
setting. The cross-correlation of electric (Ex) and acoustic
signals (vz) from sources located at the surface (Figure 12(a))
or in the bulk (Figure 12(c)) results in the direct electric
response of an acoustic source ( fz) generating a seismoelec-
tric wave (Figure 12(b)). The known challenging problems in
using seismo-electromagnetics as a geophysical exploration
tool can potentially be addressed by applying interfero-
metric Green’s function retrieval techniques to seismo-elec-
tromagnetic phenomena [46]. First of all, sources in “clas-
sical” seismoelectric surveys need to be strong. This is not
always possible and therefore it is beneficial to be able to
replace those strong sources by receivers.

A second well-known problem in these conventional seis-
moelectric surveys is the very low signal-to-noise ratio. By
doing interferometry, stacking inherently takes place with a
possible improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio as a result.

After deriving the system of equations for coupled seis-
mic and electromagnetic waves in saturated porous media
[29], the convolution-type reciprocity theorem and a power
balance for seismoelectric waves was derived by Pride and
Haartsen [67]. In 2003, this result was extended to a reci-
procity theorem of the correlation-type for seismoelectric
waves [84].

Following Wapenaar and Fokkema [85], de Ridder et al.
[46] showed that the 1D seismoelectric system for the SH-TE
propagation mode can be captured in the following matrix-
vector equation

iω̂Aû + Dxû = ŝ, (45)

where matrix ̂A contains the space-dependent material
parameters, û represents the field vector (in the space-
frequency domain), matrix Dx contains the spatial differen-
tial operator ∂/∂x, ŝ denotes the source vector, and where iω
arises due to Fourier transformation of the temporal deriva-
tive of a field. It is important to capture the 1D seismoelectric
system in such a general diffusion, flow and wave equation, in
order to employ the derived expressions for unified Green’s
function retrieval by cross-correlation [47] and to finally
end up with interferometric seismoelectric Green’s function
representations.

Next, considering the Fourier transform of an impulsive
source acting at time t = 0 s and at location x = xs, ŝ in (45)
is replaced by Iδ(x − xs). As a consequence, the field vector
û can be replaced by a Green’s matrix ̂G(x, xs,ω). In this way,
(45) is changed to

iω̂ÂG(x, xs,ω) + Dx ̂G(x, xs,ω) = Iδ(x − xs), (46)

where the Green’s matrix ̂G(x, xs,ω) is given by

̂G(x, xs,ω) =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

̂GE,Je(x, xs,ω) ̂GE,Jm(x, xs,ω) ̂GE, f (x, xs,ω) ̂GE,hb(x, xs,ω)
̂GH ,Je(x, xs,ω) ̂GH ,Jm(x, xs,ω) ̂GH , f (x, xs,ω) ̂GH ,hb(x, xs,ω)
̂Gvs,Je(x, xs,ω) ̂Gvs,Jm(x, xs,ω) ̂Gvs , f (x, xs,ω) ̂Gvs,hb(x, xs,ω)
̂Gτb ,Je(x, xs,ω) ̂Gτb ,Jm(x, xs,ω) ̂Gτb , f (x, xs,ω) ̂Gτb ,hb(x, xs,ω)

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

. (47)

The first superscript (vs) in ̂Gvs ,Je(x, xs,ω) denotes the type
of response measured at location x, resulting from the type
of impulsive source located at xs, which is denoted by the
second superscript (Je).

Starting from the general interferometric Green’s func-
tion representation (48) as derived by Wapenaar et al. [47]

̂G(xB, xA,ω) + ̂G†(xA, xB,ω)

= −
{

̂G(xB, x,ω)Nx ̂G†(xA, x,ω)
}∣

∣

∣

x2

x1

+
∫

D

{

̂G(xB, x,ω)
[

iω
(

̂A− ̂A†
)]

̂G†(xA, x,ω)
}

dx,

(48)

where it is assumed that the two reciprocity states have the
same medium parameters and where Nx represents the
normal vector matrix containing the components of a nor-
mal vector n, arranged in the same way as the partial spatial
derivative ∂/∂x in the matrix Dx

Nx =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

0 −1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

, (49)

de Ridder et al. [46] derived the following interferometric
integral representation for one element of the seismoelectric
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Figure 12: Schematic seismoelectric interferometry setting. Cross-correlation of electric (Ex) and acoustic signals (vz) from sources located
at the surface (a) or in the bulk (c) results in the direct electric response of an acoustic source ( fz) generating a seismoelectric wave (b).

SH-TE Green’s matrix in 1D (50), using seismoelectric
reciprocity theorems

{

̂GE, f (xB, xA,ω) + ̂Gvs ,Je∗(xA, xB,ω)
}

̂S

=
{

̂GE,Je(xB, x,ω) ̂Gvs ,Jm∗(xA, x,ω)

+ ̂GE,Jm(xB, x,ω) ̂Gvs,Je∗(xA, x,ω)

− ̂GE, f (xB, x,ω) ̂Gvs ,h∗(xA, x,ω)

− ̂GE,h(xB, x,ω) ̂Gvs, f∗(xA, x,ω)
}∣

∣

∣

x2

x1

̂S

+ 2iω
∫

D

{

̂GE,Je(xB, x,ω)i�{ε̂} ̂Gvs,Je∗(xA, x,ω)

+ ̂GE, f (xB, x,ω)�
{

ρ f ̂L0

}

̂Gvs ,Je∗(xA, x,ω)

− ̂GE,Je(xB, x,ω)�
{

ρ f ̂L0

}

̂Gvs , f∗(xA, x,ω)

+ ̂GE, f (xB, x,ω)i�{ρ̂c} ̂Gvs , f∗(xA, x,ω)
}

dx̂S.

(50)

To arrive at this form, they have chosen the {1, 3} element
of the 1D SH-TE seismoelectric Green’s matrix (47) and
expanded (48) using this element. Here, ̂S denotes the power
spectrum of the emitted source signal and ρ̂c = ρb −
iωk0(ρ f )

2/η.
We can distinguish two terms in this integral representa-

tion. The first term on the right-hand side represents corre-
lations of recorded responses of sources on the boundary of
the domain of reciprocity, whereas the second term on the
righthand-side represents correlations of recorded responses
of sources throughout the reciprocity domain.

As shown by de Ridder et al. [46], the following source-
receiver reciprocity holds

̂Gvs,Je(xA, xB,ω) = − ̂GE, f (xB, xA,ω). (51)

Hence, the left-hand side of (50) can be rewritten as
2i�{ ̂GE, f (xB, xA,ω)}̂S. This signal will be antisymmetric
around t = 0 s in the time-domain.

Looking at expression (50) in more detail it can be seen
that the left-hand side, the electric field response registered
at xB generated by an elastic force source located at xA, is
obtained by cross-correlating the registered electric fields at
xB with the registered particle velocities at xA, which are the
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Figure 13: The geometry of the 1D numerical experiment. Posi-
tions xA and xB represent the receiver positions, denoted by the
top-down triangles. The upper boundary is called x1 and the lower
boundary x2, located at x = −150 m and x = 650 m, respectively.
The positions of the interfaces are visualized by the red bars. FS
denotes the free-surface, whereas IF1 and IF2 correspond to the
first and second subsurface interfaces, respectively. Furthermore,
schematic ray paths of events in the seismoelectric Green’s function
GE, f (xB , xA, t) are shown. The black arrows represent shear wave ray
paths, whereas the green arrows depict electromagnetic ray paths.
The labels correspond to the labelled events in Figures 14 and
15, where d denotes the direct event and dg its source-side ghost,
which are both coseismic field responses, 1 represents the interface
response of the most shallow interface and 1g its source-side ghost,
2 corresponds to the interface response of the second, deeper inter-
face and event 2g represents again its source-side ghost.

result of four different types of boundary sources and two
types of domain sources. The two types of domain sources,
an electric current source and an elastic force source, are both
weighted with two different medium parameters.
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Table 3: Overview of the relevant medium parameters for the 1D seismoelectric interferometry model.

Property Unit Value medium A Value medium B Dimension

Porosity φ 0.4 0.2 [—]

Pore fluid density ρ f 1.0 · 103 1.0 · 103 [kg/m3]

Solid density ρs 2.7 · 103 2.7 · 103 [kg/m3]

Shear modulus framework of grains G 9.0 · 109 9.0 · 109 [Pa]

Pore fluid viscosity η 1.0 · 10−3 1.0 · 10−3 [kg/(m s)]

Static permeability k0 1.3 · 10−12 1.6 · 10−12 [m2]

Static electrokinetic coupling L0 1.0 · 10−8 1.0 · 10−9 [m2/(s V)]

Tortuosity α∞ 3.0 3.0 [—]

Relative perm. of the (pore) fluid εr f 80 80 [—]

Relative perm. of the solid εrs 4 4 [—]

Bulk electric conductivity σ0 1.0 · 10−1 1.0 · 10−1 [S/m]
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Figure 14: Separated contributions of the domain integral and
the boundary points to the retrieved Green’s functions. In other
words, it shows the relative contributions of the two right-hand side
terms in (50) to the retrieved Green’s functions, for a three-layered
medium bounded by a vacuum.

Due to the fact that wave energy is dissipated during wave
propagation, the domain sources are necessary to account for
these losses. However, these sources are not likely to exist in
reality or cannot be rewritten for practical applications and
therefore we would like to be able to ignore their contribu-
tions.

As is already shown in three examples by de Ridder
et al. [46], it is indeed possible (under certain conditions)
to obtain accurate Green’s functions from boundary sources
only. The most complex situation considered by de Ridder
et al. [46] was a medium consisting of two layers bounded by
a vacuum. For this situation it was shown that the domain
integral contribution could be neglected as long as the
domain of reciprocity was chosen in such a way, that it
included the heterogeneities (i.e., the interface between the

two layers). Then, spurious events would only occur on one
side of the symmetrized, retrieved Green’s function.

In the following section, we will increase the complexity
of the numerical configuration by adding an extra layer to
the system, to investigate the Green’s function retrieval for a
1D, three-layered system bounded by a free-surface. In other
words, we will look at the applicability of the interferometric
seismoelectric Green’s function representation (50) when
there are two interfaces located in the subsurface. We will
consider a configuration where a medium B is sandwiched
between two identical layers (medium A) with different med-
ium parameters, as given in Table 3. We have chosen the
medium parameters in such a way, that there is a very small
seismic contrast between the layers; the porosity is the only
contrasting seismic parameter between the layers. In this way,
we are minimizing the dominant coseismic field response
from the two subsurface interfaces and are able to focus
mainly on the retrieval of the interface response field. The
free-surface on the other hand, acts as a reflector for the
seismic waves and therefore the coseismic fields related to this
interface are still preserved. In this way, we are able to inves-
tigate separately the retrieval of both the coseismic field
responses and the interface response fields. For field geome-
tries, the amplitudes of the coseismic field responses related
to the subsurface interfaces are often much higher than the
interface response field amplitudes.

5.2. Results. We consider a three-layered 1D medium bound-
ed by a vacuum half-space. The top and bottom layer consist
of medium parameters belonging to medium A and the sand-
wiched layer has the properties of medium B (see Table 3).
The bottom layer is in fact a half-space. The whole three-
layered system is bounded by a vacuum half-space in which
only electromagnetic waves can propagate. The interface
separating the subsurface from the vacuum is called the free-
surface. According to Wapenaar and Fokkema [86], the free-
surface acts as a mirror to both shear waves and electromag-
netic waves (the latter due to the fact that a 1D geometry
is considered here). Therefore, the sources on the domain
boundary at the free surface can be neglected and also the
contributions of the vacuum above the free-surface can be
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Figure 15: The obtained correlation gather of the domain integral for a three-layered medium bounded by a vacuum. The scale is taken
as the logarithm of the absolute value of the amplitude. Summing this correlation gather panel yields the total contribution of the domain
integral as shown in Figure 14 by the blue volume line. Several events can be recognized.

disregarded. The range of the domain integral contribution
is from 0 to 650 m (see Figure 13 for an overview of the geo-
metry). The receivers at xA and xB are located at x = 100 m
and x = 275 m, respectively. The upper boundary is called
x1 and the lower boundary x2, located at x = −150 m and
x = 650 m, respectively.

Figure 14 shows the time-domain equivalent of the sepa-
rated contributions of the domain integral and the boundary
points to the retrieved Green’s functions. In other words, it
shows the relative contributions of the two right-hand side
terms in (50) to the retrieved Green’s functions. The positive
time corresponds to the Green’s function GE, f (xB, xA, t), the
electric field response registered at xB due to an impulsive
seismic source located at xA. As is visible, the dominant
contribution in the positive time window comes from just
the boundary term. Therefore, it is shown that this Green’s
function can be mainly reconstructed by using the boundary
contribution only. In contrast, the negative time window
contains strong domain integral contributions as well.
The negative times correspond to the Green’s function
Gvs,Je(xA, xB,−t), the particle velocity response measured at
xA due to an impulsive electrical current source at xB. These
strong volume source contributions correct the polarity of
the single boundary term contribution.

Several events can be recognized in Figure 14. The purely
diffusive electromagnetic field is the first event to arrive, with
its maximum at approximately t = 0.58 ms (t = −0.58 ms
for the time-reversed causal signal). The second arrival, at
approximately t = 83 ms corresponds to a direct coseismic

shear wave event (labelled d). Its time-reversed causal equi-
valent arrives around t = −83 ms. The source-side ghost of
this direct coseismic shear wave event (labelled dg) arrives
at approximately t = 0.18 s. The overlapping causal and
time-reversed causal electromagnetic events at t = 0 s are
constructed completely by the sources in the domain inte-
gral. In contrast, the shear wave event is retrieved by mainly
boundary source contributions. This makes sense, consider-
ing the sources of wave energy loss. As mentioned already, the
electromagnetic event is, in the considered seismic frequency
range, primarily a diffusive field. Therefore, volume sources
are required to compensate for the wave energy loss. For
the shear wave event, the amount of wave energy loss is
relatively small. Hence, the need for volume source energy
compensation is negligible. Considering this in terms of the
interferometric seismoelectric integral representation (50),

{

̂GE, f (xB, xA,ω) + ̂Gvs,Je∗(xA, xB,ω)
}

̂S

=
{

̂GE,Je(xB, x,ω) ̂Gvs,Jm∗(xA, x,ω)

+ ̂GE,Jm(xB, x,ω) ̂Gvs ,Je∗(xA, x,ω)

− ̂GE, f (xB, x,ω) ̂Gvs,h∗(xA, x,ω)

− ̂GE,h(xB, x,ω) ̂Gvs , f∗(xA, x,ω)
}∣

∣

∣

x2

x1

̂S

+ 2iω
∫

D

{

̂GE,Je(xB, x,ω)i�{ε̂} ̂Gvs ,Je∗(xA, x,ω)
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+ ̂GE, f (xB, x,ω)�
{

ρ f ̂L0

}

̂Gvs,Je∗(xA, x,ω)

− ̂GE,Je(xB, x,ω)�
{

ρ f ̂L0

}

̂Gvs, f∗(xA, x,ω)

+ ̂GE, f (xB, x,ω)i�{ρ̂c} ̂Gvs , f∗(xA, x,ω)
}

dx̂S,

(52)

we can omit the volume source contributions

2iω
∫

D

{

̂GE,Je(xB, x,ω)i�{ε̂} ̂Gvs,Je∗(xA, x,ω)

+ ̂GE, f (xB, x,ω)�
{

ρ f ̂L0

}

̂Gvs,Je∗(xA, x,ω)

− ̂GE,Je(xB, x,ω)�
{

ρ f ̂L0

}

̂Gvs , f∗(xA, x,ω)

+ ̂GE, f (xB, x,ω)i�{ρ̂c} ̂Gvs, f∗(xA, x,ω)
}

dx̂S ≈ 0.

(53)

The free-surface acts as a mirror to both shear waves and
electromagnetic waves and therefore the sources on the
domain boundary at the free-surface can be neglected and
also the contributions of the vacuum medium above the free-
surface can be disregarded. For (52), this effectively means
that the contributions of the boundary sources at x1 can be
omitted. The first two terms on the right-hand side of (52)
represent the correlation products of the two fields generated
by either electrical or magnetic current sources. The con-
tribution of these two correlation products to the positive
time window is very small, due to the fact that the causal
fields registered at xB are electric fields which, without any
wavetype conversion, only contribute significantly at t = 0
(they arrive instantaneously). The contributions of the elec-
tric signals with positive seismic traveltimes are negligible,
because these signals have encountered at least two wavetype
conversions; this implies significant energy losses. Therefore,
we can additionally neglect the contributions of the elec-
tromagnetic boundary sources (Je and Jm), ending up with
the following reduced interferometric seismoelectric integral
representation

{

̂GE, f (xB, xA,ω) + ̂Gvs ,Je∗(xA, xB,ω)
}

̂S

=
{

− ̂GE, f (xB, x2,ω) ̂Gvs,h∗(xA, x2,ω)

− ̂GE,h(xB, x2,ω) ̂Gvs , f∗(xA, x2,ω)
}

̂S.

(54)

Figure 16 shows the result of using this reduced interfer-
ometric seismoelectric integral representation. The figure
displays a comparison between the exact Green’s function
in the positive time window GE, f (xB, xA, t) and the Green’s
function retrieved by using (54), that is, by considering only
seismic boundary source contributions ( f and h) at x2. As is
visible, the amplitude errors between the exact and retrieved
Green’s functions are still very small in this situation (about
10% or less), showing that neglecting these types of sources
is allowed. When comparing these losses with Figure 14, it is
visible that these amplitude losses are probably related to the
fact that the volume source contributions (blue solid line in
Figure 14) are neglected in Figure 16. In addition, Figure 17
shows the differences between the exact Green’s function and

Figure 16: Comparison between the exact Green’s function
GE, f (xB , xA, t) and the Green’s function retrieved by considering
only seismic boundary source contributions in the right-hand side
of (52). In other words, the contributions of the domain sources
and electromagnetic boundary sources are neglected. As can be
seen, the amplitude errors between the exact and retrieved Green’s
functions are acceptable (about 10% or less). Because only the
Green’s function corresponding to the positive time window is con-
sidered here, no spurious events (which reside in the negative time
window) are visible.

the Green’s function retrieved by considering only electro-
magnetic boundary source contributions (Je and Jm). As
is visible, the electromagnetic boundary sources have a
negligible contribution to the retrieved Green’s function
in the positive time window GE, f (xB, xA, t). Hence, the
amplitude losses visible in Figure 16 are indeed caused by
ignoring the volume source contributions. However, the
electromagnetic boundary sources do contribute to the
Green’s function retrieval in the negative time window, that
is,Gvs,Je(xA, xB,−t). The two red-dashed peaks at roughly t =
−0.28 s and t = −0.38 s correspond to the spurious events
B1 and B2, respectively. These spurious events result from
the boundary and volume sources that are related to the
edges of the modeling domain. They will remain present
when considering only boundary sources or domain sources
and will vanish when considering both. It is visible that the
spurious events are not present in the exact case. Figure 17
clearly illustrates the contribution of the electromagnetic
boundary sources in cancelling out the spurious events in the
negative time window. As visible in Figure 15, the spurious
events B1 and B2 are never stationary. Due to the bounded
modeling domain, a contribution exists of sources at the edge
of the modeling domain and that contribution needs to be
compensated for by a source at that boundary surface.

Looking at Figure 14, several other events are present
as well. For seismoelectric exploration purposes, the events
arriving at roughly t = 0.14 s and t = 0.23 s are of major
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Figure 17: Comparison between the exact Green’s function
GE, f (xB , xA, t) +Gvs ,Je (xA, xB ,−t) and the Green’s function retrieved
by considering only electromagnetic boundary source contribu-
tions (Je and Jm) in the right-hand side of (52). In other words, the
contributions of the domain sources and seismic boundary sources
are neglected. As is visible, the electromagnetic boundary sources
have a negligible contribution to the retrieved Green’s function
in the positive time window GE, f (xB , xA, t). However, the electro-
magnetic boundary sources do contribute to the Green’s function
retrieval in the negative time window, that is, Gvs ,Je (xA, xB ,−t). The
two red-dashed peaks at roughly t = −0.28 s and t = −0.38 s
correspond to the spurious events B1 and B2, respectively. It is
visible that the spurious events are not present in the exact case. The
contribution of the electromagnetic boundary sources in cancelling
out the spurious events in the negative time window is clearly
illustrated.

interest. These represent the interface response (labelled 1)
of the most shallow interface and its source-side ghost
(labelled 1g). Similarly, the other two strong arrivals in the
positive time window correspond to the interface response of
the second, deeper interface (labelled 2) and its source-side
ghost (labelled 2g). The schematic ray paths of these events
are displayed in Figure 13. Especially worth noticing are two
additional nonphysical events that reside in the negative
time-window, labelled B1 and B2. As can be seen in Figure 14,
the spurious event B1 generated by the boundary sources is
equal but opposite in sign to the spurious event B1 from
the volume sources. The same holds for spurious event
B2. So, when retrieving the Green’s functions by using the
complete right hand side of (52) these spurious events will
vanish. However, when considering either boundary sources
or domain sources, B1 and B2 will remain. The spurious
events exist due to a correlation between a seismic and an
electromagnetic wave event. Because the correlation implic-
itly subtracts the traveltime of the seismic event, which is
relatively long compared with the traveltime of the electro-
magnetic wave (which arrives almost immediately), from the

traveltime of the electromagnetic wave, the resulting spuri-
ous event resides in the negative time window.

This is visible in Figure 15. This figure represents the
obtained correlation gather of the domain integral for a
three-layered medium bounded by a vacuum. In other
words, it represents the cross-correlation results for different
source positions in the domain integral. The scale is taken
as the logarithm of the amplitude. This, in order to be able
to present the different events despite their large amplitude
differences. Summing this correlation gather panel yields
the total contribution of the domain integral as shown in
Figure 14 by the blue volume line.

As is visible, the correlation gather of this relatively sim-
ple 1D example already shows a great complexity of events.
It contains lots of multiple arrivals and free-surface ghosts.
Therefore, distinguishing all the different events is quite a
task. Looking at the different events, some contributions are
so-called non-stationary. That means that this contribution
of a certain source position to a certain event shifts in time as
a function of the source position [46]. For example, looking
at the area in between the receiver positions xA and xB, all the
non-horizontal events are non-stationary. However, outside
the range enclosed by the two receivers, the contributions
of the sources in the domain integral of the interferometric
Green’s function representation are stationary. This com-
bined with the slight amplitude losses visible in Figure 16
(about 10% or less), partly confirms both the analyses of
Snieder [87] and Slob et al. [48]. They show that, for res-
pectively the seismic interferometry and the electromag-
netic interferometry, no spurious events will be created by
neglecting the contribution of the domain integral in weakly
dissipative media. Only the amplitudes of the retrieved events
will be affected. Furthermore, the spurious events that are
created in our modeling indeed only reside in the negative
time window, as should be the case. Because Figure 16 only
considers the Green’s function corresponding to the positive
time window, no spurious events are visible.

The numerical 1D SH-TE example presented here has
shown that the presence of seismic sources only is sufficient
to retrieve an accurate seismoelectric response. This means
effectively that both seismic and electromagnetic signals are
registered at different receivers (without the need of explicit
electromagnetic sources) and that by cross-correlating these
registered signals, the accurate seismoelectric Green’s func-
tion (less than 10% amplitude difference) is retrieved. In
addition, it has been shown that the electromagnetic bound-
ary source contribution to the Green’s function retrieval in
the positive time window is negligible. However, the num-
erical example presented here is of course far from resem-
bling a real Earth setting. Nevertheless, recent seismic inter-
ferometry studies performed on real data have shown that,
for example, by using seismic noise sources (e.g. from micro-
seisms), P-wave reflection responses can be correctly
retrieved [88]. Here it is shown that for the seismoelectric
case, the use of seismic sources only is sufficient to correctly
retrieve the seismoelectric Green’s function response (for the
coseismic field responses as well as the interface response
fields). This seems promising for real applications of seis-
moelectric interferometry. We are currently investigating
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seismoelectric interferometry for both propagation modes
(SH-TE and P-SV-TM) for 3D configurations.

6. Conclusion and Prospects

It was shown that the computed amplitude and phase for
the dynamic permeability correlate well with the normalized
measurements, whereas for the dynamic SP coefficient, only
the normalized amplitude correlates well with the predic-
tions of the theory. This difference could be due to a capacitor
effect of the set-up. To prevent the capacitor effect, using
insulating plates and electrodes perforated in them may be
a solution. In addition, this difference could be related to a
slight frequency-dependence of the bulk conductivity. Using
independent impedance measurements of the sample could
also improve the results. A full-waveform seismoelectric
model in a layered geometry was obtained from the solution
of a mechanical boundary value problem and the electric-
solid ratio of the fast P-wave. The model was simplified by
neglecting the interface response. The predictions of fast P-
wave coseismic fields were compared against coseismic field
measurements. Agreement was found in terms of travel time
and waveform, while predicted amplitudes fell within the
range of the measured amplitudes. Further modeling indi-
cated that the (Biot) theory underestimates the measured
seismic attenuation. The experimental results confirm the
existing electrokinetic theory for the seismoelectric wave
effect. Moreover, it was shown that coseismic fields can be
modeled in a relatively simple way. The electrokinetic theory
was subsequently adopted to study the applicability of seis-
moelectric interferometry. It was shown that the 1D inter-
ferometric seismoelectric SH-TE Green’s function repre-
sentation retrieves accurate results for a three-layered 1D
medium bounded by a vacuum. From the numerical results
it can be concluded that seismic sources at a single boundary
location are sufficient to extract the 1D electric field response
generated by an impulsive seismic source in a layered model,
both for the coseismic field responses and the interface res-
ponse fields. In addition, it has been shown that the elec-
tromagnetic boundary source contribution to the Green’s
function retrieval in the positive time window is negligible.
However, the numerical example presented here is of course
far from resembling a real Earth setting. Nevertheless, recent
seismic interferometry studies performed on real data have
shown that by using seismic noise sources, for example P-
wave reflection responses can be correctly retrieved. Here
it is shown that for the seismoelectric case, the use of
seismic sources only is sufficient to correctly retrieve the

seismoelectric Green’s function response (for the coseismic
field responses as well as the interface response fields).
This seems promising for real applications of seismoelectric
interferometry.

Appendix

Substituting plane wave expressions into the poroelastic
boundary conditions (39) for an incident acoustic wave from
the fluid which impinges on a fluid/poroelastic-medium
boundary leads to the following linear system of equations

A ·
(

Rp,TP f ,TPs,TSV
)T =

(

k
f l
z ,φρ f , 0, 0

)T
, (A.1)

where the elements of matrix A are

a11 = k
f l
z ,

a21 = −φρ f ,
a12 =

[

1− φ + φβP f (ω)
]

k
P f
z ,

a22 =
[

Q + RβP f (ω)
]

s2P f (ω),

a32 = krk
P f
z ,

a42 = k2
r −

ω2s2P f (ω)NP f (ω)

(2G)
,

a13 = [

1− φ + φβPs(ω)
]

kPsz ,

a23 = [

Q + RβPs(ω)
]

s2Ps(ω),

a33 = krk
Ps
z ,

a43 = k2
r −

ω2s2Ps(ω)NPs(ω)
(2G)

,

a14 = [

1− φ + φβS(ω)
]

kr ,

a34 = k2
r −

ω2s2S(ω)
2

,

a44 = −krkSVz ,

(A.2)

and a31 = a41 = a24 = 0, and where Nm(ω) = P − (1− φ)Q/
φ + [Q− (1− φ)R/φ]βm(ω), for m = Pf ,Ps.

Substituting plane wave expressions into the poroelastic
boundary conditions (39) for an incident fast P-wave from a
poroelastic-medium which impinges on a fluid/poroelastic-
medium boundary leads to the following linear system of
equations

B ·
(

Tp,RP f ,RPs,RSV
)T

=
⎛

⎝

[

1− φ + φβP f (ω)
]

k
P f
z ,

[

Q + RβP f (ω)
]

s2P f (ω), krk
P f
z ,−

⎡

⎣k2
r −

ω2s2P f (ω)NP f (ω)

2G

⎤

⎦

⎞

⎠

T (A.3)
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where the elements of matrix B are

b11 = k
f l
z ,

b21 = φρ f ,

b12 =
[

1− φ + φβP f (ω)
]

k
P f
z ,

b22 = −
[

Q + RβP f (ω)
]

s2P f (ω),

b32 = krk
P f
z ,

b42 = k2
r −

ω2s2P f (ω)NP f (ω)

2G
,

b13 = [

1− φ + φβPs(ω)
]

kPsz ,

b23 = −[Q + RβPs(ω)
]

s2Ps(ω),

b33 = krk
Ps
z ,

b43 = k2
r −

ω2s2Ps(ω)NPs(ω)
2G

,

b14 = −[1− φ + φβS(ω)
]

kr ,

b34 = −
[

k2
r −

ω2s2S(ω)
2

]

,

b44 = krk
SV
z ,

(A.4)

and b31 = b41 = b24 = 0. The reflection and transmission
coefficients are defined as

Tp = ϕ̃ f l

ϕ̃sP f ,I
, RP f =

ϕ̃sP f ,R

ϕ̃sP f ,I
, RPs = ϕ̃sPs

ϕ̃sP f ,I
,

RSV = ψ̃sSV
ϕ̃sP f ,I

.

(A.5)

The potentials occur in the following plane wave expressions

ϕ̂ f l = ϕ̃ f le−i(kr rr+k
f l
z z),

ϕ̂sq = ϕ̃sqe
−i(kr rr±kP fz z),

ϕ̂sPs = ϕ̃sPse
−i(kr rr−kPsz z),

̂Ψ
s

SV =
(

0, ψ̃sSV e
−i(kr rr−kSVz z), 0

)T
,

(A.6)

for q is P f , I or P f , R. The subscript I and R refer to the
incident and reflected wave, respectively. These potentials are
related to the displacement fields as follows

û f l = ∇ϕ̂ f l,

ûs,q = ∇ϕ̂sq,

ûs,Ps = ∇ϕ̂sPs,
ûs,SV = ∇ × ̂Ψ

s

SV ,

ûs = ûs,P f ,I + ûs,P f ,R + ûs,Ps + ûs,SV ,

û f = βP f ûs,P f ,I + βP f ûs,P f ,R + βPsûs,Ps + βSûs,SV .

(A.7)

Fluid pressure is related to fluid displacement by p̂ f l =
−Kf∇·û f l. Pore-fluid pressure and intergranular stresses are
obtained following the basic equations described in [60–64].
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We find that the thin double layer assumption, in which the thickness of the electrical diffuse layer is assumed small compared
to the radius of curvature of a pore or throat, is valid in a capillary tubes model so long as the capillary radius is >200 times the
double layer thickness, while the thick double layer assumption, in which the diffuse layer is assumed to extend across the entire
pore or throat, is valid so long as the capillary radius is >6 times smaller than the double layer thickness. At low surface charge
density (<10 mC ·m−2) or high electrolyte concentration (>0.5 M) the validity criteria are less stringent. Our results suggest that
the thin double layer assumption is valid in sandstones at low specific surface charge (<10 mC · m−2), but may not be valid in
sandstones of moderate- to small pore-throat size at higher surface charge if the brine concentration is low (<0.001 M). The thick
double layer assumption is likely to be valid in mudstones at low brine concentration (<0.1 M) and surface charge (<10 mC·m−2),
but at higher surface charge, it is likely to be valid only at low brine concentration (<0.003 M). Consequently, neither assumption
may be valid in mudstones saturated with natural brines.

1. Introduction

Streaming potentials in porous materials arise from the
electrical double layer which forms at solid-fluid interfaces
(e.g., [1]). The solid surfaces typically become electrically
charged, in which case an excess of countercharge accu-
mulates in the adjacent fluid, in an arrangement called the
electrical double layer. The double layer comprises an inner
compact (Stern) layer and an outer diffuse (Gouy-Chapman)
layer. Most of the countercharge typically resides within the
Stern layer; however, if the fluid is induced to flow by an
external pressure gradient, then some of the excess charge
within the diffuse layer is transported with the flow, giving
rise to a streaming current. Divergence of the streaming
current density establishes an electrical potential, termed the
streaming potential (e.g., [2–4]).

Within the diffuse layer, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
is typically used to describe the variation in electrical
potential with distance from the solid surface; in cylin-
drical coordinates and assuming a symmetric, monovalent

electrolyte, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation is given in
dimensionless form by [5]

1
R

∂

∂R

(

R
∂ψ

∂R

)

=
(

r

λ

)2

sinh
(

ψ
)

, (1)

where the dimensionless electrical potential is ψ ≡ V/(kT/e),
and dimensionless radial position is R ≡ y/r (Figure 1)
(see Table 1 for the nomenclature). The electrical potential
is denoted V , T is temperature, k is Boltzmann’s constant, e
is the electron charge, λ is a characteristic lengthscale termed
the Debye length, and r is the radius of a cylindrical pore
(capillary). The Debye length is a measure of the diffuse layer
thickness; its value depends upon the concentration of the
salt species and, assuming (1) is valid, is given by

λ =
(

2000NACf e2

εkT

)−1/2

, (2)

where NA is Avogadro’s number, Cf is molar concentration,
and T is temperature (e.g., [2]). The derivation of (1)
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Figure 1: (a) Flow velocity (solid line) and excess countecharge within a capillary, invoking the “thin” (short dashes) and “thick” (long
dashes) double-layer assumption and assuming a constant excess surface charge density. The width of the “thin” double-layer has been
greatly exaggerated. The excess charge on the capillary surface, and hence the total excess countercharge within the capillary, are the same for
both the “thin” and “thick” double layer assumptions; the only difference between the models is the distribution of the countercharge within
the capillary. (b) Calculation of the streaming current. Assuming Poiseuille flow, each cylinder of fluid of thickness dy travels at velocity
v(y) and transports an excess charge density Q(y). The distribution of excess charge within the capillary impacts on the streaming current
because excess charge at the centre of the capillary is transported more rapidly by the flow than excess charge at the margin of the capillary.
Modified from Jackson [6].

assumes that the ions are point charges, the fluid is contin-
uous and characterized by a constant permittivity which is
not affected by the overall electrical field strength, and that
the only work done in bringing an ion to a location in the
electrical field is related to the field and not to displacement
of the fluid or interactions with other ions (e.g., [2]). The
Debye length ranges from c. 1 nm in a monovalent electrolyte
at 0.1 M concentration, to c. 10 nm at a concentration of
0.001 M, and is independent of the radius of the pore or
capillary; if the Debye length exceeds the pore radius, there
is double-layer overlap (e.g., [2, pages 363–369]).

In many porous materials of interest to earth and mate-
rial scientists, it is reasonable to assume that the thickness of
the diffuse layer (λ) is small compared to the pore radius (r).
This is the so-called “thin double layer assumption” which is
valid when r � λ. Under this limiting condition, curvature
of the pore surface can be neglected, and the equations
describing fluid flow can be linearized in the region of the
pore surface. The thin double-layer assumption has been
invoked by numerous authors to model streaming potentials
in porous media (e.g., [3, 4, 11–14]) and is also invoked in the
derivation of the widely applied Helmholtz-Smoluchowski
equation (see [2], and references therein):

C = εζ

μσ f
, (3)

where C is the streaming potential coupling coefficient, ζ is
the zeta potential, which is the electrical potential defined at
the inner boundary of the mobile part of the diffuse layer, ε
is the fluid permittivity, μ is the fluid viscosity, and σ f is the
fluid electrical conductivity.

The Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation has been used
to determine the zeta potential from streaming potential

measurements in numerous studies (see [15], for a review])
with appropriate corrections to account for surface electrical
conductivity (e.g., [13, 16, 17]). However, a number of
recent papers have proposed a different approach to model
streaming potential, in which the thickness of the double
layer is assumed to be large compared to the radius of
the pores (i.e., the Debye length is much greater than the
pore radius) [18, 19]. This is the so-called “thick double
layer assumption” in which the excess charge density within
the pore (Q) is assumed to be constant and independent
of distance from the pore surface. The streaming potential
coupling coefficient is then given by

C = Qκ

μσ f
, (4)

where κ is the permeability of the porous material (e.g., [18]).
The advantage of both the “thin” and “thick” double

layer assumptions is that calculation of the streaming current
is greatly simplified because there is no need to explicitly
solve the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (1). Obtaining such
solutions is challenging, especially when the pore space has
a complex topology; analytical solutions are available only
for some restricted cases (e.g., [2], and references therein,
[20, 21]). In the thin double-layer assumption, the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation is linearized in the region close to the
pore surface; in the thick double-layer assumption, the excess
charge is assumed to be uniformly distributed across each
pore or throat.

It is well known that the thin double-layer assumption
is valid if the thickness of the double-layer is “much less”
than the radius of the pore or throat (r � λ), while the
thick double layer assumption is valid if the thickness of
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Table 1: Nomenclature.

Symbol Description Units

Cf Fluid concentration M

e Charge on an electron C

ε Fluid permittivity F m−1

I Electrical (streaming) current A

Id Dimensionless streaming current —

k Boltzmann’s constant m2 kg s−2 K−1

κ Permeability m2

L Capillary length m

λ Debye length m

μ Fluid viscosity Pa s

NA Avogradro’s number Mol−1

P Fluid pressure Pa

q Volumetric flow rate m3 s−1

Q Excess charge density C m−3

Qs Surface charge density C m−2

Qd
Dimensionless surface charge
density

—

r Capillary radius m

rd Dimensionless capillary radius —

R Dimensionless radial position —

σ f Fluid conductivity S m−1

T Temperature K

V Electrical potential V

ψ
Dimensionless electrical
potential

—

y Radial position m

ζ Zeta potential V

the double layer is “much greater” than the radius of the
pore or throat (r � λ). However, perhaps surprisingly, the
conditions for which these assumptions are valid have not yet
been determined quantitatively. Yet the two models predict
different streaming potential behaviour for a given specific
surface charge (Qs) because excess charge at the centre of
a pore or throat is transported more rapidly by the flow
than excess charge at the margin of a pore or throat [6, see
Figure 1]. Moreover, porous materials encountered in both
earth and materials science cover a broad range of pore size
(r) and are saturated with fluids of varying salt concentration
(salinity) which, assuming the electrical potential in the
diffuse layer is described by (1), controls the thickness of the
diffuse layer (λ) through (2). Consequently, the assumption
of a thin or thick double layer may often be invalid.

Westermann-Clark and Christoforou [5] compared the
exclusion-diffusion potential predicted across a single capil-
lary, using a space-charge model that includes a numerical
solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, with that
obtained using the Meyers-Sievers model, in which the excess
charge density is assumed to be independent of distance from
the pore surface. They found that the Meyers-Sievers model
was a good approximation of the space-charge model when
(i) the pore surface charge is small, (ii) when r/λ → 0,

and (iii) when r/λ → ∞. The Meyers-Sievers model is
equivalent to the thick double-layer assumption when r/λ →
0. However, it is not equivalent to the thin double-layer
assumption when r/λ → ∞. In the Meyers-Sievers model,
the diffuse layer thickness is zero in this limit, in which case
there is no streaming current and no streaming potential.
Consequently, the results of Westermann-Clark and Christo-
forou [5] cannot be used to determine the validity of the
thin and thick double-layer assumptions when calculat-
ing streaming current. The thin double-layer assumption
invokes a small but nonzero diffuse layer thickness, which
gives rise to non-zero streaming potentials. Experimental
evidence for a non-zero diffuse layer thickness, even at high
ionic strength when (2) predicts that λ becomes infinitesi-
mally small, has been provided by Dukhin et al. [22] and
Vinogradov et al. [23].

The aim of this paper is to determine the conditions for
which it is valid to invoke the thin and thick double-layer
assumptions when calculating the streaming current in a
simple bundle of capillary tubes model. Although it is a poor
representation of the pore space of most geologic porous
media, the advantage of a capillary tubes model is that the
capillary scale distribution and transport of excess charge
associated with the electrical double-layer is easy to describe;
capillary models have been used to calculate the streaming
potential in numerous previous studies (see [2], and refer-
ences therein; [6, 24–26]). Our approach combines those of
Jackson [6] and Westermann-Clarke and Christoforou [5].
We investigate the validity of streaming current calculations,
rather than streaming potential calculations, because the
former is an essential step in calculating the latter, but the
latter also requires a model for the electrical conductivity,
which is consistent with the pore level distribution of excess
charge. The development of such a model is left for future
study.

2. Model Formulation

The capillary tubes model is simplified from that described in
detail by Jackson [6, 25], so only a brief overview is provided
here. Each capillary has the same length L, radius r, and
orientation; there are no intersections between capillaries,
so the macroscopic mass and charge transport are in one
direction only. The charge per unit surface area (the specific
surface charge) Qs is the same in all capillaries, which is
reasonable so long as the chemical composition of the fluid
and the capillary surfaces do not vary between capillaries.
The specific surface charge (Qs) is evenly distributed along
the capillary surfaces and incorporates the contribution of
adsorbed charge within the Stern layer; this is equivalent to
defining the capillary surface to be the plane separating the
Stern and diffuse layers. To maintain a consistent model,
we assume that the radius of each capillary (r) is defined
between its centre and this plane, which is equivalent to
defining the capillary surface to be the shear plane. Since
the capillaries are identical, the model is analyzed as if it
were a single capillary. A similar approach was followed by
Westermann-Clark and Christoforou [5].
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The streaming current is calculated assuming laminar
flow, in which each concentric cylinder of fluid moving
with velocity v(y) along the capillary, transports an excess
charge density Q(y) (Figure 1). The fluid velocity is given by
Poiseulle’s Law:

v
(

y
) = 1

4μ

(

r2 − y2)ΔP

L
, (5)

where ΔP is the pressure drop along the capillary, and L is the
length of the capillary. The streaming current is given by [2,
page 65]:

I =
∫ r

0
2πyQ

(

y
)

v
(

y
)

dy, (6)

where we neglect the impact on the streaming current of the
electrical potential difference along the capillary [27]. The
description of the excess charge density Q(y) depends upon
whether we invoke the thin or thick double-layer assump-
tions, or explicitly model Q(y) using the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation.

We begin by invoking the thin double-layer assumption
and, for simplicity, the Debye-Hückel approximation in
which the electrical potential within the double layer is
assumed to be small (<25.7 mV at 25◦C; Hunter [2]). The
excess charge density within the diffuse layer can then be
described as a function of distance from the capillary surface
using

Q(x) = Q(x = 0) exp
(

−x
λ

)

, (7)

where Q(x = 0) is the excess charge density in the fluid at
the capillary surface (which is not equal in magnitude to the
surface charge density) and x = (r − y) [2]. The thickness
of the diffuse layer is much less than the capillary radius
(λ � r), so the velocity profile in the diffuse layer close to
the capillary surface can be assumed linear by taking

(

r2 − y2) ≈ 2r
(

r − y
)

,

r2

(

x − x2

r

)

≈ r2x,
(8)

(see Hunter [2, page 66]). The streaming current can then be
written as ([2, equation 3.2.2])

I = Q(x = 0)πr2ΔP

μL

∫ r

0
x exp

(

−x
λ

)

dx. (9)

Integrating by parts and recognizing that Q(x) is zero at x = r
(indeed, long before x = r) the streaming current through a
single capillary becomes

I = −Q(x = 0)πλ2r2ΔP

μL
. (10)

We can express (10) in terms of the surface charge density
by recognizing that the total surface charge on the capillary
must be balanced by the excess countercharge within the
fluid occupying the capillary:

2πrQsL = −L
∫ r

0
2πyQ

(

y
)

dy. (11)

Given that λ� r, this yields

I|λ�r = −Qsπλr2ΔP

μL
. (12)

Equation (12) describes the streaming current through a
capillary tube of radius r, assuming a thin electrical double
layer for which the Debye-Hückel approximation is valid,
associated with specific surface charge Qs. It is easy to show
that (12) can also be expressed in terms of the zeta potential
at the shear plane (see, e.g., (3.2.3) in Hunter [2]), rather than
the specific surface charge.

We now invoke the thick double-layer assumption. The
excess charge density in a given phase is constant across the
capillary, in which case the streaming current can be written
as

I = −Qπr
4ΔP

8μL
. (13)

As before, we can express (13) in terms of the surface charge
density using (11) to give

I|λ�r = −Qsπr3ΔP

4μL
. (14)

Equation (14) describes the streaming current through a
capillary tube of radius r, assuming a thick electrical double
layer associated with specific surface charge Qs.

Finally, we consider explicit solutions to the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation to determine Q(y). In cylindrical coor-
dinates, suitable for a capillary tube model, the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation is given by (1). There is no variation
in electrical potential along the axis of the capillary because
there is no concentration difference. The excess charge at a
dimensionless radial position R ≡ y/r is related to the
dimensionless potential ψ by

Q(R) = 2000eC f NA sinh
(

ψ(R)
)

. (15)

Substituting (15) into (6) and simplifying yields the follow-
ing expression for the streaming current:

I = 1000eC f NAπr4ΔP

μL

∫ 1

0
R · sinh

(

ψ(R)
) · (1− R2)dR,

(16)

with the dimensionless electrical potential (ψ) given by
(1). There are no exact analytical solutions to (1), so we
use a modified implicit Runge-Kutta scheme with residual
control (see [28]) to obtain numerical solutions subject to
the following boundary conditions at the shear plane (R = 1)
and at the centre of the capillary (R = 0) [5]:

∂ψ
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∣
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= 0, (17a)
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R=1

= Qd, (17b)
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whereQd is the dimensionless surface charge density, defined
as

Qd = −erQs

εkT
. (18)

Having determined ψ(R), we integrate (16) numerically over
R to determine Is. Note that the boundary condition (17a)
allows us to account for double-layer overlap in our solutions
of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (1).

The behaviour of the dimensionless electrical potential
and hence the excess charge, as a function of the radial
position, is governed by the dimensionless pore wall surface
charge density (Qd) and the dimensionless capillary radius
(rd). The latter is defined as the ratio of the capillary radius
to the Debye length:

rd = r

λ
. (19)

As rd → 0, the double-layer thickness becomes very large
compared to the capillary radius (r � λ; the limit of a thick
double layer), while as rd → ∞, the double layer thickness
becomes very small compared to the capillary radius (r � λ;
the limit of a thin double layer). We quantify the validity
of the thin and thick double layer assumptions by plotting
dimensionless streaming current (Id) as a function of dimen-
sionless capillary radius (rd). The dimensionless streaming
current is given by

Id = I(rd)− I|λ�r

I|λ�r − I|λ�r
, (20)

where I(rd) is given by the numerical solution of (16), I|λ�r

is the streaming current in the limit of a thin double layer
(12), and I|λ�r is the streaming current in the limit of a thick
double layer (14). If Id = 0, the streaming current calculated
by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation to determine
Q(R) is identical to that obtained assuming a thick double
layer, while if Id = 1, the streaming current calculated by
solvīng the Poisson-Boltzmann equation is identical to that
obtained assuming a thin double layer.

We select values of surface charge (Qs) and concentration
(Cf ) and hold these constant whilst varying the value of
r to investigate how the dimensionless streaming current
(Id) varies as a function of rd. We assume the double-
layer thickness (λ) is related to concentration via (2). We
investigate concentration (Cf ) over the range 10−3–2 M
(mol·L−1) and specific surface electrical charge (Qs) over the
range 1–100 mC·m−2 to capture the range typically observed
in natural systems and laboratory membranes. We discuss
the validity of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (1) over
the concentration range investigated, and its impact on our
results, later in the paper. Surface charge and electrolyte
concentration are varied independently, although the former
may depend upon the latter (e.g., [3, 21, 29]). The pH is
assumed to remain fixed at 7. Our definition of surface
charge includes the contribution of adsorbed charge within
the Stern layer, and the range we investigate is based on
(i) published values for quartz and clay minerals in contact
with NaCl brine (e.g., [18, 21, 29]) and (ii) published zeta

potential data (see Vinogradov et al. [23] for a compilation of
values on quartz and glass in NaCl electrolyte, and Kosmulski
and Dahlsten [30] for values of clay minerals in NaCl
electrolyte), with surface charge related to zeta potential
using the Gouy-Chapman model [2]:

Qs = 2
√

2000kTCf NAε sinh
(

eζ

2kT

)

. (21)

Measured values of zeta potential on quartz and clay minerals
vary in magnitude from c. 100 mV (at low concentration) to
c. 2 mV (at high concentration) over the concentration range
investigated here; corresponding values of surface charge
density, calculated using (21), lie well within the range we
have chosen to investigate and are consistent with published
values. Note that the results of our analysis depend only upon
the magnitude of the surface charge, not its polarity. The
dimensionless surface charge density (Qd) depends on the
fluid permittivity, which varies with concentration (18). We
capture this using

ε = 8.85 × 10−12
(

80− 13Cf + 1.065C2
f − 0.03006C3

f

)

,

(22)

where concentration is in M, and permittivity is in F·m−1

[31].
Note that our approach, in which we hold Qs and Cf

(and therefore λ) constant and vary rd, differs from that
of Westermann-Clark and Christoforou [5]. They held Qd

constant and varied rd without acknowledging that this
requires Qs to vary as rd varies, regardless of whether rd is
varied by changing the capillary radius (r) or diffuse layer
thickness (λ). Variations in λ are associated with changes in
concentration that impact on permittivity (ε) and hence Qd

(18); variations in r require variations in Qs to maintain
constant Qd (18). Assuming constant Qs whilst varying r is
more physically plausible than assuming constant Qd.

3. Results

The variation in excess charge with distance from the
capillary wall is shown in Figure 2, for a capillary radius of
r = 4 nm, two values of Qs reasonable for geologic porous
media (Table 2), and two values of Cf chosen to yield λ� r
at high concentration and λ � r at low concentration.
Also shown is the variation in excess charge with distance,
calculated assuming a thin and thick double layers. The latter
is constant and given by

Q(x) = Qs

r
. (23)

The former is obtained using two models: the Debye-Hückel
model which assumes that Qs is small(<13.9 mC·m−2 at
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Figure 2: Excess charge density (Q) as a function of distance from the capillary centre (x) in a circular capillary of radius 4 nm, for a
surface charge of (a) 1 mC·m−2 and (b) 50 mC·m−2. Each plot shows results for electrolyte salinities of 0.001 M and 2 M, corresponding to
dimensionless capillary radii of 0.41 (i.e., towards the limit for which the thick double layer assumption is valid) and 21.6 (i.e., towards the
limit for which the thin double-layer assumption is valid). Solid lines show Q obtained from a numerical solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation (1) in conjunction with (16); crosses show Q obtained from an analytic solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation assuming a
thin double-layer (diagonal crosses show the Gouy-Chapman model given by (24); vertical crosses show the Debye-Hückel model given by
(7)); dashed lines show constant Q assuming a thick double layer.

25◦C, corresponding to a zeta potential of 25.7 mV) and is
given by (7), and the Gouy-Chapman model [2]:

Q(x) = 2000eC f NA sinh

⎡

⎢

⎣−2 ln

⎛

⎝

1 + exp(−x/λ) tanh
(

(1/2) sin h−1
(

Qs/2
√

2000kTCf NAε
))

1− exp(−x/λ) tanh
(

(1/2) sin h−1
(

Qs/2
√

2000kTCf NAε
))

⎞

⎠

⎤

⎥

⎦. (24)

The results shown in Figure 2 confirm that the excess
charge density calculated numerically tends towards the
constant value given by (23) when λ � r, while the
excess charge calculated numerically agrees with the values
given by (7) and (24) when λ � r. This suggests that
our numerical solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
yield accurate results. Also note that the Debye-Hückel
model provides a reasonably close match to the Gouy-
Chapman model up to the largest value of surface charge
investigated (100 mC·m−2), even though it is strictly valid
only for Qs < 13.9 mC·m−2. In this study, the Debye-
Hückel model provides an appropriate limiting case for
the thin double-layer approximation when calculating the
dimensionless streaming current.

Figure 3 shows the variation of dimensionless streaming
current (Id) with dimensionless capillary radius (rd) for the
range of values of surface charge and concentration given
in Table 2. Each plot corresponds to a different value of
concentration; each curve corresponds to a different value of
surface charge. In all cases, Id reaches zero at small rd and 1

at large rd (within a tolerance of 0.1%), which confirms that
the thick double-layer assumption is valid at small rd (r � λ)
and the thin double-layer assumption is valid at large rd (r �
λ). However, at intermediate rd, the curves diverge from zero
or 1, demonstrating that there is a range of values of r and λ
for which neither assumption is valid. At these intermediate
values of rd, the dimensionless streaming current increases to
large values. This reflects the dependence of I|λ�r on r2 (12)
and I|λ�r on r3 (14), which yields a value of rd at which the
values of I|λ�r and I|λ�r are identical, and the denominator
of (20) falls to zero. An example of this is shown in Figure 4,
where the streaming current obtained assuming a thin
(I|λ�r) or thick (I|λ�r) double layers (using (12) and (24)
resp.) is plotted against dimensionless capillary radius (rd),
and compared to that obtained from a full solution of the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. At intermediate values of rd,
the I|λ�r and I|λ�r deviate from the full solution which
shows that the thin and thick double-layer assumptions are
not valid. When I|λ�r and I|λ�r intersect, the dimensionless
streaming current is undefined because the denominator of
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Figure 3: Dimensionless streaming current (Id) as a function of dimensionless pore radius (rd) for concentration values of (a) 0.001 M; (b)
0.01 M; (c) 0.1 M; (d) 0.5 M; (e) 1 M; (f) 2 M. Curves denote surface charge values of 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 mC·m−2, with curves ordered
between the maximum and minimum values indicated on the plots. The 100 mC·m−2 case is not shown in Figure 3(a).
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Table 2: Values of the properties used in the model.

Property Value Units

Cf 1 × 10−3–2 M

e 1.60217646 × 10−19 C

ε 0.708–0.514 nF m−1

k 1.38065 × 10−23 m2 kg s−2 K−1

λ 9.72–0.185 nm

NA 6.0221415 × 1023 Mol−1

Qs 1–100 mC m−2

T 298.15 K

(20) is zero. However, the dimensionless streaming current at
intermediate rd has no physical significance, as the calculated
values of I|λ�r and I|λ�r are not valid. We are interested here
only in determining the range of values of rd for which Id is
zero or 1, to identify the range of validity of the thick and
thin double-layer approximations, respectively.

At low concentration (e.g., Figure 3(a)), the range of
values of rd for which the thick and thin double-layer
assumptions are valid depends on the specific surface charge,
with high values of surface charge yielding a smaller range
of validity. For example, at the lowest concentration inves-
tigated, the thick double-layer assumption is valid (defined
as a divergence of Id from 0 of <1%) at low surface charge
for rd < 0.81, while the thin double-layer assumption is
valid (defined as a divergence of Id from 1 of <1%) for
rd > 24 (Figure 3(a)). However, at high surface charge, the
thick double layer assumption is valid only for rd < 0.17,
while the thin double layer assumption is valid only for rd >
200. As the concentration increases, the effect of varying the
specific surface charge decreases. The curves cluster towards
the low surface charge case, for which the curves are similar
regardless of concentration (Figure 5).

Figure 6 shows the critical value of dimensionless cap-
illary radius for which each assumption is valid (using the
definitions given above) over the range of concentration and
surface charge investigated. As the electrolyte concentration
increases, and the specific surface charge decreases, the
critical value of rd below which the thick double layer is
validly increases with increasing concentration and decreas-
ing surface charge, from a minimum of 0.17 to a maximum
of 0.96. Conversely, the critical value of rd above which
the thin double-layer assumption is validly decreases with
increasing concentration and decreasing surface charge, from
a maximum of 200 to a minimum of 22.

These results demonstrate that there is not a single
value of dimensionless capillary radius below which the
thick double layer assumption is valid, or a single value
above which the thin double layer assumption is valid;
rather the critical dimensionless radius depends upon both
concentration and specific surface charge. A conservative
estimate of the dimensionless capillary radius below which
the thick double-layer assumption is valid, applicable over
the range of concentration and surface charge investigated, is
rd < 0.17, while a conservative estimate for the validity of the
thin double-layer assumption is rd > 200. This is equivalent

to requiring the capillary radius to be c. 5 times smaller
than the diffuse layer thickness for the thick double-layer
assumption to be valid, and the capillary radius to be c. 200
larger than the diffuse layer thickness for the thin double
layer assumption to be valid. However, at concentrations of
0.1 M and higher, and specific surface charge of 10 mC·m−2

and lower, the thick double layer assumption is typically valid
when the pore radius is slightly smaller than the Debye length
(rd < 0.95), while the thin double-layer limit is typically valid
when the pore radius is c. 25 times larger than the Debye
length (rd > 25). We discuss the implications of these results
for modelling streaming potentials in natural systems in the
next section.

The results presented here can be compared with those
of Westermann-Clark and Christoforou [5], who found that
the Meyers-Sievers model, in which the excess charge density
is assumed to be independent of distance from the pore
surface, was a good approximation of the exclusion-diffusion
potential across a single capillary regardless of the value of
rd (which they termed a/λ) at low surface charge, and when
rd < 1 or rd > 20 at high surface charge (estimated from
Figure 4 of Westermann-Clark and Christoforou [5]). The
Meyers-Sievers model is equivalent to the thick double-layer
assumption when rd → 0 but is equivalent to the thin double
layer assumption when rd → ∞ only in the trivial case of a
zero streaming current. Our results are similar to those of
Westermann-Clark and Christoforou [5] in that we do find
critical values of rd for which the thin and thick double-layer
assumptions are valid, and these critical values depend on the
specific surface charge. However, our results differ from those
of Westermann-Clark and Christoforou [5] in a number of
ways. Firstly, Westermann-Clark and Christoforou [5] did
not investigate or identify any concentration dependence of
the critical value of rd. Secondly, we always find values of
rd for which the thick and thin double-layer assumptions
are not valid, regardless of the value of the surface charge
investigated (Figure 3). The thin and thick double-layer
assumptions only become independent of rd as the surface
charge tends to zero, in which case the streaming current
tends to zero and the solution is trivial. Finally, we find rather
more restrictive limits on the validity of the thin and thick
double-layer assumptions at high surface charge (Figure 6).
The values of rd, for which charge exclusion from the pore-
space at high surface charge is adequately described by the
Meyers-Sievers model, are different from the values of rd
for which the streaming current (and, hence, the streaming
potential) at high surface charge is adequately described by
the thin or thick double-layer assumptions.

We have compared the values of dimensionless streaming
current (Id) that we obtained at large values of rd and
Qs using (12), which was derived using the Debye-Hückel
model to calculate Q(x), with those obtained using the Gouy-
Chapman model (24) to calculate Q(x), and confirmed that
the curves are identical within the line widths used in Figure
3. The results are similar because, as rd becomes large, the
thickness of the double layer becomes small in comparison
to the radius of the capillary, so small differences in Q(x)
between the Debye-Hückel and Gouy-Chapman models
(e.g., Figure 2(b)) have negligible impact on the calculated
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streaming current. Even at large Qs, (12) provides an appro-
priate limiting case for the thin double-layer approximation
when calculating the dimensionless streaming current.

4. Discussion

Our results suggest that in a capillary tubes model, with
values of surface charge up to 100 mC·m−2, the thin double-
layer assumption is valid so long as the capillary radius is

more than 200 times greater than the thickness of the double
layer, while the thick double layer assumption is valid so long
as the capillary radius is more than 6 times smaller than
the thickness of the double layer. At lower surface charge
density (<10 mC·m−2) or higher concentration (>0.1 M),
the validity criteria are less stringent: the thin double-layer
assumption is valid so long as the capillary radius is more
than 25 times the thickness of the double-layer, while the
thick double layer assumption is valid so long as the capillary
radius is slightly less than the thickness of the double layer.
It is interesting to test these criteria for the range of pore size
and concentration typical of natural porous media.

Figure 7 shows the (dimensional) critical capillary radius
above and below which the thin and thick double-layer
assumptions are valid, respectively. The curves were calcu-
lated using the data reported in Figure 6 and (2) and (19).
Also shown are typical ranges of pore and pore throat sizes
in sandstones and mudstones. The pore space topology
of capillary tubes model is very different from that of
natural sandstones and mudstones (see Jackson [6] for a
discussion); however, the results presented here provide first-
order estimates of the validity of the thin and thick double-
layer assumptions in natural porous media. The transport
properties of sandstones and mudstones are generally con-
trolled by the connectivity of the larger pores and the size
of the connecting throats [7–10], and we assume the same
is true of the streaming current, with the capillaries modeled
here representing the connecting pore-throats (see also [18]).

The results shown in Figure 7 suggest that at low
surface charge (<10 mC·m−2), sandstones lie comfortably
in the region for which the thin double-layer assumption
is valid, except those with the smallest pore-throat sizes
saturated with electrolyte of low concentration. This result
supports the assumptions of numerous previous studies of
the electrokinetic properties of sandstones (e.g., [13, 14, 23,
32]). However, at higher surface charge, the thin double layer
assumption may not be valid in sandstones of moderate- to
small-pore-throat size (c. 1–5 μm), if the electrolyte concen-
tration is less than c. 10−3 M. It has long been recognized
that the classical Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation (3) fails
in sandstones and other porous materials of similar pore-
size, saturated with electrolytes at low concentration; this is
usually attributed to the contribution of surface electrical
conductivity, which is neglected in (3) (e.g., [2, 13, 14, 17,
33]). Here we suggest that the thin double-layer assumption,
upon which (3) is based, may not be valid in fine-grained or
cemented sandstones saturated with low-salinity brine.

The results shown in Figure 7 also suggest that mud-
stones can lie within the validity range of either the thin
or thick double-layer assumption, depending upon their
pore-throat size and surface charge, and the electrolyte
concentration. However, they may often be poorly described
by either assumption. The thin double-layer assumption is
likely to be valid at high electrolyte concentration (>0.2 M),
regardless of the value of surface charge, if there is well-
connected macroporosity that dominates the transport prop-
erties (yielding a majority of pore-throat sizes >10 nm).
Moreover, the thick double-layer assumption is likely to be
valid in mudstones with pore-throat size greater than a few
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nanometres, at electrolyte concentrations below c. 0.1 M
and surface charge below 10 mC·m2. This finding supports
the approach of Revil and coworkers, who invoke the
thick double-layer assumption in their streaming potential
model for mudstones and claystones [18, 19, 26]. However,

at higher surface charge (>50 mC·m2), the thick double-
layer assumption is likely to be valid in mudstones only at
electrolyte concentrations below c. 0.003 M, even if the pore-
throat size is as small as 1 nm. This is a rather restrictive limit
in natural systems. Models based on the thick double-layer
assumption are never likely to be applicable to sandstones, or
other rock types with larger pore and pore-throat sizes than
mudstones.

We have derived the validity criteria presented in Figure 7
for a circular capillary tube of uniform radius. As discussed
previously, a capillary tube model is a poor approximation
for the pore-space topology of real rocks. Here, we assume
that charge transport and, hence, the streaming current,
is dominated by charge exclusion in the smaller pore-
throats, rather than the larger pore-bodies, and equate the
radius of the capillary tube with the pore-throat radius in
real rocks. Extending the analysis to more realistic pore
geometries and pore size distributions is outside the scope
of this paper. However, we note that Westermann-Clark
and Christoforou [5] investigated both circular and slit-like
capillary geometries (the slit-like capillary was modeled as
two parallel, infinite plates) and found that their criteria
for the validity of the Meyers-Sievers model for exclusion-
diffusion potentials, in which the excess charge density is
assumed to be independent of distance from the pore surface,
were the same regardless of the capillary geometry. We
suggest that the same is likely to be the case for streaming
current calculations. Clearly, there is a need to model more
realistic pore-space topologies, but the results we present
here provide at least first-order estimates of the validity of the
thin and thick double-layer assumptions in natural porous
media.
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It should also be noted that we have applied the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation (1) to describe the charge
distribution in the diffuse layer at electrolyte concentrations
up to 2 M. It is well known that the assumptions upon
which (1) is based begin to break down at high electrolyte
concentration (e.g., [2]). Consequently, the criteria we
deduce for the thin double-layer limit may be in error.
Application of more sophisticated models for the excess
charge density, which account for high concentration effects,
suggest that corrections to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
are of order 2% at 0.1 M, but may be as large as 25%
at concentrations above 1 M [2]. However, we argue that
high concentration effects impact only on our assessment
of the thin double-layer assumption in fine-grained rocks
such as mudstones, because the limit of the thin double-
layer assumption in sandstones is only approached at low
concentration.

5. Conclusions

We find that, for values of surface charge up to 100 mC·m−2,
the thin double-layer assumption is valid in a capillary tubes
model saturated with a symmetric, monovalent electrolyte,
so long as the pore radius is more than 200 times the thick-
ness of the double-layer. The thick double-layer assumption
is valid so long as the pore radius is more than 6 times smaller
than the thickness of the double layer. At lower surface charge
density (<10 mC·m−2) or higher electrolyte concentration
(>0.5 M), the validity criteria are less stringent: the thin
double-layer assumption is valid so long as the pore radius
is more than 25 times the thickness of the double-layer, while
the thick double-layer assumption is valid so long as the
pore radius is slightly less than the thickness of the double
layer.

Applying these criteria to sandstones suggests that if
the specific surface charge is less than 10 mC·m−2, the thin
double-layer assumption is valid over the range of electrolyte
concentrations likely to be encountered in nature and in
laboratory experiments. However, at higher surface charge,
the thin double-layer assumption may not be valid in sand-
stones of moderate to small pore-throat size if the electrolyte
concentration is less than c. 0.001 M. Previous studies have
assumed that the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation, which
follows from the thin double-layer assumption, fails at low
electrolyte concentration because of the contribution of
surface electrical conductivity. Here, we suggest that the
assumption of a thin double layer may be at fault. The
thick double-layer assumption is unlikely to be valid in
sandstones.

Applying the criteria to mudstones suggests that the thin
double layer assumption is likely to be valid if the pore-throat
size is greater than c. 10 nm for electrolyte concentration
>0.1 M. The thick double layer assumption is likely to be
valid in mudstones at concentrations below c. 0.1 M and
surface charge below 10 mC·m3 but, at higher surface charge,
it is likely to be valid only at electrolyte concentrations below
c. 0.003 M. Mudstones often lie in the range where neither
the thin nor thick double layer assumption is valid.
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Electrokinetic phenomena link fluid flow and electrical flow in porous and fractured media such that a hydraulic flow will generate
an electrical current and vice versa. Such a link is likely to be extremely useful, especially in the development of the electroseismic
method. However, surprisingly few experimental measurements have been carried out, particularly as a function of frequency
because of their difficulty. Here we have considered six different approaches to make laboratory determinations of the frequency-
dependent streaming potential coefficient. In each case, we have analyzed the mechanical, electrical, and other technical difficulties
involved in each method. We conclude that the electromagnetic drive is currently the only approach that is practicable, while the
piezoelectric drive may be useful for low permeability samples and at specified high frequencies. We have used the electro-magnetic
drive approach to design, build, and test an apparatus for measuring the streaming potential coefficient of unconsolidated and
disaggregated samples such as sands, gravels, and soils with a diameter of 25.4 mm and lengths between 50 mm and 300 mm.

1. Introduction

While there are a growing number of streaming potential
measurements on rocks and other porous media that are
made with constant fluid flow, there are surprisingly few
available for flow that varies in time. This is probably because
such measurements have been considered very difficult to
carry out. However, such measurements are likely to be
of great importance in a number of fields, not least in
the understanding and development of the seismoelectric
exploration method.

The few previous measurements can be classified into
two groups: (i) transient measurements with a percussive
source and (ii) harmonic measurements with a vibrating
source. The first of these approaches mimics many of the
possible applications more closely, while the latter is capable
of providing higher-quality frequency-specific data.

The percussive source studies measure transient elec-
trokinetic processes in sand columns that arise when a
controlled impact is made on a column of saturated sand
[1–3]. These are difficult studies that require the impact to
be repeatable and the seismoelectric and/or seismomagnetic

conversion to be measured. Such transient measurements
have confirmed the presence of seismo-electrokinetic and
seismo-electromagnetic phenomena at high frequencies.
However, the percussive seismic source does not produce
a single frequency, so it cannot be used to measure the
coupling coefficients as a function of frequency. Although
it should be possible to examine the Fourier components of
the seismic impact and the measured electric and magnetic
signals in order to extract more specific information about
the frequency dependence of the coupling coefficients [4], a
pilot study in our laboratory indicated that such a process
would be extremely difficult to carry out.

One would expect that a better approach would be to
arrange a harmonically varying fluid flow at a specific fre-
quency and then to measure the streaming potential and the
fluid pressure difference from which a streaming potential
coefficient at that frequency could be calculated. Repeating
the experiment at different, well-defined frequencies should
then allow the variation of the streaming potential coefficient
as a function of frequency to be obtained. There have
been only a few experiments using this approach. These
experiments have made measurements on only 5 glass
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capillaries, one fritted glass filter, and 2 ceramic filters [5–9].
Only one rock has ever been measured at frequencies greater
than 100 Hz—a Boise sandstone with 35% porosity [8].

The first measurements were made by Packard [5]
using a cell with two rubber membranes and two platinum
electrodes that was mounted on a reservoir. A “geophone-
type push-pull driver” provided a harmonic signal to the
reservoir while a single hydrophone measured the driving
fluid pressure. In this cell the pressure measurement and
streaming potential measurements are not colocated which
may lead to systematic errors in the calculated streaming
potential coefficient. Packard measured 4 glass capillary
tubes in the frequency range 20 Hz to 200 Hz and developed
a theoretical model to describe his results. Cooke [6] seems
to have used a similar apparatus to that of Packard [5].
He obtained measurements on three fritted glass filters and
two capillaries. Unfortunately, data from only one of the
fritted glass filters is of sufficient quality to compare with
other measurements; the other measurements are either not
reported or cover an insufficiently large frequency range to
calculate a transition frequency. However, Cooke [6] did
show that measurements could be made up to 400 Hz.

Sears and Groves [7] used chemical glassware as input
and output reservoirs. Platinum electrodes were placed in
each of the reservoirs and a steady-state pressure transducer
was used to measure the fluid pressure. While a steady-state
pressure transducer is not suitable for such an application,
the low frequencies attained by Sears and Groves (0.385 Hz
to 21.28 Hz) probably ensure that the pressure measurements
are close to the real values. Sears and Groves used a piston
that was driven by a scotch yoke. We examine this method
and conclude that it can only be used up to 33 Hz with
current technology. Unfortunately, while Sears and Groves
measured capillary tubes of three different diameters, they
only show frequency-dependent data for one.

More recently [8, 9], a higher-quality experimental
approach has used an electromechanical shaker as the
source of the vibration and a rubber diaphragm, while
nonpolarisable Ag/AgCl electrodes were used to measure the
streaming potential and miniature hydrophones were used to
measure the fluid pressures. While these studies seem to be of
high quality, unfortunately this apparatus was only used to
measure a few samples, specifically 2 diameters of capillary
tube [9], 2 porous filters [9], and a single sample of Boise
sandstone [8] over the range 1 Hz to 500 Hz.

For completeness it should be noted that measurements
have also been made by Pengra et al. [10] up to about
100 Hz, while Sheffer et al. [11] have published a design
for measuring the streaming potential of soils but only for
frequencies less than 0.5 Hz.

The lack of data is associated with the experimental dif-
ficulties that such a measurement presents. This paper is the
first of two linked papers. It seeks to explore the conceptual
design of apparatuses that may be used to make frequency-
dependent streaming potential coefficient measurements and
to describe one such apparatus that has been constructed
to measure unconsolidated and disaggregated porous media.
The second paper [12] presents some of the initial data
that the apparatus has provided and explores how that data

compares with a number of theoretical models that have been
proposed to describe AC streaming potential coefficients.

2. Frequency-Fluid Pressure Difference-Pore
Size Relationships

Since high-quality streaming potential measurements can be
made in the millivolt range and most porous media have
streaming potential coefficients that vary between 1 mV/MPa
and several hundred mV/MPa, we need to be able to
generate a pressure difference across the sample in the order
of megapascals. This section examines how the pressure
difference ΔP(ω) depends upon the length of the sample (L),
the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (η f ), the density of the
fluid (ρ f ), the piston displacement driving the fluid (d), the
frequency of the driving force (ω), and the effective pore size
of the sample material that we take to be equal to the radius
of a capillary tube (r) in the first instance.

The mean flow velocity ν(ω) (in m/s) in a capillary tube
of radius r in the AC regime (with an angular frequency ω) is
given by Johnson et al. [13] and Reppert et al. [9] and can be
calculated easily from the work of Bernabé [14] as

v(ω) = ΔP(ω)
η f Lk2

(

2
kr

J1(kr)
J0(kr)

− 1
)

, where k =
√

√

√

√

−iωρ f
η f

(1)

The AC permeability κAC can then be calculated to be

κAC(ω) = η f L

ΔP(ω)
v(ω) = 1

k2

[

2
kr

J1(kr)
J0(kr)

− 1
]

, (2)

which is consistent with Bernabé [14–16] and Charlaix et al.
[17].

The limit of (2) as ω → 0 is simply r2/8, which is
consistent with the steady-state permeability of a tube with
radius r given by Poiseuille’s law κDC = πr4/8Atube for a
single tube, where Atube = πr2. We can use (1) to derive an
expression for the fluid pressure difference

ΔP(ω) = v(ω)η f Lk2
(

2
kr

J1(kr)
J0(kr)

− 1
)−1

. (3)

The frequency-dependent fluid velocity and pressure dif-
ference are not linear functions of frequency and are not
simple to calculate. However, we do not need to calculate
the pressure difference as a function of frequency in order
to constrain the design of the pressure cell and to choose the
fluid pressure transducers. What we need is the maximum
pressure difference as a function of frequency, porosity,
sample length, piston displacement, and fluid properties
(density and viscosity).

If we assume that the sample is completely saturated
with the process fluid and is incompressible, we can define
a maximum mean velocity within the sample as

vmax = df

φ

Ap

A
, (4)
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Figure 1: The maximum pressure difference generated by flowing an aqueous fluid through a porous medium using a harmonic piston.
Imposed piston frequency (from 0.1 to 104 Hz), φ = 0.3, sample length L (10 and 100 mm) and piston displacement d (0.1 mm and 2 mm),
with the fluid parameters η f = 8.96× 10−4 Pa.s and ρ f = 997 kg/m3, which correspond to a 10−3 mol/L solution of NaCl at 25◦C.

where φ is the sample porosity, d is the piston displacement,
Ap is the area of the piston, A is the area of the sample, and
ω = 2π f . Substituting (4) into (3) allows us to calculate the
maximum pressure difference across the sample

ΔPmax = df

φ

Ap

A
η f Lk

2
(

2
kr

J1(kr)
J0(kr)

− 1
)−1

. (5)

We have implemented (5) in Figure 1 for a sample with a
porosity of 0.3, a range of pore sizes, two values of piston
displacement, and two values of sample length. In this figure
the grey areas represent conditions that fall outside the

specifications of the instruments that we are planning to
construct. The minimum frequency (2 Hz) and maximum
frequency (6.5 kHz) are those defined by the electromagnetic
shaker that we have subsequently used in our experimental
apparatus. There are a limited number of pressure trans-
ducers on the market that can measure signals varying at
high frequencies. The ranges of two of these transducers are
shown on the right-hand side of each of the parts of the
figure as grey bars. The specifications of the transducers are
discussed in greater detail in Section 5.

Figure 1(a) shows that it is possible to make measure-
ments in the frequency range 2 Hz < f < 1000 Hz on samples
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Table 1: Specifications of an apparatus for making frequency-dependent streaming potential coefficient measurements.

Characteristic Unit Min. Max. Comment

Frequency Hz 2 1000 (6500) VTS-100 EM shaker (max. shaker spec. in parentheses)

Piston displacement mm 0.1 22 VTS-100 EM shaker

Piston position precision mm ±0.05 LVDT LD610-15 (Omega)

Dynamic pressure measurement MPa (psi)
1.72 (250) DPX101-250 dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

34.47 (5000) DPX101-5K dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

Pressure transducer proof
pressure

MPa
34.5 DPX101-250 dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

103.4 DPX101-5K dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

Pressure transducer noise floor MPa
27.6 × 10−6 DPX101-250 dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

482.6 × 10−6 DPX101-5K dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

Pressure transducer frequency
range

Hz
0.08 1.7 × 105 DPX101-250 dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

0.003 1.7 × 105 DPX101-5K dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

Pressure rise time μs
1 DPX101-250 dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

1 DPX101-5K dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

Pressure transducer resonant
frequency

MHz
0.5 DPX101-250 dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

0.5 DPX101-5K dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

Pressure transducer maximum
frequency

MHz
0.17 DPX101-250 dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

0.17 DPX101-5K dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

Pressure transducer preamp input
impedance

Ω 1012 TL074IN J-FET input operational amplifiers

Electrode preamp input impedance Ω 1012 TL074IN J-FET input operational amplifiers

Preamplification slew rate V/μs 13 TL074IN J-FET input operational amplifiers

Maximum preamplification
frequency

MHz — 4.83 TL074IN J-FET, assuming maximum amplified signal is
10 V

Streaming potential measurement mV 5× 10−2 104 Min. set by the noise floor. Max. limited by the preamp.
circuits

Streaming potential constant mV/MPa
0.029 5800 DPX101-250 dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

0.00145 290 DPX101-5K dynamic pressure transducer (Omega)

Sample length cm
0.5 2 For rocks and clayey soils

5 30 For sands and gravels and clay-free soils

Sample diameter cm
1 1 For rocks and clayey soils

2.54 2.54 For sands and gravels and clay-free soils

Temperature range ◦C −70 120 Defined by the pressure transducers

with a length of 10 mm, a porosity of 0.3, and characteristic
pore sizes in the range 1 × 10−6 m < rpore < 3 × 10−5 m
using either type of transducer and a piston displacement
of 0.1 mm. This range seems rather restrictive. However, the
displacement of the piston can be controlled and increased
up to 22 mm, allowing the measureable range of pore sizes
to be extended to 1 × 10−6 m < rpore < 1 × 10−3 m.
Figure 1(b) shows the maximum pressure for a piston
displacement of 2 mm for comparison. This range covers the
normal range of pore sizes found in reservoir rocks.

If the porous material is disaggregated, such as sand
the sample permeability is often lower and longer samples
may be used. Figure 1(c) shows the results for a sample
with a length of 100 mm and a porosity of 0.3. The range
of pore sizes which can be measured is now restricted to
3×10−5 m < rpore < 1×10−3 m by using piston displacements
in the range 0.1 mm–2 mm (Figure 1(d)), which poses no
real problems for sands and gravels which generally do not

contain micropores. It would, however, be a restriction on
the measurement of soils which may contain smaller pores
than 10 microns that are associated with clays.

3. General Specifications

We aim to design an apparatus for measuring the streaming
potential of porous media as a function of frequency for
the greatest range of frequency, porosity, permeability, and
sample size possible. We have shown in the previous section
that these parameters are mutually dependent, which leads
to compromises in the specifications. Table 1 shows the
specifications at which we have arrived for the apparatus
described in this work, the details of which are discussed in
the following section.

A minimum frequency of 2 Hz has been specified, which
is the lower limit of the electromagnetic shaker that was
available to us during testing (VTS-100). The maximum
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limit of this shaker is 6.5 kHz. However, a maximum
frequency of 1 kHz was specified for the following reason.
Figure 1 shows that if we use a DPX101-250 dynamic
pressure transducer, for which the maximum fluid pressure
is 250 psi (1.724 MPa), it is possible to make measurements
on samples up to 10 mm long with a piston displacement
of 0.1 mm, a porosity of 0.3, and pore radii larger than
3 microns, or with pore radii greater than 30 microns if
a 2 mm piston displacement is used. If a longer sample
is used (say 100 mm), measurements may be made on
porous media with pore radii greater than 10 microns for a
0.1 mm piston displacement and greater than 100 microns
for a piston displacement of 2 mm. It is clear therefore
that apparatuses for rock samples should be designed to
take small samples so that the piston displacement may
be sufficiently large to be controlled accurately, whereas
apparatuses for unconsolidated samples of sands and gravels,
which tend to have larger porosities and pore radii can be
designed to use larger samples.

We should also consider the theoretical relationship
between transition frequency and characteristic sample pore
radius [18]

ωt = φ

τeκDC

η f
ρ f

= 8
r2

eff

η f
ρ f

, (6)

where η f (Pa.s) is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ρ f
(kg/m3) is the density of the bulk fluid, τe (unitless) is the
electrical tortuosity of the pore network, φ (unitless) is the
porosity of the sample, κDC (m2) is the steady-state fluid
permeability, and reff (m) is the effective pore radius of the
rock. The parameter ωt (rad/s) is the transition frequency, at
which the quadrature component of the dispersive system is
greatest [18, 19].

If we specify a maximum frequency of 1 kHz, (6) implies
that we are able to measure samples with hydraulically
conductive pores greater than 33.8 μm (using a typical
aqueous pore fluid with ρ f = 997 kg/m3 and η f = 8.94 ×
104 Pa.s). Reference to Figure 1(b) shows that this criterion
is met for a piston displacement of 2 mm. Samples with
larger pores may use larger piston displacements up to
about 22 mm, which is the limit of the VTS-100 electro-
mechanical shaker, while samples with smaller pores (or
larger lengths) can use smaller piston displacements or use
a higher-range pressure transducer (the DPX101-5 K has a
maximum pressure of 5000 psi, i.e., 34.474 MPa). The higher
range transducer would be preferable from the point of view
of data quality. These initial specifications also allow us the
possibility of extending the frequency range to 6.5 kHz for
samples with large pores if we install pressure transducer
with the higher range.

The maximum and minimum physical limits to the
piston displacement are defined by the electromagnetic
shaker as discussed in the appendix. However, the practical
lower limit is controlled by (i) our ability to distinguish
a measureable streaming potential from the background
noise and (ii) the resolution of the LVDT that measures the
position of the piston (±50 μm).

Since a streaming potential will be generated and mea-
sured, we have specified that the sample cell is made of

insulating material such that the only counter current is that
generated within the sample. It is equally important that no
part of the cell, driver, fluid, or fluid tanks acts as an antenna
in order to reduce electrical noise. Since the apparatus is to
be used with a range of fluid salinities (10−6 − 2 mol/L) and
pH (4–11), it is important that its wetted parts are sufficiently
resistant to corrosion.

4. Experimental Design

There are three main aspects of the design. These are as
follows.

(1) The design of a pressure vessel that accommodates
a moveable piston, and in which the sample is held
within a tube or a sleeve such that the fluid may be
pushed through it. A number of standard pressure
vessel designs can be used. We prefer a simple Perspex
tube for unconsolidated samples and a modified
Haskel Cell-type vessel for solid samples.

(2) The design of transducer and electrode assemblages
to measure and log the data at the required frequen-
cies. These are described in Section 5.

(3) The design of a mechanism to drive fluids through
the sample at the required frequencies. There are
many ways of driving the cell, all of which are
discussed in detail below and in the appendix.

We considered several methods of creating an alternating
flow of fluid through a porous sample, which can be cate-
gorised as follows: (i) mechanical drive using a connecting
pin (Figure 2(a)) or a cam (Figure 2(b)), (ii) pneumatic
drive (Figure 3(a)), (iii) hydraulic drive, (iv) electromagnetic
drive (Figure 3(b)), and (v) piezoelectric coupling. We have
examined all six methods in this paper giving a detailed
analysis in the appendix and summarising the main findings
below and listing the main advantages and disadvantages of
each method in Table 2 for easy comparison.

In summary, the hydraulic drive was discounted at an
early stage because it is very difficult to drive hydraulic
fluid at high frequencies. Four of the remaining five
approaches were discounted because they are not capable
of providing a well-controlled dynamic fluid flow up to
1 kHz. For the connecting-pin (sometimes called “scotch
yoke”) and the cam designs, neither a motor with a
combination of sufficient torque and speed, nor a spring with
sufficient stiffness per mass is currently available in order
for frequencies up to 1 kHz to be reached. Such systems
would be possible, but could attain frequencies only up to
about 33 Hz with current technology. A pneumatic actuator
approach can only be used to 100 Hz, which represents
the maximum speed of the fastest servovalves that are
presently available. A piezoelectric drive was rejected as it is
very difficult to vary the frequency, and equally difficult to
provide sufficient piston displacement. The electromagnetic
shaker design was clearly the best choice as a dynamic
drive.
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Figure 2: Conceptual AC electrokinetic cells with (a) connecting-pin drive and (b) cam drive.
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Figure 3: Conceptual AC electrokinetic cells with (a) pneumatic and (b) electromagnetic drive.

5. Experimental Apparatus

We have designed, constructed, and tested an experimental
apparatus for measuring the AC streaming potential coeffi-
cient of granular materials such as sands using an electro-
magnetic drive. Figure 4 shows the conceptual model and
image of the resulting apparatus, while Figure 5 shows more
detailed drawings of its construction and an expanded view

of the piston entry. We restricted ourselves to using granular
materials for these tests in order to avoid constructing a
sample holder where the sample is sleeved. Potentially the
most complex part of the apparatus is the piston. We opted
initially to use pistons from a standard 60 mL laboratory
syringe (Figures 4 and 5). These are robust as well as being
cheap and easy to replace. They have an external working
diameter of 2.54 cm and an extremely well-designed seal.
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Table 2: Summary of the main characteristics and limitations of each of the drive methods. Please see the appendix for details.

Drive method
Maximum

practical frequency
range (Hz)

Comments

Hydraulic 0–5
Design limited by

(i) Maximum frequency of hydraulic valves.

Connecting pin
(scotch yoke)

0–33
Design limited by

(i) Lack of a motor with a combination of sufficient torque and speed.

(ii) Lack of a spring with sufficient stiffness per mass.

Cam 0–33

Design limited by

(i) Lack of a motor with a combination of sufficient torque and speed.

(ii) Lack of a spring with sufficient stiffness per mass.

Advantages:

(i) Has a lower friction than the connecting pin approach, which reduces the
torque that the motor must provide.

(ii) The profile of the imposed fluid pulse can be varied by changing the shape of
the cam.

Pneumatic 0–100

Design limited by

(i) Speed of servovalves.

Advantage:

(i) Does not require a spring for smooth operation because of the compressibility
of the gas.

Electromagnetic 2–6500

Design limited by

(i) The specification of the electromagnetic shaker used (here a VTS-100).

(ii) Electromagnetic noise is a problem to be overcome with shielding and signal
preamplification.

Advantages:

(i) Does not require a spring for stable operation due to EM damping.

(ii) Covers the range of frequencies most useful in the characterisation of sands,
rocks, soils and gravels.

(iii) Control of piston displacement allows the fluid pressure to be well controlled.

Piezoelectric 200–10000

Design limited by

(i) Lack of availability of transducers for frequencies less than about 200 Hz.

(ii) It is not possible to drive a piezoelectric system at a wide range of frequencies.

(iii) The generated displacements are very small, and it is not certain that the
electrokinetic effect is fully developed with such small displacements.

(iv) It is unclear whether check valves can be made to operate effectively at such
small swept volumes and high frequencies.

Advantages:

(i) Frequencies above 10 kHz may be attained.

(ii) Covers the range of frequencies most useful in the study of seismoelectric
exploration.

(iii) Forces far greater than that possible with an electromagnetic shaker are
possible with a stack of piezoelectric transducers, allowing the study of low
porosity, low permeability rocks at specific frequencies.

However, subsequently we have used a piston with a jointed
design that is made from brass with an ‘O’-ring seal. The
jointed design improves the alignment and reduces seal ware.

The sample is held in a thick horizontal Perspex tube
by perforated Perspex discs and a spring. There are four
ports at each end of the tube. These are arranged radially
with an offset of 90◦ and can accommodate up to two
nonpolarizing electrodes, a pressure transducer, and a check

valve (Figure 5). The piston end of the tube is either left open
to accept a piston with a rubber seal or can be covered with
a rubber membrane. The output end is connected directly
to the output fluid reservoir. While it is possible to raise the
output fluid pressure with the aid of a backpressure regulator,
the output fluid pressure was kept at atmospheric pressure
for most of the initial tests. The sample tube is held extremely
rigidly in a frame to which the shaker is also attached. The
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Figure 4: The electromagnetic drive apparatus for measuring the time-dependent streaming potential coefficient of granular media; (a)
diagram, (b) photograph. (1) Port for fluid circulation or pressure transducer (2 at each end), (2) space for sample, (3) support spring and
perforated end-piece, (4) piston, (5) precision electromagnetic shaker, (6) position of electrodes, and (7) linear motion sensor (LVDT).
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Figure 5: Detailed design of the electromagnetic drive apparatus: (a) complete, (1) perspex tube, (2) sample, (3) drilled polycarbonate disk,
(4) spring, (5) screwed output end enclosure, (6) screwed input end enclosure, (7) piston, (8) fluid input check valve (Swagelok), (9) fluid
output connector (Swagelok), (10) downstream streaming potential electrode, (11) downstream dynamic pressure transducer, (12) steel
frame, (13) steel base, (14) LVDT, (15) EM shaker, (16) adjustable vibration damping feet, and (17) clamp to hold tube. (b) Details of the
piston assembly, (1) perspex tube, (2) sample, (3) drilled polycarbonate disk, (4) circlip, (5) spring, (6) screwed output end enclosure, (7)
screwed input end enclosure, (8) streaming potential electrodes (×2), (9) sealing mechanism for inserting streaming potential electrodes,
(10) dynamic pressure transducers (×2) downstream, and (11) piston.
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electromagnetic shaker drives the piston directly along the
axis of the sample cell. Hence the system is conceptually and
in reality extremely simple.

There are a number of different ways in which the system
can be used. The drive may be imposed by the piston directly
or by the piston working on the rubber membrane. There are
4 modes of fluid transport:

(a) with a closed fluid system (i.e., no fluid input or
output) (push-pull AC mode);

(b) with fluid being drawn into the cell through a check
valve on the backstroke of the piston and then
driven through the sample on the compression stroke
(pumping AC mode);

(c) while a constant fluid flow is imposed by an external
pump (DC mode);

(d) a combination of (b) and (c). In this mode we have
an AC signal imposed upon a DC signal, but the DC
flow elevates the upstream fluid pressure sufficiently
to counter any tendency to cavitation on the return
stroke of the piston.

The apparatus imposes a time-varying fluid flow while mea-
suring and logging (i) the displacement of the piston, (ii) the
instantaneous pressure at each end of the sample, and (iii)
the instantaneous electrical potential difference between the
ends of the sample. The instantaneous streaming potential
coefficient is the ratio of the electrical potential difference

and the fluid pressure difference. Hence we required high-
quality fluid pressure and electrical potential measurements
to enable accurate streaming potential coefficient measure-
ments to be made, while an independent measurement of
piston displacement was also desirable. Figure 6 shows the
overall data acquisition setup, the elements of which are
described below.

Fluid pressure measurements are made using DPX101-
250 and DPX101-5K dynamic pressure transducers from
Omega. These transducers have a maximum pressure of
1.72 MPa (250 psi) and 34.4 MPa (5000 psi), respectively. The
DPX-250 transducer allows samples up to 150 mm long
with a diameter of 25.4 mm, porosities up to 0.3, and with
hydraulically conductive pores greater than 33.8 μm to be
measured up to 1 kHz. The larger range transducer can be
used if the samples are longer, have a smaller diameter,
have a smaller porosity, or contain smaller pores. Shorter,
more porous samples with larger pores can be measured
with the DPX-250 transducer and by increasing the piston
displacement. Both of these transducers are designed for
measuring pressures that change at a high frequency. They
have a rise time of 1 μs, a resonant frequency of 0.5 MHz,
and can be used at frequencies up to 170 kHz. Each
of the transducers is operated by a separate driver and
signal conditioning unit (ACC-PS1), which can be seen in
Figure 4(b) as the boxes with small panel meters. The two
pressure signals are passed to two matched preamplifiers and
hence to a National Instruments USB-6229 data acquisition
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system that is controlled by LabView. The preamplifiers,
which were designed and constructed in our laboratory, are
based on a quad low noise TL074IN J-FET input operational
amplifier chip from Texas Instruments.

We have used a number of different electrodes with
various degrees of success. The measurements shown in
the associated paper [12] were made using nonpolarising
Ag/AgCl electrodes from Cypress Systems. However, we
have also used platinum black electrodes with success. The
electrical potential difference measurements are amplified
using a differential preamplifier that we have designed and
constructed specifically for the task. Since the resistance of
rocks ranges from very low values for high porosity, highly
connected rocks that are saturated with saline pore fluids
to extremely high values for low porosity rocks that are
saturated with low salinity fluids, we required the input
impedance of the measurement circuitry to be at least 109 Ω.
The differential preamplifier we built has an input impedance
of 1012 Ω and is based on TL074IN J-FET input operational
amplifier chips from Texas Instruments. These amplifiers
have a slew rate of 13 V/μs, which is sufficient for the
amplifiers to follow a signal up to 4.83 MHz. The output of
the preamplifier is logged by a National Instruments USB-
6229 data acquisition system and controlled by LabView.

An LVDT from Omega (LD610-15) has also been in-
corporated in the experimental apparatus in order that the
precise position of the piston can be logged together with the
potential and pressure signals. This allows us to confirm that
the movement of the piston is correct and may also allow us
to add a control loop at some future date.

Power-line electrical noise was a problem initially,
swamping the signal (29 dB with respect to the signal).
The cell was enclosed in a Faraday cage as shown in
Figure 4(b). In addition, the measured signals were amplified
by custom designed preamplifiers that were placed close to
the transducers and inside the Faraday cage. While low noise
active power supplies were used to drive the preamplifiers in
initial tests, they were soon replaced by batteries in order to
reduce power line noise further. The combined effect of the
Faraday cage and the preamplification reduced the noise by
46 dB so that the noise was reduced to −17 dB with respect
to the signal. Signal averaging is then used to reduce the final
noise level to −51 dB with respect to the signal.

The electromagnetic shaker is driven by its own power
amplifier and controlled by a GW Instek (SFG-2110)
function generator. The function generator allows the type
of wave and its frequency to be defined, while the power
amplifier controls the displacement of the piston and the
force it can impart. The temperatures of the fluid and of
the cell are also routinely measured using calibrated K-type
thermocouples.

Although it is possible to calculate the instantaneous
streaming potential coefficient, such data is noisy. In our
data analysis we prefer to use the RMS fluid pressure
difference and the RMS electrical potential difference cal-
culated over at least 100 cycles to calculate the streaming
potential coefficient. This method provides a robust and
accurate value for the streaming potential coefficient. We
are currently examining ways of using active digital filtering

to improve the quality of the data by removing harmonic
noise from the data, but since this is a paper concerned with
mechanical and experimental design, we will report our data
processing advances elsewhere. However, there does exist an
excellent article on the collection and processing of streaming
potential data by Reppert and Morgan [4].

6. Conclusions

Six different approaches to the design of an experimental
apparatus for measuring the time-dependent streaming
potential coefficient of porous and granular media have been
examined. There are fundamental or practical limitations to
five of them.

A hydraulic drive was eliminated at an early stage due
to the difficulty of driving liquids at high frequencies. The
connecting pin and spring (scotch yoke) approach is first
constrained to f < 125 Hz by the spring design, and then
to f < 33 Hz by the lack of an electric motor with sufficient
torque and speed. This design has been used once in the past
but only in the range f < 21.28 Hz [7]. The cam and spring
design is similar being first constrained to f < 125 Hz by the
spring design, and then to f < 33 Hz by the electric motor
specification. The pneumatic drive approach is constrained
to f < 100 Hz by the maximum frequency of commercially
available servovalves, while the use of a piezoelectric drive
has a number of disadvantages, the most serious of which are
that they can only be used for f > 200 Hz and for a very small
range of frequencies.

The most promising approach was that of using an
electromagnetic drive, which can, in principle, provide a
measurement in the range 1 Hz < f < 6.5 kHz (using a VTS-
100 shaker) with accurate frequency and amplitude control.
This approach was implemented as a full experimental rig
for samples of disaggregated and unconsolidated porous
media such as sands. The apparatus can take samples
with a diameter of 2.54 cm that are packed into a Perspex
tube. Sample lengths between 5 and 30 cm are possible.
We have tested the apparatus successfully and give some
initial data in an associated paper [12]. Since the differ-
ential fluid pressure depends strongly on the porosity and
permeability of the sample and solid samples require a
pressure vessel with a sample sleeve, we have developed
a separate apparatus for solid samples of porous media
including rocks, which is in development. Early results from
this apparatus suggest that cavitation is a problem that
needs to be overcome using some method other than check
valves.

Appendix

A. Analysis of Drive Mechanisms

In the following analyses we assume that the sample and
piston diameters are equal and in the range 5 to 40 mm.
This implies that the force that the piston must impart to
the fluid is in the range 39.27 N to 2513 N in order to obtain
a maximum fluid differential pressure of 2 MPa.
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A.1. Connecting-Pin Drive. A conceptual design for an AC
electrokinetic apparatus using a connecting-pin drive is
shown in Figure 2(a). The driving force is provided by an
electric motor and a system of connecting pins and springs.
The motor drives a wheel upon which an eccentred pin has
been attached. The rotation of the motor is transformed
into a linear motion by the action of the eccentred pin
(Figure 2(a) (1)) within a slot in the scotch yoke rod
(Figure 2(a) (2)). The linear movement compresses a spring
Figure 2(a) (3), which is calibrated to require 160 N for each
1 cm of compression. The spring acts upon the compression
piston Figure 2(a) (4) in such a manner that a maximum
pressure can be applied to the pore fluid. The spring is
necessary to allow the motor to turn while using low porosity
samples with an incompressible pore fluid, which would
otherwise lock up the mechanism.

Assuming that the sample and piston diameter falls
in the range 5 < dp < 40 mm, the spring constant ksp

required to generate a maximum pore fluid pressure Pmax =
2 MPa with a piston displacement of 1 cm falls in the range
3.93 × 103 N/m < ksp < 2.51 × 105 N/m. This type of
spring is commercially available. The mean flow rate varies
between 0.39 cm3 per cycle and 25.13 cm3 per cycle. It is also
necessary to calculate the maximum frequency that such a
system could reach while remaining stable. We have used
the equations in Juvinall and Marshek [20] to obtain the
natural frequency fn = 198 Hz for spring with dimensions
conforming to our experimental design (5.55 cm diameter
spring). Such a spring is stable only if the 13th harmonic
of the mechanical system is smaller than fn, which implies
that the maximum drive frequency we could use is 15.23 Hz
using this drive method. If we use the smallest spring and
sample combination possible (5 mm diameter) the highest
stable frequency is 125 Hz.

In order to reach frequencies of 1 kHz we need a motor
that will be capable of a speed of 60,000 revolutions per
minute (rpm). Knowing the forces that must be overcome
in order to turn the drive wheel allows us to calculate
the specifications of the motor. If the distance between
the centre of the connecting pin and the motor axis is B,
the force experienced by the connecting pin is given by
F = mBω2 sin(ωt) + kspB sin(ωt), where m is the mass
of the piston, spring, and connecting pin (i.e., those parts
that are moved by the connecting wheel) and ω is the
angular frequency. This equation assumes that damping in
this system is negligible, which is reasonable if the sample
is fully saturated with a noncompressible fluid. However, if
the sample is not fully saturated, there is a damping term
of the form Bω cos(ωt). The force F creates a torque due to
its tangent component and the tangent component of the
resulting friction force which operates between the surface
of the connecting pin and the inner surface of the slot in
the connecting pin. The motor must develop a torque that
is sufficient to compress the spring and accelerate the masses.
It must therefore develop a torque given byM = FB cos(ωt)+
FμB sin(ωt), where μ is the coefficient of friction, which leads
to M = (B2/2)(mω2 + ksp)(μ + sin(2ωt) − μ cos(2ωt)), and
where the frequency of the torqueM is twice that of the force.
The torque is zero at 2nπ/4, where n is an integer (including

zero), but does not reach its maxima at (2n + 1)π/4 because
the torque is not symmetrical but reaches its maximum value
at about 0.84 rad (about 48 degrees). One should note that
the position of the maximum value is not a function of m,
ksp, ω, or B, but does depend upon the coefficient of friction
μ.

Figure 7(a) shows the maximum torque that needs to be
overcome to drive a connecting pin design as a function of
frequency for different values of coefficient of friction and for
(m = 0.5 kg, ksp = 1.6×104 N/m, ω = 6283 rad/s (1000 Hz),
B = 1 cm). It is clear that a well-lubricated system is needed
to reduce the coefficient of friction to as low a value as
possible. The value of the coefficient of friction also governs
when in the cycle of the motor the maximum torque is
attained (Figure 7(b)). For the scenario shown in Figure 7,
the value of the maximum torque is about 1090 Nm. We
have found that commercially available electric motors that
can operate at the required speed are not able to provide a
torque this high, not even close. Furthermore, reducing the
piston diameter to 5 mm only provides a marginal reduction
in the maximum torque that needs to be overcome. Indeed,
if we relax the frequency specification to that which would
be possible with the spring system, we obtain a torque of
17.04 Nm. It is possible to find brushless motors that can
provide such a torque, but only for speeds up to about
2000 rpm (i.e., about 33 Hz).

In conclusion, neither an electric motor with a com-
bination of sufficient torque and speed, nor a spring with
sufficient stiffness per mass is currently available for the
connecting-pin design to be feasible up to 1 kHz. Such a
system would be possible, but could attain frequencies only
up to about 33 Hz with current technology. Indeed, Sears and
Groves [7] who used such a system were only able to attain a
maximum frequency of 21.28 Hz.

A.2. Cam Drive. A conceptual design for an AC electroki-
netic apparatus using a cam drive is shown in Figure 2(b).
This mechanical system works in a similar manner to the
connecting-pin design. The motor turns a cam with a
variable diameter. The cam acts on a wheel which is attached
to a pin that compresses a spring in the same manner as
for the connecting-pin design. The spring has the same
purpose as in the connecting pin design, but also acts to
maintain good contact between the wheel and the spring.
The main advantage of the cam mechanism is that it has
a lower friction, which reduces the torque that the motor
must provide. A secondary advantage is that the profile of
the imposed fluid pulse can be varied by changing the shape
of the cam.

Many of the same design considerations that were made
for the connecting pin design are also valid for this design.
The lack of a spring with a sufficiently high natural frequency
makes the design unworkable above about 125 Hz. The lower
internal friction of the design (approaching 0.01) reduces the
torque required by the motor to about 997 Nm. However, this
is, once more, much higher than electric motors of a modern
design can provide. At 125 Hz, the torque is 15.57 Nm, which
again can be reached by brushless motors but only for
frequencies up to about 33 Hz.
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Figure 7: (a) The maximum torque that needs to be overcome
to drive a connecting pin design as a function of frequency for
different values of coefficient of friction. (b) The phase at which the
maximum torque occurs as a function of the coefficient of friction.

A.3. Pneumatic Drive. A conceptual design for an AC
electrokinetic apparatus using a pneumatic drive is shown
in Figure 3(a). The pneumatic system consists of two small
actuators that are situated on each side of the sample vessel.
We consider a mode of operation where the actuators are
controlled in extension and allowed to retract under the
influence of the fluid pressure in the cell (i.e., neutral mode).
This mode of operation decreases both the response time and
fluid friction in the pipes, but requires there to be an actuator
at each side of the sample in order to complete the full cycle.
The two-actuator approach also allows an external reservoir
to be eliminated, while using the space that is occupied by the
piston in the other designs to act as an internal fluid reservoir.
In order to impose a sinusoidal fluid pressure in the process
fluid, a rectified half-wave is first sent to the servo-valve con-
trolling the first actuator, while the other actuator is subject

to atmospheric pressure. When the first rectified half-wave
returns to zero (i.e., atmospheric pressure), a rectified half-
wave is sent to the servo-valve controlling the second actua-
tor, while the first actuator is subject to atmospheric pressure.

The advantage of the pneumatic system is that the air is
compressible. The compressible air allows the imposition of
the force without the need for a spring, which eliminates
the frequency limit that was caused by the springs in
the mechanical designs. A variation on this design might
replace both actuators with membranes that are activated
by pneumatic pressure. Such a design has the potential to
reach higher frequencies still. We have calculated that if a
standard 100 psi (689 kPa) pneumatic system is used, the
diameter of the actuator needs to be between 0.85 cm and
6.81 cm in order to generate a maximum fluid pressure of
2 MPa. Although actuators with this diameter are available,
the servo-valve would have to operate at very high speeds
in order to attain a frequency of 1 kHz. Presently the fastest
available servovalves only allows speeds up to 100 Hz to be
reached. Hence, a pneumatic system is currently not possible
above about 100 Hz.

A.4. Electromagnetic Drive. A conceptual design for an AC
electrokinetic apparatus using a electromagnetic drive is
shown in Figure 3(b). The electromagnetic drive system
relies on the use of an electromagnetic shaker. Such shakers
provide high-quality sinusoidal displacements at low or high
frequencies. Their main use is in the testing of mechanical
structures and aircraft. A sine wave generator is used to drive
a DC amplifier which provides an amplified current suffi-
cient to drive the electromagnetic shaker. This current passes
through the coils of the shaker producing an electromagnetic
field which in turn displaces a magnetic rod. The force on
the rod is proportional to the current. The rod (Figure 3(b)
(4)) is attached to a piston that drives the fluid through the
sample with a sinusoidally varying force. Two one-way valves
are arranged at each end of the sample to allow new fluid to
be drawn into cell on the return stroke which is then pushed
through the sample on the compression stroke. The result is
a sinusoidally varying fluid pressure during the compression
stroke, and a quasisinusoidally varying fluid pressure during
the return stroke. There are a range of different shakers
available, some of which have maximum frequencies of the
order of 4500 Hz, rod displacements up to 50 mm, and
maximum forces ranging from 100 N to 178 000 N.

It is possible to control the piston displacement of a
shaker by varying the control current. However there exists
a maximum displacement which decreases with frequency.
We need to ensure that the maximum piston displacement
at 1 kHz is sufficient to make high-quality measurements.
The force provided by a shaker is given classically by F =
Fo sin(ωt) = ma, where Fo is the maximum force that
the shaker can provide, m is the mass of fluid accelerated
at an acceleration a, ω is the angular frequency, and t is
time. The acceleration a, velocity ν, and displacement x of
the shaker rod (and any piston that is attached to it) can
be obtained by rearrangement and integration of the force
equation to give a = Fo sin(ωt)/m; v = Fo cos(ωt)/mω; x =
−Fo sin(ωt)/mω2. For a typical shaker such as the one we
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have subsequently used (Dynamic solutions, VTS-100) Fo =
100 lbf (444.82 N), which easily supplies the force required to
generate a fluid pressure difference of 2 MPa for samples with
diameters in the range 5 to 40 mm (i.e., 39.27 N to 2513 N,
resp.). For an accelerated mass m = 0.5 kg and a frequency
of 1 kHz, these applied forces imply a maximum peak-to-
peak displacement that varies between 4 μm and 0.254 mm
for sample and piston diameters of 0.5 and 4 cm, respectively,
and the volume of fluid moved by the shaker varies between
0.628 cm3/s and 39.9 cm3/s for sample and piston diameters
of 0.5 and 4 cm, respectively.

If we use (5) with the range of peak-to-peak displacement
values (4 × 10−6 m < x < 2.54 × 10−4 m) for typical clastic
rocks with porosities in the range 0.05 < φ < 0.3, with
characteristic pore sizes in the range 3 × 10−6 m < reff <
1×10−3 m we generate maximum fluid pressures in the range
measureable by a DPX101-5K transducer for frequencies in
the range 2 < f < 1000 Hz if the samples are between 0.5
and 2 cm long. Repeating this analysis for typical sands and
gravels with porosities in the range 0.25 < φ < 0.5 and
characteristic pore sizes in the range 1 × 10−5 m < reff <
1×10−3 m generates fluid pressures in the range measureable
by a DPX101-250 transducer for frequencies in the range
2 < f < 1000 Hz if the samples are between 30 mm and
100 mm long.

Figure 8 shows the maximum piston displacement and
maximum piston velocity. The maximum piston acceleration
is not a function of frequency and takes values of 1472, 640,
320, 213 and 160 m/s2 for masses of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1 kg, respectively. The thresholds shown in the diagram
represent the maximum values possible using a VTS-100
Shaker from Dynamic Solutions Inc. For a mass of 100 g the
acceleration of 1472 m/s2 also represents the maximum value
possible with this instrument. The displacement can be con-
trolled by varying the current in the coils of the shaker, either
manually, or using a feedback mechanism. Hence, it is possi-
ble to limit the displacement and the velocity of the piston to
values that are less than the threshold values for the shaker,
but still sufficient to drive the fluid through the sample.

We conclude that the electromagnetic drive has the power
to drive the AC electrokinetic system up to 1 kHz. However,
at low frequencies the piston displacement must be limited
to ensure that it, and the piston velocity, do not reach the
maximum values specified for the shaker.

A.5. Piezoelectric Drive. The last conceptual possibility is to
use a piezoelectric drive to attain the required frequencies.
It is certain that piezoelectric transducers can be used at the
specified maximum frequency. However, they suffer from a
number of practical disadvantages.

(1) It is difficult to drive a piezoelectric system at a wide
range of frequencies.

(2) It is impossible to carry out tests at low frequencies
(less than about 200 Hz).

(3) The displacements are very small, and it is not certain
that the electrokinetic effect is fully developed with
such small displacements.
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Figure 8: Dynamic properties of a system powered by an elec-
tromagnetic shaker, with a sample and piston diameter of 1 cm
and a maximum fluid pressure of 2 MPa. (a) Maximum piston
displacement as a function of frequency and driven mass. (b)
Maximum piston velocity as a function of frequency and driven
mass.

Consequently, we have not pursued the piezoelectric drive.
However, we do recognize that the force that a stack of
piezoelectric transducers can impose is far greater than that
possible with a shaker, and consequently useful for low
porosity and permeability rocks. Moreover, there is no reason
why measurements might not be made up to far higher
frequencies (above 10 kHz).
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The interpretation of seismoelectric observations involves the dynamic electrokinetic coupling, which is related to the streaming
potential coefficient. We describe the different models of the frequency-dependent streaming potential, mainly Packard’s and
Pride’s model. We compare the transition frequency separating low-frequency viscous flow and high-frequency inertial flow,
for dynamic permeability and dynamic streaming potential. We show that the transition frequency, on a various collection of
samples for which both formation factor and permeability are measured, is predicted to depend on the permeability as inversely
proportional to the permeability. We review the experimental setups built to be able to perform dynamic measurements. And we
present some measurements and calculations of the dynamic streaming potential.

1. Introduction

Electrokinetics arise from the interaction between the rock
matrix and the pore water. Therefore electrokinetic phe-
nomena are often observed in aquifers, volcanoes, and hy-
drocarbon or hydrothermal reservoirs. Observations show
that seismoelectromagnetic signals associated to earthquakes
can be induced by electromagnetic induction [1, 2] or by
electrokinetic effect [3, 4]. The electrokinetic phenomena
are due to pore pressure gradients leading to fluid flow
in the porous media or fractures and inducing electrical
fields. These electrokinetic effects are associated to the elec-
trical double layer which was originally described by Stern.
The electrokinetic signals can be induced by global displace-
ments of the reservoir fluids (streaming potential) or by the
propagation of seismic waves (seismoelectromagnetic effect).
As soon as these pressure gradients have a transient signature,
the dynamic part of the electrokinetic coupling has to be
taken into account by introducing the dependence on fluid
transport properties.

It is generally admitted that two kinds of seismoelectro-
magnetic effects can be observed. The dominant contribu-
tion, commonly called “coseismic”, is generated close to the

receivers during the passage of seismic waves. The second
kind, so-called “interfacial conversion” [5], is very similar
to dipole radiation and is generated at physicochemical in-
terfaces due to strong electrokinetic coupling discontinu-
ities. This interface conversion is often perceived to have
the potential to detect fine fluids transitions with higher
resolution than seismic investigations, but in practice, signals
are often masked by electromagnetic disturbances, especially
when generated at great depth.

Nevertheless recent field studies have focused on the
seismoelectric conversions linked to electrokinetics in order
to investigate oil and gas reservoirs [6] or hydraulic reservoirs
[5, 7–13]. It has been shown using these investigations that
not only the depth of the reservoir can be deduced, but
also the geometry of the reservoir can be imaged using
the amplitudes of the electroseismic signals [14]. Moreover
fractured zones can be detected and permeability can be
measured using seismoelectrics in borehole [15–18]. This
method is especially appealing to hydrogeophysics for the
detection of subsurface interfaces induced by contrasts in
permeability, in porosity, or in electrical properties (salinity
and water content) [19–21].
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The analytical interpretation of the seismoelectromag-
netic phenomenon has been described by Pride [22], by
connecting the theory of Biot [23] for the seismic wave prop-
agation in a two-phase medium with Maxwell’s equations,
using dynamic electrokinetic couplings. The seismoelectro-
magnetic conversions have been modeled in homogeneous
or layered saturated media [12, 21, 24–26] with applications
to reservoir geophysics [27].

Theoretical developments showed that the electrical
field induced by the P-waves propagation is related to the
acceleration [12]. The electrokinetic coupling is created
at the interface between grains and water, when there is
a relative motion of electrolyte ions with respect to the
mineral surface. Thus, seismic wave propagation in fluid-
filled porous media generates conversions from seismic
to electromagnetic energy which can be observed at the
macroscopic scale, due to this electrokinetic coupling at the
pore scale. The seismoelectric coupling is directly dependent
on the fluid conductivity, the fluid density, and the electric
double layer (the electrical interface between the grains and
the water) (see [28], in this special issue “Electrokinetics
in Earth Sciences” for more details). For more details on
the surface complexation reactions see Davis et al. [29] or
Guichet et al. [30]. It can be accurately quantified in the
broad band by a dynamic coupling [22] which can be linked
in the low-frequency limit to the steady-state streaming
potential coefficient largely studied in porous media [30–44].

Laboratory experiments have also been investigated for a
better understanding of the seismoelectric conversions [45–
56]. These papers describe the laboratory studies performed
to investigate this dynamic coupling. An oscillating pore
pressure must be applied to a rock sample, and because of the
relative motion between the rock and the fluid, an induced
streaming potential can be measured. Depending on the
oscillating frequency of the fluid, the fluid makes a transition
from viscous dominated flow to inertial dominated flow. As
the frequency increases, the motion of the fluid within the
rock is delayed and larger pressure is needed. In order to
know the dynamic coupling, both real and imaginary parts
of the streaming potential must be measured.

2. From Dynamic Streaming Potential to
Seismoelectromagnetic Coupling

The steady-state streaming potential coefficient is defined
as the ratio of the streaming potential to the driving pore
pressure:

Cs0 = ΔV

ΔP
= εζ

ησ f
, (1)

which is called the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation,
where σ f , ε, and η are the fluid conductivity, the dielectric
constant of the fluid, and the fluid dynamic viscosity
respectively (see [28]). In this formula the surface electrical
conductivity is neglected compared to the fluid electrical
conductivity. The potential ζ is the electrical potential within
the double layer on the slipping plane. Although the zeta
potential can hardly be modeled for a rock and although it

cannot be directly measured within a rock, the steady-state
streaming potential coefficient can be measured in labora-
tory, by applying a fluid pressure difference (ΔP) and by
measuring the induced streaming electric potential (ΔV)
[30, 38, 39, 44, 57]. The electrical potential ζ itself depends
on fluid composition and pH and the water conductivity
[29–31, 38, 40, 42, 44, 58].

2.1. Packard’s Model. Packard [59] proposed a model for
the frequency-dependent streaming potential coefficient for
capillary tubes, assuming that the Debye length is negligible
compared to the capillary radius, based on the Navier-Stokes
equation:

Cs0(ω) = ΔV(ω)
ΔP(ω)

=
(
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ησ f

)
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where ω is the angular frequency, a is the capillary radius,
J1 and J0 are the Bessel functions of the first order and the
zeroth order, respectively, and ρ f is the fluid density.

The transition angular frequency for a capillary is

ωc = η

ρ f a2
. (3)

More recently Reppert et al. [60] used the low- and high-
frequency approximations of the Bessel functions to propose
the following formula, which corresponds to their equation
26 corrected with the right exponents −2 and −1/2:

Cs0(ω) =
(

εζ

ησ f

)
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(4)

with the transition angular frequency

ωc = 8η
ρ f a2

(5)

and showed that this model was not very different from the
model proposed by Packard [59].

The complete development relating Biot’s theory and
Maxwell’s equations has been published by Pride in 1994
[22].

2.2. Pride’s Model. Pride [22] derived the equations govern-
ing the coupling between seismic and electromagnetic wave
propagation in a fluid-saturated porous medium from first
principles for porous media. The following transport equa-
tions express the coupling between the mechanical and elec-
tromagnetic wavefields ([22] (174), (176), and (177)):

J = σ(ω)E + L(ω)
(

−∇p + iω2ρ f us

)

,

−iωw = L(ω)E +
k(ω)
η

(

−∇p + iω2ρ f us

)

.
(6)
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In the first equation, the macroscopic electrical current
density J is the sum of the average conduction and streaming
current densities. The filtration velocity w of the second
equation is separated into electrically and mechanically
induced contributions. The electrical fields and mechanical
forces that create the current density J and filtration velocity
w are, respectively, E and (−∇p + iω2ρ f us), where p is
the pore-fluid pressure, us is the solid displacement, and E
is the electric field. The complex and frequency-dependent
electrokinetic coupling L(ω), which describes the coupling
between the seismic and electromagnetic fields [22, 60], is the
most important parameter in these equations. The other two
coefficients, σ(ω) and k(ω), are the electric conductivity and
dynamic permeability of the porous material, respectively.

The seismoelectric coupling that describes the coupling
between the seismic and electromagnetic fields is complex
and frequency-dependent Pride [22]:

L(ω) = L0

⎡

⎣1− i ω
ωc

m

4

(

1− 2
d

Λ

)2
(

1− i3/2d
√

ωρf
η

)2
⎤

⎦

−1/2

,

(7)

where L0 is the low-frequency electrokinetic coupling, d is
related to the Debye-length, Λ is a porous-material geometry
term [65], and m is a dimensionless number (detailed in
Pride [22]).

The transition angular frequency ωc separating low-fre-
quency viscous flow and high-frequency inertial flow is
defined as

ωc = φη

α∞k0ρ f
, (8)

where φ is the porosity, k0 is the intrinsic permeability, and
α∞ is the tortuosity.

2.3. Further Considerations. The low-frequency electroki-
netic coupling L0 is related to the steady-state streaming
potential coefficient Cs0 by

L0 = −Cs0σr , (9)

where σr is the rock conductivity. The electrokinetic coupling
L(ω) can be estimated by considering that steady-state
models of Cs0 can be applied to the calculation of L0. When
writting σr = σ f /F with surface conductivity neglected, the
steady-state electrokinetic coupling can be written as

L0 = − εζ

ηF
. (10)

We can see that the steady-state electrokinetic coupling is
inversely proportional to the formation factor.

The transition angular frequency separating viscous and
inertial flows in porous medium can be rewritten by inserting
α∞ = φF with F, as follows:

ωc = 1
F

η

k0ρ f
, (11)

where F is the formation factor that can be deduced from
resistivity measurements using Archie’s law.

Since the permeability and the formation factor are not
independent but can be related by k0 = CR2/F [66] with
C being a geometrical constant usually in the range 0.3–
0.5 and R being the hydraulic radius, the transition angular
frequency can be written as

ωc = η

ρ f CR2
. (12)

Equation (12) shows that the transition angular frequency in
porous medium is inversely proportional to the square of the
hydraulic radius.

Recently Walker and Glover [74] proposed a simplified
equation of Pride’s development assuming that the Debye
length is negligible compared to the characteristic pore size,
and assuming the following parameter:

m = 8
(

Λ

reff

)2

(13)

leading to

L(ω) = L0

[

1− 2i
ω

ωc

(

Λ

reff

)2
]−1/2

(14)

with reff being the effective pore radius, and a transition
angular frequency being

ωc = 8η

ρ f r
2
eff

. (15)

Garambois and Dietrich [12] studied the low-frequency
assumption valid at seismic frequencies, meaning at fre-
quencies lower than Biot’s frequency separating viscous and
inertial flows and gave the coseismic transfer function for
low-frequency longitudinal plane waves. In this case, and
assuming Biot’s moduli C � H , they showed that the seis-
moelectric field E is proportional to the grain acceleration:

E � −L0

σr
ρ f ü = εζ

ησ f
ρ f ü. (16)

Equations (16), (9), and (1) show that transient seismo-
electric magnitudes will be affected by the bulk density
of the fluid, and the streaming potential coefficient which
is inversely proportional to the water conductivity and
proportional to the zeta potential (which depends on the
water pH).

2.4. The Electrokinetic Transition Frequency Compared to Hy-
draulic’s One. The theory of dynamic permeability in porous
media has been studied by many authors [61, 65, 75–77].

The frequency behavior of the permeability is given by
Pride (1994) [22]

k(ω)
k0

=
[

(

1− i ω
ωc

4
m

)1/2

− i ω
ωc

]−1

. (17)
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Table 1: Measured or predicted transition frequency for dynamic streaming potential and permeability, for samples of porosity φ, formation
factor F, permeability k0, and half of the mean particle size r, from (SED) Smeulders et al. [61], (CKS) Charlaix et al. [62], (SG) Sears and
Groves [63], (P) Packard [59], (TGR) Tardif et al. [64], and (RMLJ) Reppert et al. [60]. ∗Indicates predicted transition frequency from (3)
and ∗∗indicates the transition frequency computed by the authors.

Sample Particle size μm φ [%] F k0 [m2] fc [Hz] Source

Capillary 254 (radius) 10−8 10–2.5∗ Hz CKS

Capillary 508 (radius) 1.3–0.62∗ Hz SG

Capillary G4 720 (radius) 0.31∗–0.28∗∗ Hz P

Capillary G2 826 (radius) 0.23∗–0.21∗∗ Hz P

Capillary 1 800–1100 (radius) 7.1 Hz RMLJ

Glass beads 1.25–1.75 32 7.8 4.2× 10−9 4.8 Hz SED

Glass beads 850 (r) 50 2.8 10−8 6.2 Hz CKS

Glass beads 580–700 31 8.7 9× 10−10 20 Hz SED

Glass beads 450 (r) 50 3.2 2× 10−9 25 Hz CKS

Glass beads 250 (r) 50 3 5× 10−10 108 Hz CKS

Glass beads 200–270 31 9 1.4× 10−10 126 Hz SED

Crushed glass 440 (r) 50 3 10−9 44 Hz CKS

Crushed glass 265 (r) 50 3.2 2× 10−10 45–103 Hz CKS

Porous filter A 72.5–87 269 Hz RMLJ

Porous filter B 35–50 710 Hz RMLJ

Sand grains 1000–2000 31 9 26× 10−10 6.7 Hz SED

Sand grains 150–300 29 10.7 10−10 149 Hz SED

Ottawa sand 200–250 (r) 31 4.7 1.2× 10−10 230–273 Hz TGR

The transition angular frequency for a porous medium
is the same as (8). Charlaix et al. [62] measured the behavior
of permeability with frequency on capillary tube, glass beads,
and crushed glass. The dynamic permeability is constant up
to the transition frequency above which it decreases, and
the more permeable the sample is, the lower the transition
frequency is. Other measurements have been performed on
glass beads and sand grains [61]. The transition frequency
( fc = ωc/2π) varies from 4.8 Hz to 149 Hz for samples having
permeability in the range 10−8 to 10−10 m2 (see Table 1),
which are extremely high permeabilities.

The transition frequency indicates the beginning of the
transition for both the permeability and the electrokinetic
coupling. However the transition behavior and the cuttoff
frequency are different between permeability and electroki-
netic coupling ((7) and (17)), both depending on the pore-
space geometry term m but in different manner.

We calculated the predicted transition frequency fc =
ωc/2π with ωc from (11) with η = 10−3 Pa.s and ρ f =
103 kg/m3. The other parameters F and k0 are measured from
different authors cited in Bernabé [78] (see Table 2). We also
calculated the parameters for four Fontainebleau sandstone
samples. It has been shown for these samples that F = φ−2.01

(from Ruffet et al. [79]) and that k0 = aφn with different
values for n according to the porosity. The following laws
were chosen: k0 = 1.66 × 10−4φ8 for φ < 6% and k0 =
2.5 × 10−10φ3 for φ ranging between 8 and 25% [80]. We
can see that the transition frequencies are of the order of
kHz and MHz and no more from 0.2 to 150 Hz as measured
or calculated on glass beads, sand grains, crushed glass, or
capillaries. We plotted the results of the transition frequency

as a function of the permeability on these various samples in
Figure 1. Although the formation factor is not constant with
the permeability, it is clear that the transition frequency is
inversely proportional to the permeability as

log10

(

fc
) = −0.78log10(k)− 5.5, (18)

and varies from about 100 MHz for 10−17 m2 to about 10 Hz
for 10−8 m2, so by seven orders of magnitude for nine orders
of magnitude in permeability.

3. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

Several experimental setups were proposed to provide the
sinusoidal pressure variations.

The first experimental apparatus proposed a sinusoidal
motion delivered by a sylphon bellows which was driven by
a geophone-type push-pull driver (Figure 2 from Packard
[59]). The low-frequency oscillator (0.01 Hz to 1 kHz) was
used for operation of the push-pull geophone driver. Similar
setups were proposed by Thurston [81] (Figure 3) and Cooke
[82], so that frequency of this kind of source was 1–400 Hz
[82], 20–200 Hz [59], and 10–700 Hz [81]. The induced
pressure was up to 2 kPa. More recently Schoemaker et al.
[83] used a so-called Dynamic Darcy Cell (DCC) with a
mechanical shaker connected to a rubber membrane leading
to a frequency range for the oscillating pressure 5 to 200 Hz.
The sinusoidal fluid flow was also applied by a displacement
piston pump directly connected to the electrodes chambers
(Figure 4 from [63, 88]). The piston was mounted on a
Scotch Yoke drive attached to a controllable speed AC motor
[84]. The frequency range of this source was then 0.4 Hz to
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Table 2: Predicted transition frequency (from (11)), for dynamic streaming potential, for samples of porosity φ, formation factor F, and
permeability k0, from (1) calculated in the present study, and measured by (2) Taherian et al. [67], (3) Morgan et al. [68], (4) Fatt [69], (5)
Wyble [70], (6) Dobrynin [71], (7) Chierici et al. [72], and (8) Yale [73].

Sample φ [%] F k0 [m2] fc [Hz]

Fontainebleau sandstone1 20 25 2× 10−12 3.2 kHz

Fontainebleau sandstone1 15 45 8× 10−13 4.4 kHz

Fontainebleau sandstone1 10 102 2.5× 10−13 6.2 kHz

Sandstone-S222 31.2 6 2.7× 10−12 9.7 kHz

Sandstone-S472 20 14.4 8.5× 10−13 13 kHz

Boise8 26 12 9× 10−13 14.7 kHz

Berea sandstone5008 20 20 4.9× 10−13 16.2 kHz

Sandstone-S422 19.7 14.7 6.7× 10−13 16.2 kHz

Sandstone-S452 21 11.7 7.2× 10−13 18.8 kHz

Fahler 1628 3 294 2.7× 10−14 20 kHz

Sandstone-S432 21.2 13 5.1× 10−13 23.5 kHz

Pliocene 417 21 144.9 4.2× 10−14 26.1 kHz

Pliocene 357 20 156.2 3.7× 10−14 27.5 kHz

Berea sandstoneC2H3 19.8 15.1 3.8× 10−13 27.7 kHz

Sandstone-S502 18.3 17.2 3.1× 10−13 30 kHz

Triassic387 21 12.6 4× 10−12 31.4 kHz

Triassic347 20 13.9 3.5× 10−13 32.7 kHz

Berea sandstoneB23 20.3 15.2 2.64× 10−13 39.7 kHz

Sandstone-S52 26.4 8.7 4.1× 10−13 45 kHz

Sandstone-S352 18.75 17.4 2× 10−13 46.5 kHz

Massillon DH8 16 23.8 1.3× 10−13 51.4 kHz

Cambrian 167 14 312.5 9.5× 10−15 53.6 kHz

Fontainebleau sandstone1 5 412 6.5× 10−15 59.4 kHz

Berea sandstoneD13 18.5 18.4 1.3× 10−13 66.5 kHz

Tensleep14 15 18.9 1.2× 10−13 70.3 kHz

Tertiary 8078 22 14.9 1.5× 10−13 71.1 kHz

Cambrian 67 8.1 90.9 2.3× 10−14 76.1 kHz

Torpedo6 20 41.7 4.5× 10−14 84.9 kHz

Miocene 77 8.3 384.6 4.4× 10−15 94 kHz

Cambrian 147 11 52.6 3.2× 10−14 94.5 kHz

Sandstone Triassic277 18 20 7.2× 10−14 110.5 kHz

Sandstone-S92 20.9 12 1× 10−13 126.2 kHz

Triassic267 18 17.2 6.8× 10−14 135.7 kHz

Sandstone-S62 22.8 10.6 8.3× 10−14 180.7 kHz

Berea 100H8 17 17.2 4.9× 10−14 188.4 kHz

Sandstone S152 21.8 13.9 4.5× 10−14 256.7 kHz

Kirkwood5 15 40 1.2× 10−14 331.6 kHz

Indiana DV8 27 12 3× 10−14 440.3 kHz

Island Rust A13 14.6 52.5 5.2× 10−15 579 kHz

Bradford5 11 90 2.5× 10−15 700.3 kHz

Austin chalk3 23.6 22.7 9.7× 10−15 763 kHz

Massillon DV8 19 27.8 6.9× 10−15 830.4 kHz

Sandstone-S342 21.35 13.7 1.1× 10−14 1.06 MHz

Sandstone S442 15.7 24.5 4.2× 10−15 1.5 MHz

Indiana L. SA13 18 29.2 1.9× 10−15 2.9 MHz

Tennessee A13 5.5 180.3 2.3× 10−16 3.8 MHz

AZPink (Coconino)3 10.3 62.4 6.3× 10−16 4.04 MHz

Leuders L.SA13 15.2 41.5 7.1× 10−16 5.3 MHz
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Table 2: Continued.

Sample φ [%] F k0 [m2] fc [Hz]

Sandstone-S402 10.9 130 1.9× 10−16 6.4 MHz

Sandstone-S232 18.8 40.7 4.8× 10−16 8.1 MHz

Fahler 1898 1.9 714.3 2× 10−17 11.1 MHz

Penn blue A13 3.9 219 6.2× 10−17 11.7 MHz

AZChoclate23 9.5 159.3 5.8× 10−17 17.2 MHz

Fahler 1618 2.3 416.7 1× 10−17 38.2 MHz

Fahler 1428 7.6 164 2× 10−17 48.5 MHz

Sandstone S212 12.1 65 3× 10−17 81.7 MHz

Fahler 1548 4.6 263.1 7× 10−18 86.4 MHz

Fahler 1928 4.4 128.2 9× 10−18 137.9 MHz
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Figure 1: The transition frequency fc = ωc/2π (in Hz) predicted in the present study with ωc from (11) with η = 10−3 Pa.s and ρ f = 103

kg/m3 as a function of the permeability (in m2). The transition frequency varies as log10( fc) = −0.78log10(k) − 5.5. The parameters of the
samples, F and k0, are measured from different authors on various samples cited in Tables 1 and 2.

21 Hz and the pressure up to 15 kPa. Pengra et al. [85] used
a piston rod attached to a loudspeaker driven by an audio
power amplifier (Figure 5). They performed measurements
up to 100 Hz, with an applied pressure of 5 kPa RMS. More
recently it was proposed by Reppert et al. [60] to use an
electromechanical transducer (Figure 6), and these authors
covered a frequency range 1–500 Hz. The vibrating exciter
proposed by Schoemaker et al. [86] was used from 5 Hz to
200 Hz. Recently Tardif et al. [64] used an electromagnetic
shaker operating in the range 1 Hz to 1 kHz and provided
measurements up to 200 Hz. Higher frequencies have been
investigated [49, 50, 52, 54, 55] for the detection of the
interfacial conversions.

The electromagnetic noise radiating from such equip-
ment must be suppressed by shielding the setup and wires
(shielded twisted cable pairs) [64, 86]. Moreover it is essential
to have a rigid framework. A mechanical resonance can occur
in the cell/transducer system (at 70 Hz in [85]), and the noise
associated with mechanical vibration can be suppressed
puting an additional mass to the frame [64].

Once the oscillatory pressure is applied, the pressure
must be measured. Most of the setups include piezoelectric
transducers to measure the pressure difference over the cap-
illary or the porous sample. Reppert et al. [60] proposed to
use hydrophones that have a flat response from 1 to 20 kHz.

Tardif et al. [64] proposed to use dynamic transducers with
a low-frequency limit 0.08 Hz and a maximum frequency of
170 kHz.

The electrodes are usually Ag/AgCl or platinum elec-
trodes. The electrodes used by Schoemaker et al. [86] were
sintered plates of Monel (composed of nickel and copper).
The electrical signal must be measured using preamplifiers
or a high-input impedance acquisition system. Since the
impedance of the sample depends on the frequency, one
must correct the measurements from this varying-impe-
dance to be able to have a correct streaming potential coef-
ficient [60]. Moreover the electrodes at top and bottom of
the sample can behave as a capacitor, requiring a correction
using impedance measurements too [86].

The sample is usually saturated and it is emphasized
that the sample should be left until equilibrium with water.
This equilibrium can be obtained by leaving the sample
in contact with water for some time, and by flowing the
water within the sample several times by checking the pH
and the water conductivity until an equilibrium is reached
[39]. The procedure including water flow is better because
the properties of the water can be measured. When the
properties of the water are measured only before saturating
the sample, the resulting water once in contact with the
sample is not known. Usually the water is more conductive
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Figure 2: The sylphon bellows is driven by a geophone-type push-
pull driver to apply a sinusoidal motion to the sample (modified
from [59]).
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Figure 3: Experimental setup used by Thurston [87] (modified
from [87]).
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Figure 4: Experimental setup used by Groves and Sears (modified
from [88]).
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Figure 5: Experimental setup used by Pengra et al. [85] for
streaming potential and electro-osmosis measurements (modified
from [85]).
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Figure 6: Experimental setup used by Reppert et al. [60] (modified
from [60]).
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Figure 7: The absolute magnitude of the normalized streaming
potential coefficient calculated by Packard [59] using (19) where

Ya = a
√

ωρf /η, equivalent to (2) (modified from [59]).

when in contact with the sample, and the pH can change.
Recalling that the streaming potential is proportional to
the zeta potential (which depends on pH) and inversely
proportional to the water conductivity (1), it is essential to
know properly the pH and the water conductivity.

4. Measurements and Calculations of the
Dynamic Electrokinetic Coefficient

The absolute magnitude of the streaming potential coeffi-
cient normalized by the steady-state value was calculated by
Packard [59] as

f (Ya) =
(

−2
Ya

i
√
iJ1
(√
iYa
)

J0
(√
iYa
) e−iωt

)

, (19)

which is equal to (2), but expressed as a function of the

parameter Ya = a
√

(ωρf )/η, the transition frequency being
obtained for Ya = 1 (Figure 7). The streaming potential
coefficient is constant up to the transition angular frequency
and then decreases with increasing frequency.

Sears and Groves [63] measured the streaming potential
coefficient on a capillary of radius 508 μm which was coated
with clay-Adams Siliclad and then incubated with 1% bovine
serum albumin and filled with 0.02 M Tris-HCl at pH 7.32.
They reported the streaming potential and the pressure
difference as a function of frequency in the range 0–20 Hz.
We calculated the resulting streaming potential coefficient
(see Figure 8) which decreases from about 1.3 × 10−7 to
4 × 10−8 V/Pa. These authors computed the zeta potential
and concluded that the zeta potential is independent of the
frequency with an average value of 28.8 mV. Moreover they
concluded that the zeta potential is also independent of the
capillary radius and capillary length.

The value of the streaming potential coefficient on Otta-
wa sand measured at 5 Hz by Tardif et al. [64] was −5.2 ×
10−7 V/Pa using a 0.001 mol/L NaCl solution to saturate
the sample. Values between 1 and 2 × 10−8 V/Pa were
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Figure 8: The streaming potential coefficient measured as a func-
tion of frequency by Sears and Groves [63] on a capillary coated
with clay, incubated with BSA in 0.02 M Tris-HCl.

measured on samples saturated by 0.1 M/L NaCl brine [85].
A compilation of numerous streaming potential coefficients
measured on sands and sandstones at various salinities in DC
domain [44] showed that Cs0 = −1.2 × 10−8σ−1

f , where
Cs0 is in V/Pa and σ f in S/m. A zeta potential of −17 mV
can be inferred from these collected data, assuming the other
parameters (see (1)) independent of water conductivity.
These assumptions are not exact, but the value of zeta
is needed for numerous modellings which usually assume
the other parameters independent of the fluid conductivity.
Therefore an average value of −17 mV for such modellings
can be rather exact, at least for medium with no clay nor
calcite.

Reppert et al. [60] calculated the real part and the imag-
inary part of the theoretical Packard’s streaming potential
coefficient (2) for different capillary radii (see Figure 9). It
can be seen that the larger the radius is, the lower the
transition frequency is, as shown previously by the different
theories. Recent developments by the group of Glover have
been performed to build a new setup and to make further
measurements on porous samples: two papers detail these
studies in this special issue on Electrokinetics in Earth
Sciences.

5. Conclusion

Since the theory of Pride in 1994 [22], the dynamic behavior
of the streaming potential is known for porous media.
However few experimental results are available, because
of the difficulty to perform correct measurements at high
frequency. Up to now, measurements of the frequency-
dependence of the streaming potential have been performed
up to 200 Hz on high-permeable samples. The main dif-
ficulty arises from electrical noise induced by mechanical
vibration. Moreover it has been emphasized that the mea-
surements must be corrected by impedance measurements
as a function of frequency too because the impedance
of the sample depends on frequency. Further theoretical
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Figure 9: The real and imaginary part of Packard’s model (2)
calculated by Reppert et al. [60] for three capillary radii: 100 μm
(continuous line), 50 μm (dashed line), and 10 μm (point line)
(modified from [60]).

developments performed by Garambois and Dietrich [12]
studied the low-frequency assumption valid at frequencies
lower than the transition frequency. We show that this
transition frequency, on a various collection of samples for
which both formation factor and permeability are measured,
is predicted to depend on the permeability as inversely
proportional to the permeability.
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Self-potential (SP) measurements were conducted at Mt. Tsukuba, Japan, which is a nonvolcanic mountain, to infer groundwater
flow system in the mountain. Survey routes were set around the northern slope, and the reliability of observed SP anomaly was
checked by using SP values along parallel survey routes; the error was almost within 10 mV. The FFT analysis of the spatial SP
distribution allows us a separation of raw data into two components with shorter and longer wavelength. In the shorter (altitudinal)
wavelength than ∼200 meters, several positive SP peaks of more than 100 mV in magnitude are present, which indicate shallow
perched water discharges along the slope. In the regional SP pattern of longer wavelength, there are two major perturbations
from the general trend reflecting the topographic effect. By comparing the SP and hydrological data, the perturbation around the
foothill is interpreted to be caused by heterogeneous infiltration at the ground surface. The perturbation around the summit is
also interpreted to be caused by heterogeneous infiltration process, based on a simplified numerical modeling of SP. As a result,
the SP pattern is well explained by groundwater flow and infiltration processes. Thus, SP data is thought to be very useful for
understanding of groundwater flow system on a mountain scale.

1. Introduction

Spatial distribution of self-potential or spontaneous poten-
tial (SP), which is time-invariant natural electrical potential,
has been observed at the ground surface along a topographic
slope. In general, a negative correlation between altitude
and SP value along a slope is reported (e.g., [1–3]), which
is called as terrain effect or topographic effect on SP. For
example, Sasai et al. [3] have found relatively high SP
values at the foothills of the Miyake-jima volcano, decreasing
toward the middle altitude of the mountain. The SP profile
is well correlated with the topographic profile, and the mean
coefficient of topographic effect was −1.07 mV/m in the case
of the Miyake-jima volcano.

Topographic effect on SP is thought to be caused by
subsurface fluid flow along the slope through electrokinetic

coupling (e.g., [4]). In rock-water systems, the flow of
groundwater can drag excess electrical charges located in
the close vicinity of the pore water/mineral interface in
the electrical double layer with it, resulting in macroscopic
electric current called as streaming current or drag current
and the development of electric potential called as streaming
potential in the direction of fluid flow (e.g., [5, 6]). Because
the zeta potential, characteristic potential difference across
the electrical double layer, is commonly negative for typical
crustal rocks in water of pH higher than∼2 [6], the pore fluid
flow carries positive charges with it; so a negative correlation
between the hydraulic head and the streaming potential
is expected. Yasukawa and Mogi [7] conducted numerical
calculations of groundwater flow and associated streaming
potential and confirmed a negative correlation between the
altitude and SP value, which has observable amplitude on
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the slope surface. Although SP can be generated by other
effects such as thermoelectric coupling [8], electrochemical
effects (diffusion potential, redox potential, etc.; e.g., [8, 9]),
SP along a mountain slopes is thought to be mainly caused
by the electrokinetic effects.

On the basis of the topographic effect, a number of
attempts to estimate hydrological features along mountain
slopes have been made. For example, Fournier [10] assumed
that main SP sources were aligned on water table and tried
to estimate the water table elevation using SP data taken at
the ground surface. Revil et al. [11] developed a sophisticated
method for water table estimation; they inferred the water
table elevations below a slope using an inverse technique
with the observed SP data. Linde et al. [12] modeled both
SP sources in the vadose zone and along the water table and
tried to estimate the water table below a slope more precisely.
The SP measurement is nonintrusive, quick, and inexpensive;
therefore, these benefits tend to accelerate the applications
of the SP method to groundwater studies, engineering, and
environmental investigations.

There is still some debate, however, about the origin of
topographic effect on SP along mountain slopes. Previous
studies adopt very simple assumptions of hydrological
process. Fournier [10] and Revil et al. [11] excluded the
contribution of streaming current associated with downward
flow of vadose-zone water, which was taken as the primary
source for SP generation by Aubert and Atangana [13].
Although Linde et al. [12] considered both SP sources in the
vadose and underlying water-saturated zones, they assumed
a homogeneous vadose zone and uniform infiltration at
the ground surface. However, numerical studies (e.g., [14])
suggest that complicated downward liquid flow in the vadose
zone will make complicated SP pattern on the ground
surface.

For small-scale slopes, less than 100 m in length, Ernstson
and Scherer [15] suggest various causes of SP anomalies
along the slopes: biological root activity, lateral water move-
ments in alternating permeable and impermeable layers,
discharge of perched-water aquifers, and infiltration and
evapotranspiration together with groundwater recharge.
However, the origins of SP along a larger-scale slope (e.g.,
a few km in length) have not been discussed enough.
Detailed interpretation of topographic effect on mountain-
scale SP pattern is useful to apply the SP method to estimate
subsurface fluid motions, especially in volcanoes. As many
former studies said [3, 16–19], SP anomalies of positive
polarity are frequently found around volcano summits and
near fumaroles. In order to discuss such SP anomalies,
knowledge of SP distribution caused by topographic effect
is necessary as a basis.

In order to discuss possible causes of SP along a
mountain slope, comparison between the SP pattern and
hydrological data along the slope is required, but few field
studies were reported. In this study, we investigate self-
potential distribution around the northern slope of Mt.
Tsukuba, located in Japan, where extensive hydrological
studies have been carried out. Mt. Tsukuba mainly consists
of granitic basement, so that the SP distribution along
Mt. Tsukuba will be a typical example of topographic
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effect on a plutonic mountain. We compare the SP data
with hydrological results to discuss main causes of the SP
anomalies.

2. Self-Potential Measurement

Mt. Tsukuba is located near Tsukuba, central Japan
(Figure 1). The maximum altitude is 877 m. The slope
gradient is about 20 and 10 degrees at altitude around 500
and 300 meters, respectively. The basement of Mt. Tsukuba
mainly consists of granitic rocks, and partly gabbroic rocks
and debris [20]. There are many hydrological studies: for
example, isotope analysis of river water [21], discharge
analysis of river water [22], isotope analysis of spring water,
and estimation of water table elevation [23].

SP survey was carried out along eleven routes (A to
K) from August 20 to 22 in 2000 (Figure 1). The survey
area covers the northern slope of Mt. Tsukuba with altitude
range between 130 m and 780 m. The “leapfrog” method
was used for SP observation with electrode spacing of
12–120 m (mainly 50 m). We used two types of paired
electrodes and voltmeters as shown in Figure 2. Cu-CuSO4

electrodes named AUE-type are suitable for the flat soil
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Cu-CuSO4 electrodes used in this study.

surface, and those named TU-type are used for thick soil
cases with stabbing. Electrode position at start or end of each
survey route is common among several routes (Figure 1). All
observed SP values are represented as relative ones to the
reference station near the summit (shown by a double circle
in Figure 1).

Stability of the electrode pair was checked by voltage
measurement between the two electrodes set on the ground
with 10 cm separation. Such offset check was done at
start, end, and several points along each survey route. The
offset voltages were within 5 mV in this study. We also
confirmed accuracy of the observed SP values by making SP
measurements along parallel additional routes (e.g., B, G, H,
C, and J-K in Figure 1), whose electrode positions at start and
end of profiles were common with main survey routes (A–F
in Figure 1).

In addition to SP surveys, DC resistivity surveys were
conducted at six sites in this area (Figure 1). A one-
dimensional forward modeling algorithm [24] and a one-
dimensional inversion algorithm [25] were applied to obtain
near-surface resistivity values. The approximate sounding
depth was 10–20 m.

3. Results

The observed SP anomalies are shown in Figure 3. Along the
main SP profile (A–F), several sharp and local SP anomalies
are recognized, in particularly at 770, 640, 520, and 360 m
in altitude. Some of the amplitudes exceed 100 mV, and the
typical altitudinal extent is about 50 m (corresponding to the
horizontal spatial extent of about 150 m) or less. As shown

in Figure 3(a), similar local SP anomalies are also observed
along the neighboring survey routes, B, G, and H. Note that
voltage difference between routes A and B was less than
10–20 mV, which is thought to be due to small difference
(typically less than ∼10 m) in the electrode position between
these two survey routes except the start and end points.

The spectrum analysis gives us more quantitative features
of the local and sharp SP anomalies. We applied the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) to the obtained SP data along the
main profile, A–F. Since the data spacing is not equal through
the entire SP profile, we calculated SP values at equispaced
points using the natural cubic splines. A linear increasing
trend of SP toward the foothill (about −0.12 mV/m esti-
mated by the least square regression) is subtracted before
the FFT. Finally, the FFT was applied to SP values at 512
points equally spaced with altitude interval of about 1.286 m.
The spectrum obtained by the FFT is shown in Figure 4.
Three peaks of spectrum were clearly identified at altitudinal
wavelength of 131.6 m, 65.8 m, and 43.9 m. To delineate
characters of the spectrum peaks in Figure 4 more clearly, we
first created a “regional” SP pattern with longer wavelength
by applying the inverse FFT to a spectrum portion with
longer wavelength (219–658 m) denoted by “A” in Figure 4
and adding the linear trend of SP described above to it. The
resultant “regional” SP pattern is shown in Figure 5(a). Then,
the “local” SP pattern with shorter wavelength is estimated
by subtracting the regional SP pattern from the raw data.
Figure 5(b) is the resultant local SP pattern with altitudinal
wavelength shorter than 131.8 m. We found that the local SP
anomalies have mainly positive peaks with altitudinal extent
of 40–60 m. Note that large peaks are obvious at altitudes
between 300 m and 700 m.
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Figure 3: Observed SP profile along the northern slope of Mt.
Tsukuba. (a) Those along the neighboring routes (A, F, B, G, and H)
and (b) the parallel routes (C, J, and K) are plotted. The reference
point is at the summit.

Concerning the longer wavelength (more than ∼200 m
in altitude), SP patterns along parallel survey routes show
similar features (Figure 3(b)). For example, SP profiles along
routes A and C are similar to each other except for local
SP anomalies described above. The “regional” SP pattern
(Figure 5(a)) indicates gradual increase toward the foothill
of Mt. Tsukuba. However, the increasing trend is not
monotonic and includes two major perturbations. One is
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Figure 4: Power spectrum of spatial SP distribution against alti-
tude. Three peaks are obvious. Spectrums with longer wavelength
are denoted as “A.”

a decreasing trend toward lower altitude from 350 m to
250 m, and another is also a decreasing trend between 750 m
and 650 m in altitude. The former decreasing trend is also
recognized along parallel route J-K (Figure 3(b)), suggesting
that this decreasing trend has substantial spatial extent in the
same altitudes.

4. Discussion

4.1. Local SP Anomalies. “Local” SP anomalies of positive
polarity (Figure 5(b)) have a limited spatial extent. The
altitudinal extent of them is typically about 40–60 m, which
corresponds to horizontal extent of 100–200 m (because
of 10–20 degrees slope gradient). In order to estimate
the approximate depth of electrical current source which
generates such local SP anomalies, simple calculations were
conducted. A point current source was assumed in a uniform
resistivity (ρ) half-space. The depth of point source (d) was
varied, and the surface potential field (V) was calculated
using the following simple analytic solution:

V = ρ · I
2π
√
r2 + d2

, (1)

where r is the horizontal distance between the source and the
observation point, and I is the source current strength. The
calculated potential profile with respective source depths is
normalized by the SP value at r = 0 m (shown in Figure 6).
For comparison between the calculated and observed SP, we
plot two local SP anomalies (denoted by “A” and “B” in
Figure 5(b)) in Figure 6. Zero level is fixed as an average SP
values at the northern and southern edges of each anomaly,
and SP values are normalized by the peak values. On the basis
of Figure 6, the sources for local SP anomalies are thought to
be located near the surface; we roughly estimate the depths
to be shallower than∼10 meters, although the observed local
SP values are substantially scattered.

A cause of local positive SP anomalies such as observed
in the present study is generally inferred to be local springs,
yielding a positive current source near the ground surface.
The slope of Mt. Tsukuba is widely covered by debris or
slope deposits, which consist of unconsolidated sediments
and have high permeability. It is well known that perched
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Figure 5: (a) The observed raw SP profile (gray line with diamonds) and low-pass filtered one called as “regional” pattern in this study (solid
line). (b) Residual SP profile after subtracting regional SP from raw data, called as “local” anomalies.

water flow is present in a vadose zone developed in such
slope deposits; therefore, we infer that the observed local
SP anomalies reflect discharge of perched water. However,
most of the anomalies are not located in the neighbor
(within a few ten meters) of known springs. So instead
of directly corresponding to surface springs, the current
sources are thought to be located at underground transition
zone of electrokinetic coupling coefficient where perched
water flow loses its ability to carry electrical charges with
it. In the area with altitude higher than about 450 m, the
slope angle increases gently toward the summit (from 10
to 20 degrees), and larger gravels are conspicuous. May
be, perched water flow becomes stream-like flow through
underground channels (cavities), which does not transport
sufficient electrical charges with it unlike the flow through
porous media, at shallower depths than ∼10 meters in the
slope deposits. Such underground streams may start from
the locations of local SP anomalies like “A” and “B” shown
in Figure 5(b) and flow into nearby rivers. Anyway, such
shallow phenomena seem to show seasonal variations. We

will need to make repeated measurements to observe a
correlation with precipitation, and so forth in the future.

4.2. Regional SP Pattern. The general trend of “regional”
SP pattern indicates gradual increase toward the foothill
of Mt. Tsukuba (Figure 5(a)). This is a typical example of
the topographic effect on SP, interpreted by the mountain-
scale groundwater flow from summit to foothill. The mean
coefficient of topographic effect was about−0.12 mV/m, and
the maximum was about −0.45 mV/m at altitude of 400 m.
It is noteworthy that the measured streaming potential
coefficient for intact rock samples of Inada granite is about
0.03 × 10−6 V/Pa for 0.001 mol/L KCl solution below 50◦C
[26, 27]. If we apply this data to the granitic basement of Mt.
Tsukuba, topographic effect of−0.3 mV/m is possible for the
case that water table is located close to the upper surface of
the granitic basement (Figure 7(a)). Substantial part of the
general trend is thought to be caused by the water flow in the
granitic basement.
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There are two major perturbations from the general
trend as mentioned in Section 3. Both of them seem
to be present near geological contacts between different
units along the mountain slope. The Holocene younger
slope deposits (unconsolidated sediments) distribute below
altitude of 320 m along the route F, while the Holocene
older slope deposits distribute around altitude of 320–700 m
(Figure 7(a)). Above 700 m in altitude, the gabbro basement
rock is exposed with a cap-like distribution around the
summit [20]. Two decreasing patterns toward the foothill
(“RA” and “RB” in Figure 7(b)), which are inconsistent
with the ordinal topographic effect, are located near these
geological boundaries at the ground surface. In the following,
we discuss causes of these two perturbations based upon the
heterogeneity of subsurface structure and related groundwa-
ter flow.

4.2.1. Regional SP Perturbation at the Foot Hill. The decreas-
ing pattern “RA” in Figure 7(b) is present near the boundary
between older and younger slope deposits as mentioned
above. One of the candidates for this perturbation is a
difference in the coupling coefficient between the two
deposits. Even though both slope deposits have the same
material origin (gabbro and granite), the coupling coefficient
may be different between them due to difference in the
formation factor (porosity, tortuosity), and so forth (e.g.,
[6]). In addition to this, hydrological heterogeneities such as
water table perturbation due to heterogeneous permeability
distribution and heterogeneous infiltration of meteoric water
can be candidates.

If the younger slope deposits (on the lower altitude
side) are more permeable than the older slope deposits
(on the higher altitude side), downward fluid flow crossing
the boundary leaves positive charges there (with negative
zeta potential) due to discontinuous pressure gradient
normal to the boundary even if the coupling coefficient is
homogeneous [28]. However, it depends on the hydrological
boundary condition at the ground surface whether or not
water flow though a heterogeneous permeability region
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Figure 7: Comparison of the geological setting, SP distributions,
and hydrological information along the northern slope of Mt.
Tsukuba. (a) Geological structure [20]. Note that the surface layer is
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shown in Figure 5. (c) Histogram for number of springs around Mt.
Tsukuba against altitude derived from [23]. (d) Specific discharge of
the Ono-kawa river water [22]. (e) Mean residence time of stream
water [21].
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brings about surface SP anomalies. If it is pressure (hydraulic
head) = constant, no SP anomaly will appear at the ground
surface. Electrical charges appearing at the permeability
boundary just work as sources to create potential distribution
corresponding to the distorted pressure distribution at the
boundary (see the tutorial by Jouniaux and Ishido [29], in
this special issue “Electrokinetics in Earth Sciences” for more
details). However, if the impermeable boundary condition
(Neumann condition) is adopted, surface SP anomalies
will appear corresponding to hydraulic head distribution
along the surface boundary which is modified as a result
of heterogeneous permeability distribution (T. Ishido, pers.
comm., 2012). The effects of permeability heterogeneity on
SP pattern are studied by Ozaki et al. [30]. In their numerical
simulation using two-dimensional FDM (finite difference
method), the Neumann boundary condition was adopted:
no flow normal to all exterior boundaries of the model
domain including the ground surface. In the present case
(Figure 7(a)), water table (hydraulic head) will be lowered
near the boundary between the younger and older slope
deposits if the permeability is larger for the younger deposits.
Since the lower water table corresponds to higher SP (e.g.,
[10, 11]), the observed decreasing trend “RA” toward the
foothill cannot be explained by this mechanism.

Next, the possibility of heterogeneous infiltration is
discussed hereinafter on the basis of a lot of hydrological
information. Histogram of number of springs against alti-
tude is made from a distribution of springs in the whole area
of Mt. Tsukuba [23]. The histogram shown in Figure 7(c)
indicates a clear correlation with the regional SP pattern.
The higher SP value is, the more frequently springs are
found. A distribution of specific discharge of river water
also indicates a high correlation with the regional SP pattern
around the foothill. Specific discharge is a flow rate of river
water normalized by the catchment area and reflects the
contribution of groundwater discharges into river water.
Figure 7(d) is the observation result along the Ono-kawa
River [22]. Lower specific discharges around 250 m altitude
compared to those around 350 m altitude indicate that
groundwater discharges into river water are relatively small
in the catchment area around 250 m altitude. This means
that the fraction of downward groundwater infiltration is
relatively high around 250 m altitude compared to the area
around 350 m altitude. This is consistent with the result
of isotopic analysis [21]; the stream water shows relatively
old and young ages at altitudes around 250 m and 350 m,
respectively (Figure 7(e)). This means that the contribution
of shallow groundwater originating from recent rainfalls
to groundwater discharges is relatively small around 250 m
altitude compared to that around 350 m altitude. These
hydrological data imply that the vadose zone is relatively
thick and thin at altitudes of 250 m and 350 m, respectively.

Our DC resistivity survey supports this implication;
the average resistivity of the older slope deposits is 100–
200Ωm, while it is higher (200–500Ωm) in the younger
slope deposits, suggesting a highly unsaturated condition.
Therefore, we may conclude that the SP decreasing pattern
at the foothill (“RA” in Figure 7(b)) is mainly generated by
vertical infiltration flow through the thicker vadose zone in

the younger slope deposits and underlying layers. If the thick-
ness of the vadose zone is comparable to that of the younger
slope deposits (less than 10 meters, Figure 7(a)), the vertical
potential gradient in the vadose zone needs to be around
−3 mV/m to explain the regional negative SP at altitude of
250 m. This gradient (−3 mV/m) is an order of magnitude
greater than the observed general topographic effect, which
suggests that the effective streaming potential coefficient of
the vadose zone in the younger slope deposits is significantly
larger in magnitude than that of the surrounding area.

4.2.2. Regional SP Perturbation Near the Summit. The
decreasing pattern “RB” in Figure 7(b) is present at the
lower perimeter of the gabbro rock body exposed around the
summit. Water table around the summit is estimated to be
quite deep and almost flat based on a hydrological study with
isotope analysis and numerical modeling of groundwater
flow [23]. The water table is located below the gabbroic body
in the granitic basement at higher elevation areas than about
500 m, and the thickness of vadose zone is more than 200 m
around the boundary between the gabbroic rocks and the
slope deposits at ∼700 m altitude (Figure 7(a)). In order to
discuss the main causes of the SP perturbation, we carried
out a simple numerical modeling by assuming electrical
current sources as shown in Figure 8.

The intensity of the current sources is given from the
streaming current density J (in A/m2) in the vadose zone
(e.g., [11]):

J = −Lρg∇h, (2)

where L is the electrokinetic coupling coefficient for the
vadose zone (in A/Pa-m), ρ is the liquid water density
(∼103 kg/m3), g is the gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/sec2),
and h is the hydraulic head (in meter). As for vertical
infiltration of water in the vadose zone, ∇h can be assumed
to be ∼1. Although experimental data of L was reported
for unsaturated sands (e.g., [31]), no data is available for
liquid/gas two-phase flow in the granitic rocks. We simply
assume L = −2 × 10−10 A/Pa-m for the vadose zone in
the present calculation, which means |J| = 2 × 10−6 A/m2

from (2). In all of the three models shown in Figure 8, the
intensity of unit current source at the ground surface is
given as I = −0.002 A for a surface area of 20 m (along the
slope) × 50 m (perpendicular to the slope). Such current
sources are assumed every 20 m between 0 m and 400 m
along the slope, and current sources of the same intensity
but with opposite sign (I = +0.002 A) are assumed every
20 m along the water table for charge conservation. As for the
streaming current density in the underlying saturated region,
we assume relatively large magnitude (|J| = 4 × 10−6 A/m2,
which may be too large considering a small ∇h value for
the saturated region, T. Ishido, pers. comm., 2012). Thus,
negative current sources (unit intensity of −0.004 A) are
assumed every 20 m along the water table, and a positive
current source of +0.08 A (=0.004 A× 20) is assumed for
charge conservation on the slope surface (at 700 m foothill
side from the origin of slope). A three-dimensional forward
calculation code “3ddcxh” [32] is used to calculate the SP,
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Figure 8: Numerical modeling of SP profiles along slopes. (a) Model A with homogeneous subsurface structure. (b) Model B with constant
infiltration through both a less permeable zone (gray) and surroundings. (c) Model C with heterogeneous infiltration outside of an
impermeable zone (gray). In all three models, diamonds, circles, and rectangular dots indicate electric current sources with intensity of
0.004, 0.002, and 0.001 A, respectively. Solid and open symbols mean negative and positive polarities, respectively. Arrows indicate assumed
flow directions. SP profiles shown in (d) and (e) are calculated along the thick line portion on the slope for each case. (d) Calculated SP from
respective current sources. The abbreviations are as follows: IF: inflow, OF: outflow, and VZ: vadose zone. (e) Resultant SP profiles from
three models against altitude.

assuming a uniform subsurface resistivity of 200Ωm (which
is estimated from the DC resistivity survey).

As shown in Figure 8, we consider three models: (A) with
homogeneous permeability and infiltration, (B) with a less
permeable zone (gabbro) and homogeneous infiltration, and
(C) with an impermeable zone (gabbro) and heterogeneous
infiltration. The SP from model A (Figure 8(a)) is regarded
as a reference without heterogeneity, which shows almost flat
profile (Figure 8(e)). The reason why a negative correlation
between SP and altitude is not seen here is due to the
effect of intense negative current sources assigned to mimic
downward saturated water flow along the water table (see
the curve (i) in Figure 8(d)). In model B (Figure 8(b)), the
streaming current density is assumed to be |J| = 3 ×
10−6 A/m2 for the gabbroic body, that is, one and half times
that for the surrounding vadose zone (this assumption may
be plausible considering that the liquid-phase saturation can
be higher in the less permeable zone). This assumption
produces a negative SP near the summit (see the curve
(iv) in Figure 8(d)), which results in an opposite feature
to the observation (Figure 8(e)). In model C (Figure 8(c)),

no infiltration is assumed along the gabbroic rock surface,
considering a situation that most of rainfall water is removed
from the area due to rapid runoff along the almost imperme-
able rock surface and does not infiltrate downward. Due to
this effect (see the curve (vi) in Figure 8(d)), the SP profile
(shown in Figure 8(e)) shows a corresponding trend to the
observed SP with decreasing pattern near the summit (“RB”
in Figure 7(b)).

As a result of the above calculations, the heterogeneous
infiltration at the surface is thought to be the most probable
cause of the SP perturbation observed near the summit. A
similar but more prominent feature observed near active
volcano summits has been studied by numerical simulations
(e.g., [14, 33]). Aizawa et al. [33] carried out a sophisticated
modeling of both groundwater flow and SP and indicates
that a heterogeneous infiltration due to a less permeable zone
near the summit makes regional “sink” pattern of SP along
the mountain slope. In their study, heterogeneous distribu-
tions of coupling coefficient and electrical conductivity are
taken into account in addition to permeability heterogeneity.
The presence of extensive alteration rocks around volcano
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summits is very influential on the SP distribution due to
its high electrical conductivity rather than its impervious
nature [14]. In such situations, we need to take into account
various factors other than heterogeneous permeability and
infiltration distributions.

In field observations, similar SP patterns are also found
at small-scale mountain slopes. For example, in the Nagano
prefecture, Japan, Abe [22] found the relatively positive SP
anomaly near a ridge and negative “sink” SP pattern off
the ridge. We suppose that the ridge areas have a thin
permeable layer at the surface, and infiltration mainly occurs
off the ridge having a thicker surface permeable layer. We
believe that this phenomenon is rather common at many
mountain slopes, so it is very important to take into account
heterogeneous infiltration effects to discuss groundwater
flow systems beneath mountain slopes.

5. Summary

On the basis of the proposed causes for local and regional
SP patterns in this study, we summarize the inferred
groundwater flow system in Mt. Tsukuba. As discussed in
Section 4.2.1, the water table comes close to the surface at
altitude of about 400 m, inferred by the high regional SP
values, the younger mean residence time of stream water,
and distribution of springs (Figures 7(b), 7(e), and 7(c)).
The water table goes down at the foothill (lower than 350 m
in altitude) covered by thick younger slope deposits with
high permeability, inferred by the regional SP sink pattern
“RA” and the specific discharge of stream (Figures 7(b) and
7(d)). The thickness of the vadose zone will be over 10 m
estimated by the DC resistivity survey. Around the summit,
as discussed in Section 4.2.2, the thicker vadose zone expands
above the water table located in the granitic basement. The
infiltration is not homogeneous with simple vertical flow but
is concentrated outside of the gabbro rocks at the summit,
inferred from the regional SP pattern “RB” near the summit
(Figure 7(b)). In addition to the regional flow systems, local
flow of perched water is developed in the vadose zone in the
slope deposits as discussed in Section 4.1. The local positive
SP anomalies (Figure 5(b)) are thought to be associated with
outflow of perched water near the ground surface.

The implication for groundwater flow system in Mt.
Tsukuba is not solely derived from hydrological information.
The combination of hydrological and SP surveys gives us a
chance of sophisticated interpretation of groundwater flow
system. The major contribution of SP surveys comes from
wider spatial coverage with high measurement density than
the conventional hydrological surveys along the mountain
slope. On the other hand, SP data alone is not interpreted
uniquely among various possible patterns of groundwater
flow. Therefore, SP surveys are brought into a complemen-
tary relation with hydrological information. In the future,
coupled numerical examinations of both groundwater flow
and SP should be performed for many cases along mountain
slopes, which is very helpful in evaluation of groundwater
flow systems for environmental, engineering, agricultural,
and scientific issues.
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Frequency-dependent streaming potential coefficient measurements have been made upon Ottawa sand and glass bead packs
using a new apparatus that is based on an electromagnetic drive. The apparatus operates in the range 1 Hz to 1 kHz with samples
of 25.4 mm diameter up to 150 mm long. The results have been analysed using theoretical models that are either (i) based upon
vibrational mechanics, (ii) treat the geological material as a bundle of capillary tubes, or (iii) treat the material as a porous medium.
The best fit was provided by the Pride model and its simplification, which is satisfying as this model was conceived for porous media
rather than capillary tube bundles. Values for the transition frequency were derived from each of the models for each sample and
were found to be in good agreement with those expected from the independently measured effective pore radius of each material.
The fit to the Pride model for all four samples was also found to be consistent with the independently measured steady-state
permeability, while the value of the streaming potential coefficient in the low-frequency limit was found to be in good agreement
with other steady-state streaming potential coefficient data.

1. Introduction

There have only been 10 measurements of the frequency-
dependent streaming potential coefficient of porous geolog-
ical and engineering materials. A review of the existing mea-
surements was carried out by Glover et al. [1]. These previous
measurements can be divided into two groups: (i) transient
measurements with a percussive source and (ii) harmonic
measurements with a vibrating source.

While the first of these approaches mimics many of the
possible applications more closely [2–4], it cannot provide
the streaming potential coupling coefficient as a function of
frequency without using the frequency domain filtering and
Fourier techniques. Such techniques can only be used in a
linear system. Although the equations that describe the
streaming potential coefficient are linear below the transition
frequency and there is no evidence that they become non-
linear above that frequency, it has not yet been shown that
such an approach can be made to work for streaming po-

tential coupling coefficient measurements on rocks. The
processing of such data has, however, been discussed at
length in Reppert and Morgan [5]; they mention that inertial
effects may be seen if the transient signal has strong enough
high-frequency components.

The second approach is capable of providing the stream-
ing potential coupling coefficient at each frequency directly.
Its disadvantage is that a high-quality harmonic driving pres-
sure is required to create the time-varying flow. Various
authors have shown that measurements on a range of ma-
terials are possible in the range 1 Hz to 600 Hz [6–10], but
before the recent paper of Tardif et al. [11] only one meas-
urement had been made on a geological material [10].

This paper reports research that uses the electromagnetic
drive concept proposed by Glover et al. [1] to create an
apparatus for measuring the frequency-dependent streaming
potential coupling coefficient of unconsolidated materials
such as sands, gravels, and soils. Unconsolidated materials
were chosen because it is easier to arrange a sample holder
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with no need for a sleeve and a sleeve pressure. The experi-
mental data have been analyzed using a number of theoretical
models. The first part of this paper is dedicated to describing
these models, followed by experimental measurements on
samples of sand and glass beads. The theoretical models have
been compared with the measured data in order to obtain the
transition frequency, which has then been used to calculate
the effective pore radius of the sands and glass bead packs
using the theory in Glover and Walker [12].

2. Theoretical Models

The steady-state streaming potential coefficient (the stream-
ing potential per driving fluid pressure difference) has
long been described by the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski (HS)
equation, and is given in the form most convenient for
application to rocks (e.g., [13]);

Cso = ΔV

ΔP
= ε ζ

η f σ
, where σ = σ f +

2Σs
Λ
. (1)

In this equation ΔP (Pa) is the fluid pressure difference, ε
(F/m) is the dielectric constant of the fluid, η f (Pa.s) is the
dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ζ (V) is the zeta potential,
ΔV (V) is the streaming potential, σ f (S/m) is the electrical
conductivity of the bulk fluid, Σs (S) is the specific electrical
conductance of the surface (i.e., that due to the double layer),
σ (S/m) is the electrical conductivity of the mobile fluid,
and Λ (m) is a characteristic length associated with the
microstructure of the pore network [14–18]. The steady-state
streaming potential is independent of the sample geometry.

The importance of considering the surface conductance
when applying the HS equation to geological materials has
been discussed by a number of authors including [1, 14–
17]. Recently several modified versions of the classical HS
equation have been published that take into account the
variability of the streaming potential coupling coefficient as
a function of grain size [17, 19–21], pore size [17], and pore
throat size [17].

There are several theoretical models for the frequency-
dependent streaming potential coupling coefficient. The
models fall into three categories: (i) models based only
on vibrational mechanics [22], (ii) models based on flow
in capillary bundles [6], and (iii) those that have been
developed for porous media [23].

2.1. Vibrational Mechanics Models. If we apply the amplitude
of the critically damped second-order vibrational behaviour
[22] to the frequency-dependent streaming potential cou-
pling coefficient, we get

Cs(ω)
Cso

=
(

1 +
(

ω

ωt

)2
)−1/2

, (2)

where Cs(ω) (in V/MPa) is the streaming potential coupling
coefficient at a frequency ω (in Hz), Cso (in V/MPa) is the
steady-state streaming potential coupling coefficient, and ωt
(in Hz) is the transition frequency. This model only exists in
the real domain and is a special case (for ξ = 1) of the general

second-order vibrational behaviour with variable damping
that is given by

Cs(ω)
Cso

=
⎛

⎝

(

1−
(

ω

ωt

)2
)2

+
(

2ξ
(

ω

ωt

))2
⎞

⎠

−1/2

, (3)

for the frequency-dependent streaming potential coupling
coefficient. In this equation ξ is the damping factor of the
system. This equation provides the modulus or magnitude
of the vibration as is usually measured experimentally either
by a peak-to-peak or an RMS measurement.

Both equations can be fitted to experimental data where
Cs(ω)/Cso is plotted as a function of frequency. For (2) the
transition frequency is the only fitting variable, while (3)
has two fitting variables: the transition frequency and the
damping factor.

These vibrational mechanics models are purely formal
and contain no underlying physics. They are interesting in
that they can show that a system is behaving in a certain
manner, but no inference can be made, for example, about
what controls the damping coefficient. This lack of specificity
often allows such models to apparently fit the data better than
other models which include more of the underlying physics.

2.2. Capillary Tube Models. The capillary tube model was
introduced by Packard [6] together with a small number of
experimental measurements. It is given by

Cs(ω)
Cso

=
(−2
kr

J1(kr)
J0(kr)

)

, (4)

where

k2 = −iωρ f
η f

, (5)

where i = √−1, ρ f (kg/m3) is the density of the bulk fluid, ω
(rad/s) is the angular frequency, r (m) is the radius of the
capillary in which the flow takes place, and J0 and J1 are
Bessel functions of the zeroth and first order, respectively.
Note that k has dimensions of inverse length; hence, kr
is dimensionless, and the real part of the Bessel function
expression�[(2J1(kr)/krJ0(kr))] varies between unity at low
frequencies and zero at high frequencies, and its imaginary
part �[(2J1(kr)/krJ0(kr))] is zero at both low and high
frequencies, but attains a peak value at a frequency known
as the transition frequency.

Reppert et al. [9] have provided a simplification of (4):

Cs(ω)
Cso

=
(

1− 2
r

√

η f
ωρ f

{

1√
2
− 1√

2
i
}

)

, (6)

(their Equations 26 and 38). However, a recent study
showed that the simplification is incorrect [11]. The correct
simplification, which is consistent with the simplified model
solution shown in their Figure 4 [9] (T. Ishido, pers. comm.,
2011), is

Cs(ω)
Cso

=
⎛

⎝1 +

[

−2
r

√

η f
ωρ f

{

1√
2
− 1√

2
i
}

]−2
⎞

⎠

−1/2

. (7)
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When (4) or (7) is fitted to experimental data where the
viscosity and density of the process fluid is known, the only
fitting variable is the effective capillary radius r.

2.3. Porous Media Models. An extremely important study
by Pride [23] has provided a model of streaming potential
coupling coefficient for porous media. It takes the form

Cs(ω) =
(

εζ

η f σ

{

1− 2
δ

Λ

}

)

×
⎛

⎝1− i ω
ωt

m∗

4

{

1− 2
δ

Λ

}2
{

1− i3/2δ
√

ωρf
η f

}2
⎞

⎠

−1/2

,

(8)

where

ωt ≡ φ

τeκDC

η f
ρ f

, (9)

and

m∗ ≡ φΛ2

τeκDC
. (10)

Equation (8) can be rewritten in the same form as the
previous models as

Cs(ω)
Cso

=
⎛

⎝1− i ω
ωt

m∗

4

{

1− 2
δ

Λ

}2
{

1− i3/2δ
√

ωρf
η f

}2
⎞

⎠

−1/2

,

(11)

noting that the steady-state term in this model includes an
additional factor Cso = εζ/(η f σ){1− 2(δ/Λ)}.

In (8)–(11), τe (unitless) is the electrical tortuosity
of the pore network, φ (unitless) is the porosity of the
sample, κDC (m2) is the steady-state fluid permeability, and
δ (m) is the Debye length. The parameter ωt (rad/s) is the
transition frequency, at which the quadrature component of
the dispersive system is greatest. While this equation may
seem complex, it should be noted that for most geological
media the pore fluid is sufficiently saline for the Debye length
to be much smaller than the characteristic length scale (i.e.,
δ� Λ), which allows significant simplifications to be made.

Recently, such a simplification of (11) has been proposed
[19]:

Cs(ω)
Cso

=
(

1− im
∗

4
ω

ωt

)−1/2

, (12)

where

ωt = φ

τeκDC

η f
ρ f
= 8
r2

eff

η f
ρ f

, (13)

where reff (m) is the effective pore radius of the rock.
Equation (12) makes the assumption that δ � Λ, which is
valid for the majority of porous rocks that are saturated with

saline fluids with a concentration of 10−3 mol/dm3 or more.
If we take m∗ = 8/3 as suggested by [19], we get

Cs(ω)
Cso

=
(

1− i2
3
ω

ωt

)−1/2

, (14)

which is dependent solely on the transition frequency.
If either the full Pride model (11) or its simplifications

(12) and (14) are fitted to experimental data where the
viscosity and density of the pore fluid and the microstruc-
tural parameters (δ,Λ,φ, τe, κDC) of the porous medium are
known, the only fitting variable is the transition frequency.

2.4. Physical Interpretation of Theoretical Models. Until
recently only the Packard model [6] and its simplification
[9] had been tested against data from a few measurements
on capillary tubes and filter material [9, 10]. Recently [11]
published some data for Ottawa sand which suggested that
the vibrational mechanics models [22] fitted their data best.
They reported that the best fit of all of the models was
a damped second-order vibration mechanics model (3).
However, there were errors in their data processing. A correct
analysis of their data shows that their data follow the Pride
model best, which agrees very well with the results of this
study.

Most of the theoretical models have a real and imaginary
part. In this paper we have analysed these two contributions
separately, comparing the measured data with the overall
magnitude and each of the complex components of each
model. We have taken an RMS measurement approach which
provides the magnitude of the variation and maximises the
precision with which it can be measured.

It is interesting to consider the physical meaning of
the real and imaginary contributions to the streaming
potential coupling coefficient. Currently we do not have
sufficient information to answer this question with author-
ity. However, there are some indications. The streaming
potential coupling coefficient is defined as the ratio of the
streaming potential to the pressure drop across the sample.
However, it is the fluid velocity that separates the charge and
causes the streaming potential. This implies that the fre-
quency dependence of the streaming potential coupling coef-
ficient depends on the frequency dependence of the dynamic
fluid permeability. The dynamic fluid permeability at low
frequencies is controlled by viscous flow that is represented
by the real part of the dynamic permeability. However, when
a critical frequency is reached, the inertial acceleration of the
fluid begins to control the flow (e.g., [9, 24]). The inertial
acceleration is represented by the imaginary part of the
dynamic permeability. Hence, we might expect the real and
imaginary parts of the streaming potential coupling coeffi-
cient to be influenced by the same transition from viscous-
dominated to inertial-dominated fluid flow. In this scenario,
the transition frequency is the same as the critical frequency
at which viscous-dominated fluid flow becomes inertially
dominated. It is becoming clear, however, that the frequency
dependence of fluid flow and of the streaming potential
coupling coefficient are subtly different. The normalised
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dynamic permeability of a bundle of capillary tubes approx-
imately follows a Debye model for all frequencies, while the
normalised streaming potential coupling coefficient follows
the same Debye model up to the transition frequency then
deviates from it considerably [25].

3. Experimental Tests

3.1. Sample Material and Basic Characteristics. Experimental
tests were carried out on samples of Ottawa sand and on
packs of glass beads using the apparatus described in the
as- sociated paper [1]. Their main properties are shown in
Table 1.

Ottawa Sand. Ottawa sand was obtained from Fisher Sci-
entific and washed repeatedly in distilled water in order to
remove any rock powder before being dried in a vacuum
oven prior to use. The pore throat and grain size distribu-
tions of the sample material were measured using mercury
injection porosimetry and are shown as Figure 1 in [11]
together with the grain size distribution obtained by laser
diffraction measurements using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000.
The porosity of sand samples was also measured using a
helium pycnometer. The complex electrical properties of a
saturated sample of the sand were measured at 60 frequen-
cies between 1 Hz and 1 MHz using a Solartron 1260A Im-
pedance Analyzer. The absolute value of the complex electri-
cal conductivity at the frequency for which the out-of-phase
conductivity was minimum has been used together with the
modal grain size from the laser diffraction measurements
and the helium porosity in order to calculate the mean pore
size of the sand samples using the method of [12].

The quasi-steady-state permeability was obtained by
calculating the volume of fluid flowing through the sample
per second at 10 Hz using the measured piston displacement
and also measuring the pressure required to move this fluid.
The permeability at 10 Hz was κ10 = 1.19× 10−10 m2. We have
taken this value to represent the steady-state permeability in
the absence of steady-state permeability on the sample.

The measurements shown in this paper are the same
as those reported in [11]. However, it should be noted
that there were major errors in the analysis of the data in
[11] which are corrected in this work. Consequently, this
work represents the correct treatment of the Ottawa sand
data, while the previous paper should be referred to for a
detailed petrophysical description of the material as well as
measurements of the petrophysical properties of the Ottawa
sand that have been made by other authors.

Glass Beads. Three sizes of soda lime glass bead (nominally
0.5, 1, and 2 mm in diameter) were obtained from Endecotts
Ltd.. Samples of the beads were washed repeatedly in distilled
water before being dried in a vacuum oven prior to use.
No mercury porosimetry was carried out on the beads
because they are too expensive to be disposed of after only
one use. The grain size distribution was obtained by laser
diffraction measurements and using the detailed calibration
information provided by Endecotts Ltd., which is based on

a sieve analysis. The porosity of the glass bead samples was
measured using a helium pycnometer. The complex electrical
properties of a saturated sample of the sand were measured
at 60 frequencies between 1 Hz and 1 MHz using a Solartron
1260A Impedance Analyzer, and the results were used to
calculate the mean pore size of each bead pack using the
Glover and Walker method [12] in the same way as for the
Ottawa sand.

The steady-state permeability of each bead pack was
measured using a gravitational pressure head. The results are
shown in Table 1. These values are in very good agreement
with the value predicted from the grain size and electrical
measurements using the RGPZ method [26] (their Equation
(10)).

Fluids. The fluid used in the experiments was 10−3 mol/L
NaCl with a measured density of 997 kg/m3, which agrees
well with the equation of state of NaCl solutions (e.g., [27])
and a viscosity of 8.94 × 10−4 Pa.s calculated using the
model of [28]. The electrical conductivity of the fluid was
measured at σ f = [1.23 ± 0.05]×10−2 S/m at 25◦C before
use, which is in good agreement with the model of Sen and
Goode [29] at [1.23± 0.05]×10−2 S/m. For the Ottawa sand,
the conductivity of the fluid emerging from the apparatus
during the measurement was extremely close to the original
conductivity of the fluid ([1.21±0.05]×10−2 S/m at 25◦C). In
the case of the glass beads, the conductivity of the fluid slowly
increased to 1.48 × 10−2 S/m, 1.38 × 10−2 S/m, and 1.33 ×
10−2 S/m for 0.5, 1, and 2 mm diameter beads, respectively,
while being circulated through the sample for 24 hours
before the electrical and electrokinetic measurements were
made. This amounts to an increase of concentration from
1 × 10−3 mol/L to 1.23 × 10−3 mol/L, 1.15 × 10−3 mol/L,
and 1.10 × 10−3 mol/L, respectively, which we associate with
dissolution of the grains during the attainment of physico-
chemical equilibrium between the grains and the fluid. For
the Ottawa sand experiment, the pH of the fluid during the
measurement was pH 6. In the case of the glass beads, the
initial pH of the fluid was pH 6.9, which reduced during the
recirculation of the fluids. The pH of the fluid was measured
on samples of fluid emerging from the apparatus during
the electrokinetic experiment. The stable values were pH
6.4, 6.6, and 6.7 for the 0.5, 1, and 2 mm diameter beads,
respectively. We note again that the changes in the fluid con-
ductivity and pH are not as great as some authors have expe-
rienced (e.g., Leroy et al. [30]), and we associate this with
the repeated washings that we subjected the material to
initially. However, we note later that modelling of the steady-
state streaming potential coupling coefficient is extremely
sensitive to the fluid conductivity and the pH. Hence it is
extremely important for these parameters to be measured on
the fluid emerging from the experimental apparatus during
the electrokinetic measurement.

3.2. Experimental Methodology. The cell was loaded with
either a sample of sand or beads in layers of 1 cm with light
tamping between the layers in the case of the sand, and
with agitation after each layer in the case of the glass beads.
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Figure 1: (a) The measured waveforms (streaming potential, fluid pressure and piston position (LVDT)) at 20 Hz. (b) The calculated
streaming potential coupling coefficient as a function of piston amplitude at 10 Hz for Ottawa sand saturated with 10−3 mol/L NaCl solution
at 24◦C (φ = 0.325, κ10 = 1.19 × 10−10 m2). The errors in the frequency were calculated from the analysis of a train of approximately 500
cycles, while the errors in the streaming potential coupling coefficient were calculated from the errors in the RMS streaming potential and
the measured RMS pressure difference (500 cycles).

The system was fully saturated with the process fluid, using
back-pressure where necessary to remove all air bubbles.
Once saturated, the steady-state permeability of the glass
beads was measured using gravity-driven flow. The process
fluid was then recycled through the sample for 24 hours to
ensure full physicochemical equilibrium. During this time
the permeability of the Ottawa sand was measured at a fre-
quency of 10 Hz using the pressure transducers and calculat-
ing the flow by measuring the piston displacement with the
LVDT.

Figure 1 shows the typical measured waveforms for 20
Hz, noting that there is a tendency that higher frequencies
provide better-quality waveforms. High-quality measure-
ments were possible between 5 and 200 Hz for the Ottawa
sand and between 10 Hz and 500 Hz for the glass bead packs.
Both the streaming potential and the dynamic pressure can
be measured with acceptable levels of noise. Figure 1(a)
shows that the fluid pressure and piston displacement are in
phase with each other and in antiphase with the streaming
potential, as theory requires. The compressive part of each
cycle is sinusoidal as expected, whereas the backstroke is
slightly distorted due to the inflow for new fluid through
the check valve. This slight asymmetry might be corrected
using digital filtering of the measured data or by imposing
a background DC fluid flow and a back-pressure instead of
using check valves. This latter approach would also remove
any tendency for the fluid to cavitate.

In the case of Ottawa sand, tests were made up to 600 Hz,
when the sample tube failed. It was observed that the seal
between the piston and the tube let in air at frequencies
higher than 200 Hz. Although the data for frequencies greater
than 200 Hz seem to behave well, we have not reported them
because the presence of air bubbles may make the meas-
urements unreliable. We corrected the air leakage for the

glass bead pack measurements simply by lubricating the pis-
ton seal.

This paper contains results for three diameters of glass
bead (0.5, 1, and 2 mm). We also attempted to make mea-
surements on glass bead packs with a 0.25 mm and 3.35 mm
nominal diameter. Unfortunately we could not generate suf-
ficient pressure to produce a streaming potential of sufficient
size to measure the 3.35 mm beads with accuracy, and the
experiment with the 0.25 mm beads did not provide data of
sufficient quality to report.

The frequency-dependent streaming potential coeffi-
cients were calculated using the methods described in
Reppert et al. [9] and Reppert and Morgan [5], the most
important step being the renormalisation of the data taking
into account of the frequency-dependent impedance of the
sample and measuring circuit, which is shown for each
sample at each of the measurement frequencies in Figure 2.
This procedure ensures that the streaming potential coef-
ficient is calculated with the correct sample conductivity,
that is, that which relates to the frequency of the data.
Without such a step, the data seem to fit better the vibrational
mechanics models, as was erroneously reported by us in
[11]. Inclusion of the correction results in the data fitting
the Pride model [23] better than the other models. This is a
satisfying result as the Pride model was specifically conceived
for porous media.

3.3. Displacement Tests. One of the characteristics of an
electromagnetic shaker is that the piston amplitude decreases
with frequency for any set driving current [1]. However, the
differential fluid pressure generated by the piston increases
with frequency [1]. If the driving current is kept constant
throughout a suite of tests at different frequencies, the
combination of these two effects is to generate smaller
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(b) Glass beads, d = 0.5 mm
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(c) Glass beads, d = 1 mm
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Figure 2: Normalised electrical impedance data for (a) Ottawa sand, and glass beads with (b) d = 0.5 mm, (c) d = 1 mm, and (d) d = 2 mm.

differential fluid pressures at high frequencies, lowering the
signal-to-noise ratio. One solution to this problem is to vary
the drive current in order to generate a differential fluid
pressure that can be measured with good signal-to-noise
ratio and to keep that differential pressure constant for as
great a range of frequencies as possible. Such a procedure
implies that the piston amplitude will be different for each
frequency. Current understanding of frequency-dependent
streaming potentials does not indicate that there is a piston
amplitude below which the coupling is not fully developed
or any other reason why the streaming potential coupling
coefficient should vary with piston amplitude. However, it
is important experimentally to know if we will introduce any
systematic errors by allowing the piston amplitude to vary
and also to know if there is a piston amplitude below which
measurements become unreliable due to the signal-to-noise
ratio.

We have carried out tests to examine the measured
streaming potential as a function of the piston amplitude
using a sample of the Ottawa sand and an arbitrary frequency
of 10 Hz. Dynamic fluid pressure, dynamic streaming poten-
tial, and instantaneous piston position measurements were
made while decreasing the shaker driving current in incre-
ments (and hence the piston amplitude) until the measured
values were below the noise threshold. Measurements were
then made while incrementally increasing the driving current
until the maximum displacement was reached.

The results are shown in Figure 1(b). The initial peak-to-
peak displacement was just over 20 mm, and this decreased
incrementally until it was 0.5 mm, then increased again
to a maximum about 21.7 mm. In the range about 2 mm
to 21.7 mm, the measured streaming potential and the
calculated streaming potential coupling coefficient remained
stable with Cs = 0.5374 ± 0.0029 V/MPa, which represents a
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Figure 3: The calculated streaming potential coupling coefficient (normalised to the value at 5 Hz, which was 0.518 V/MPa) as a function
of frequency for Ottawa sand saturated with 10−3 mol/L NaCl solution at 24◦C (φ = 0.325, κ10 = 1.19 × 10−10 m2). (a) Magnitude with
six models shown fitting the data [6, 9, 19, 22, 23], (b) real component for models [6, 9, 19, 23], and (c) imaginary component for models
[6, 9, 19, 23].

variability of about 0.5%. The values during reduction and
augmentation of piston displacement were Cs = 0.5369 ±
0.0026 V/MPa and 0.5379 ± 0.0032 V/MPa, respectively, so
there is no sensitivity to whether the piston amplitude is
increasing or decreasing. We can remark, therefore, that in
the range 2 mm to 21.7 mm the streaming potential and the
calculated streaming potential coupling coefficient measured
by this instrument are independent of piston amplitude
and direction of piston amplitude change. Hence the piston

amplitude may be varied to optimize the measurement
conditions.

The measured streaming potential was affected at piston
amplitude less than about 2 mm. Under these conditions
the measured pressure difference is very small for our high
permeability sample, and it is difficult to distinguish the mea-
surements from the background noise. We believe that
the observed increase in the streaming potential coupling
coefficient for displacements less than 2 mm is due to the
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Figure 4: The calculated streaming potential coupling coefficient (normalised to the value at 2 Hz, which was 1.37 V/MPa) as a function
of frequency for a pack of nominally 0.5 mm diameter glass beads saturated with 10−3 mol/L NaCl solution at 24◦C (φ = 0.383, κDC =
1.62× 10−10 m2). (a) Magnitude with six models shown fitting the data [6, 9, 19, 22, 23], (b) real component for models [6, 9, 19, 23], and
(c) imaginary component for models [6, 9, 19, 23].

difficulty in measuring these small pressures. There was no
evidence for turbulent fluid flow at large piston amplitudes.

3.4. Initial Frequency-Dependent Streaming Potential Cou-
pling Coefficient Results. Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the nor-
malised measured streaming potential coupling coefficient
for Ottawa sand and the three grades of glass bead as a func-
tion of frequency. The normalised streaming potential coup-

ling coefficient was calculated by dividing the measured
streaming potential coupling coefficient at a given frequency
by that measured at the lowest frequency available (5 Hz for
Ottawa sand and 2 Hz for the glass beads). If one can assume
that the streaming potential coupling coefficient at this low
frequency approximates to that during steady-state flow, it is
possible to say that the data shown in Figures 3–6 represent
the right-hand side of (2), (3), (4), (11) and (14), that is, the
frequency-dependent terms.
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Figure 5: The calculated streaming potential coupling coefficient (normalised to the value at 2 Hz, which was 1.61 V/MPa) as a function of
frequency for a pack of nominally 1 mm diameter glass beads saturated with 10−3 mol/L NaCl solution at 24◦C (φ = 0.38, κDC = 5.95 ×
10−10 m2). (a) Magnitude with six models shown fitting the data [6, 9, 19, 22, 23], (b) real component for models [6, 9, 19, 23], and (c)
imaginary component for models [6, 9, 19, 23].

It should be noted in these figures that the error bars
become larger at the higher frequencies. This is due to the
difficulty in measuring small streaming potentials at frequen-
cies greater than the transition frequency.

4. Analysis and Modelling of
the Experimental Results

4.1. Steady-State Streaming Potential Coupling Coefficient.
The majority of the data analysis will concentrate on the fre-

quency-dependent part of the streaming potential coupling
coefficient. However, we should say a few words about
the steady state streaming potential coupling coefficient.
Although this was not measured in our apparatus, we can
perhaps use the streaming potential coupling coefficient
at the lowest frequency as a reasonable indication of that
under true steady-state conditions considering that Figures
3–6 show that these values tend towards the steadystate
value. The lowest frequency for the Ottawa sand was 5 Hz
while those for the glass beads was 2 Hz. We will call the
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Figure 6: The calculated streaming potential coupling coefficient (normalised to the value at 2 Hz, which was 1.80 V/MPa) as a function
of frequency for a pack of nominally 2 mm diameter glass beads saturated with 10−3 mol/L NaCl solution at 24◦C (φ = 0.382, κDC =
27.2× 10−10 m2). (a) Magnitude with six models shown fitting the data [6, 9, 19, 22, 23], (b) real component for models [6, 9, 19, 23], and
(c) imaginary component for models [6, 9, 19, 23].

streaming potential coupling coefficients at these frequencies
the quasi-steady-state values. The quasi-steady-state values of
the streaming potential coupling coefficient for each of the
samples are shown in Table 2. This table also shows some
electrokinetic modelling that we have carried out using the
same approach as Glover and Déry [17] and Glover et al.
[16]. In this modelling we kept the following parameters
constant: Γo = 5 sites/nm2, pKme = 7.5, pK− = 8, while
the formation factor, porosity, cementation exponent, grain

diameter fluid concentration, and pH were set to the values
related to each sample (Table 1). It can be seen from Table 2
that the modelled values of the steady-state streaming poten-
tial coupling coefficient slightly overestimate the measured
values. We need to put the measured and modelled values
in the context of the measurements made by others and the
experimental errors. Figure 7 shows the measured values and
the model curves in the context of a database of other steady-
state streaming potential coupling coefficient measurements
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Figure 7: (a) The steady-state streaming potential coupling coef-
ficient measured in this work shown with a compilation of silica-
based earth materials measured by (open symbols) or compiled by
(solid symbols) Jaafar [31, 32]. The lines represent the theoretically
modelled streaming potential coupling coefficient using the method
of Glover et al. [16] and Glover and Déry [17] and with the
parameters Γo = 5 sites/nm2, pKme = 7.5, pK− = 8, and
T = 24.0◦C, with the porosity, cementation exponent, grain size,
and pH for the individual samples (given in Table 1). (b) The same
diagram as (a) on an expanded scale.

(from [31, 32]). It should be noted that the experimental
values are plotted here at the fluid concentrations calculated
from the fluid electrical conductivity that was measured
on the fluid leaving the apparatus during the experiment
rather than that of the original stock fluid, which was
0.001 mol/L. The error bars are approximate and represent a
conservative assessment of the measurement errors (30% for
the streaming potential coupling coefficient and 10% for the
pore fluid concentration). It can be seen that the measured
values are in fact in extremely good agreement with the
existing data and the model. The model is extremely sensitive
to the values of fluid concentration and pH used, and hence
it is extremely important to have an accurate measurement
of the pH value and the electrical conductivity of the fluid
that emerges from the experimental apparatus during the
experiment in order that the measurements can be compared
with the model at an acceptable level of precision.

4.2. Frequency-Dependent Streaming Potential Coupling Coef-
ficient. Figures 3–6 show the experimental data together
with theoretical curves that (i) are based on standard equa-
tions in vibration mechanics, for example, [22], (ii) have
been developed for capillary tubes [6, 9], and (iii) have been
derived for porous media [19, 23]. In each figure there are
three parts. The first shows the behaviour of the magnitude
(absolute value, modulus) of the complex variable, while the
other two parts show the real and imaginary components
of the complex variable. The vibrational mechanics models
[22], the Pride model [23], and its simplification [19] may
all be fitted to the data to obtain the transition frequency
ωt, from which the characteristic pore radius of the sand
can be calculated using (13), while the Packard model [6]
and its simplification [9] may be used to obtain the effective
capillary radius of the sand directly. A single curve is included
for the Packard capillary tube model [6] and the Reppert et
al. simplification [9] because they are indistinguishable at the
scale of the figures and which indicates that the corrected
Reppert et al. simplification (i.e., (8)) performs extremely
well. The Pride model [23] and its simplification by Walker
and Glover [19] are also represented by a single curve for the
same reason.

Figures 3–6 show that all of the models describe the
data fairly well. However, the following discussion shows
that some of these fits do not use parameters that are
consistent with other physical properties of the samples. The
best fit for all the samples is provided by the Pride model
[23] and its Walker and Glover simplification [19]. These
models are specifically designed for porous media but do
not implicitly take into account the surface conduction that
occurs naturally in geological porous media. In fitting this
model, we used the independently measured quasi-steady-
state permeability kDC , the electrical tortuosity τe that was
calculated from the electrical impedance measurements, and
the porosity by helium pycnometry φ, all of which are
given in Table 1. The fitting variables were the transition
frequency and the characteristic length scale of the pore space
Λ. The values of the fitting variables are given in Table 2.
The transition frequency can be used to derive an effective
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pore size for the sample reff using (13), which is also given
in Table 2. When this is done, it is clear that both Λ and
reff agree well with the independently obtained pore size of
the sample rp (Tables 1 and 2). We conclude that the Pride
model and its simplification perform extremely well when
compared to experimental data.

While not as effective as the Pride model and its
simplification, the Packard model [6] and its Reppert et al.
simplification [9] also provide a fairly good fit to the data.
However, the discrepancies between these models and the
data clearly show that a model which is based on a bundle
of capillary tubes is not as effective as the Pride model in
describing a porous medium when the fluid flow and electri-
cal flow have a tortuosity which is significantly different from
unity such as in our samples where the electrical tortuosity is
approximately 1.5 (see Table 1). Many rocks have tortuosities
much higher than this. Hence, one would expect the Packard
model and Reppert et al. models to perform worse for these
rocks, overestimating the effective capillary radius and hence
the predicted permeability of the sample. The advantage with
these models is that when used with a single pore fluid at a
constant temperature and pressure, they use a single variable:
the effective capillary radius, which is shown in Table 2 for
comparison with the independently measured value rp.

The critically damped second-order vibrational mechan-
ics model also provides a reasonable fit to the data, giving
transition frequencies and effective pore radii that are
consistent with the independently obtained measurements
(Table 2). However, the variably damped second-order vibra-
tional mechanics model has difficulty fitting the data. Here
there are two fitting parameters, the transition frequency and
the damping coefficient. A large number of different combi-
nations of these parameters provide curves that seem to fit
the experimental data approximately. Figures 3–6 show one
particular combination where the damping coefficient ξ =
1.5 and the transition frequencies are given in Table 2. The
transition frequencies are clearly much too large and predict
effective pore radii that are badly underestimated. Increasing
the damping coefficient further allows the frequency roll-
off to approach the experimental data, but only at the
expense of even higher predicted transition frequencies. We
conclude, therefore, that this model is of no practical use
when describing frequency-dependent streaming potential
coefficients of porous media.

4.3. Sensitivity of the Pride Model to Steady-State Permeability.
The full Pride model calculates the transition frequency from
the sample porosity, electrical tortuosity, and permeability
as well as the density and viscosity of the pore fluid (9).
It also calculates a parameter which we have called m∗

(10) from the porosity, characteristic length scale of the
pores Λ, the electrical tortuosity, and the permeability of
the sample. It became clear in our modelling that the fit to
the experimental data depends strongly on the value of m∗,
which in turn depends upon the steady-state permeability
of the rock kDC , its electrical tortuosity τe, and its porosity
φ as well as the characteristic length scale of its pores Λ.
While τe, φ, and Λ vary from sample to sample, they can
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Figure 8: The calculated streaming potential coupling coefficient
(normalised to the value at 2 Hz, which was 1.80 V/MPa) as a
function of frequency using the Pride model [23] for a pack of
nominally 2 mm diameter glass beads saturated with 10−3 mol/L
NaCl solution at 24◦C (φ = 0.382, κDC = 27.2 × 10−10 m2). Each
solid curve shows the results of the model for a different value of
permeability. The dashed line is for the permeability of the sample
that was measured independently.

be measured independently. This is also true of the steady-
state permeability of the rock. However, the steady-state
permeability of the rock can vary over many orders of
magnitude which makes the Pride model extremely sensitive
to this parameter. Figure 8 shows the Pride model for a range
of different permeabilities from 1 × 10−9 m2 to 5 × 10−9 m2

and the other parameters matching those for our 2 mm
glass bead dataset. It is worthwhile noting that this is a
very small permeability range considering (i) the precision
that is usual when measuring permeability in the laboratory
and (ii) the natural variability of permeability from sample
to sample even in isotropic, homogeneous clean reservoir
rocks. While this sensitivity might be considered to be a
problem when forward modelling, it is a huge advantage
when backward modelling as it should allow the predicted
permeability to have a very high precision. Hence, although
these measurements are currently difficult to make, they have
the potential of providing an extremely precise method of
obtaining the permeability of porous media.

4.4. Transition Frequencies and Pore Sizes. The transition
frequencies and capillary radii calculated from each of the 5
models are given in Table 2. All of the transition frequencies,
except those from the second order vibrational mechanics
model with variable damping, are in broad agreement and
vary according to the pore size of the sample. Figure 9 shows
all the existing data as compiled by Tardif et al. [11] together
with the Ottawa sand data of [11] and the new glass bead
data presented in this paper. The dashed lines represent the
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Figure 9: The electrokinetic transition frequency as a function of the inverse square characteristic pore size (a) in full and (b) at expanded
scale. Black symbols, previous data for capillary tubes, filters frits, and rocks, Figure 6 of [19]; grey symbols, Ottawa sand measured at
24.0◦C ± 0.8◦C; open symbols, glass bead packs. The dashed lines represent the theoretical result [19] at four different temperatures.

result of (13) [19] using the fluid viscosities and densities for
the pore fluid at various different temperatures. It is clear that
the new data are compatible with the independently obtained
effective pore radius measurements.

The transition frequency can be used to predict the
effective pore radius of each sample using (13). Table 2 shows
that all the predictions are in good agreement with the value
of effective pore radius derived from the measured grain
diameter using the method of Glover and Walker [12] and
with the equivalent capillary radius derived from the Packard
model [6].

The transition frequency can be used to predict the
steady-state permeability of the sample using (13). Table 2
shows that all the predictions are in good agreement with
the measured values of permeability and the permeability
predicted using the RGPZ method [26]. It should be noted
that the predictions for the porous media models [19, 23]
are exact because the permeability is an input to these
models. Hence, these models can only be used to predict
permeability if they are fitted to the experimental data with
the permeability as a variable parameter.

5. Conclusions

We have used the electromagnetic drive approach to create an
experimental apparatus to measure the dynamic streaming
potential coupling coefficient of disaggregated porous media
between 1 Hz and 1 kHz. The apparatus has been used to
measure samples of Ottawa sand and glass bead packs. Meas-
urements were made on Ottawa sand between 5 Hz and
200 Hz, and on glass bead packs between 2 Hz and 500 Hz. In
most cases the full variation either side of the transition fre-
quency was captured. Measurements were possible up to

1 kHz, but in practice the streaming potential values became
so small at high frequencies that they were unreliable; only
those with reasonably small errors have been included in this
paper.

Analysis of the steady-state part of the measured data,
shows that the measured steady-state streaming potential
coupling coefficient is compatible with the latest theoretical
models of electrokinetics.

The dynamic experimental data, in the form of nor-
malised streaming potential coupling coefficient, have been
fitted with five theoretical models that were derived (i) from
vibrational mechanics theory, (ii) for bundles of capillary
tubes, and (iii) for porous media. The Pride model and
its simplification, which were developed for porous media,
fitted the data best and provided transition frequencies,
characteristic length scales, and effective pore radii that
were consistent with independently measured values for the
samples. The Packard model and its simplification, which
were developed for capillary tubes, also performed well.
The second order vibrational mechanics model with variable
damping only fitted the data when unreasonable transition
frequencies were used, but the critically damped second
order vibrational model performed reasonably well.

We found that the Pride model and its simplification
models are extremely sensitive to the steady-state permeabil-
ity which may cause difficulties in forward modelling given
that this parameter is rarely known precisely and that there is
often a large range of permeabilities even in isotropic, homo-
geneous, clean reservoir rock. However, the sensitivity is an
advantage in reverse modelling as it should allow precise
permeability determinations to be made by fitting this model
to experimental dynamic streaming potential coupling coef-
ficient data.
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We describe in this paper the theoretical background for the electrokinetics in rocks and in porous media, to be included in the
special issue “Electrokinetics in Earth Sciences” of International Journal of Geophysics. We describe the methodology used for
self-potential (SP) and for seismoelectromagnetic measurements, for both field and laboratory experiments and for modelling.
We give a large bibliography on the studies performed in hydrology to detect at distance the water flow, to deduce the thickness of
the aquifer and to predict the hydraulic conductivity. The observation of SP has also been proposed to detect fractures in boreholes,
to follow the hydraulic fracturing, and to predict the earthquakes. Moreover, we detail the studies on geothermal applications.

1. Introduction

The electrokinetic phenomena are induced by the relative
motion between the fluid and the rock matrix. In a porous
medium, the electric current density, linked to the ions
within the fluid, is coupled to the fluid flow [1] so that the
streaming potentials are generated by fluids moving through
porous media [2].

The SP method consists in measuring the natural electric
field on the earth’s surface. Usually, the electric field is
measured by a high-input impedance multimeter, using im-
polarizable electrodes [3, 4], and its interpretation needs fil-
tering techniques [5]. Moreover, for long-term observations,
the monitoring of the magnetic field is also needed for a
good interpretation [6]. The classical interpretation of the
self-potential (SP) observations is that they originate from
electrokinetic effect as water flows through aquifer or frac-
tures. Surface observations of SP anomalies have been re-
ported from numerous tectonically active areas in the world,
at different scales from centimetric to kilometric, at the earth
surface or in boreholes.

The SP method has been used to characterize active vol-
canic areas, usually showing positive anomalous electric sig-
nals [7–13]. These anomalous signals are commonly

attributed to electrokinetic processes induced by upward
hydrothermal flow. The SP sources have been localized at
depth using multiscale wavelet tomography [14, 15]. How-
ever, numerical modeling showed that these SP anomalies
can be induced by meteoric flow in the nonsaturated zone
and are linked to the spatial distribution of the electrical
conductivity [16–18]. Moreover, a recent study showed that
air convection can also be present if the porous medium is
highly permeable [19], leading to the conclusion that the ef-
fect of water-content on the electrokinetic processes should
be better known [20–24].

Monitoring the SP has been proposed as a possible
means for predicting earthquakes [25, 26]. Indeed, the
electrokinetic effects may be produced by fluid percolation in
the crust, driven by a pore pressure gradient related to pre-
cursory deformation [25]. In this case, dilatancy prior to
the earthquake [27, 28] is assumed to enhance the per-
meability of the medium and allows the fluid to flow in the
vicinity of the fault [29]. It has also been proposed a long-
distance elastic effect near the electrodes of measurement
[30]. Bernard [31] proposed an electrokinetic model based
on the triggering of fluid instabilities at the measurement
site responding nonlinearly to precursory strain. However,
the long-distance effects are still controversial, as their
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observation requires the coincidence of very favorable cir-
cumstances to take into account a reasonable precursory
strain and the fact that no coseismic electrical anomalies are
observed. Another interpretation was proposed on the basis
of laboratory observations showing that the electrokinetic
coupling of a rock was enhanced by fracturing [32, 33], when
stresses rise to over 75% of the yield stress that ruptures
the seismic zone. Moreover, the oscillatory nature of some
observations has been attributed to an electrokinetic effect
associated with unsteady fluid flow during failure of faults.
Fenoglio et al. [34] suggested that the stop-and-go fracture
propagation associated with rapid fluid flow in a shear frac-
ture 17 km deep could generate electric and magnetic signals
measurable at the surface as a result of electrokinetic effects.

Some anomalous electric signals were interpreted as due
to the change of the self-potential of the fractured fault
rock in which one electrode was fixed, the other electrode
being at a constant potential serving as a reference [35]. The
detection of fractures and cracks is possible through stream-
ing potential response to a pressure pulse in a borehole [36].
The propagation of hydraulic fracturing could also be de-
tected at distant by measuring the electrical field. The hy-
draulic fracturing can induce streaming potentials as the
fracture propagates, if the fracture remains fulfilled with
water. Laboratory experiments on hydraulic fracturing on
granite samples showed that the streaming potential varies
linearly with the injection of pressure, with an exponential
trend when approaching the breakdown pressure [37]. The
modeling of the streaming potential induced by an advancing
crack showed that the streaming electric current is maximum
at the tip of the fracture and decays exponentially in front of
the tip [38]. Hydraulic stimulation is often used to stimulate
fluid flow in geothermal reservoirs, and surface electrical
potential has been monitored around geothermal wells [39].
An anomalous potential of about 5 mV at the Soultz Hot
Dry Rock site (France) was interpreted as an electrokinetic
effect at 5 km depth and measured at the surface because of
the conductive well casing [40]. The SP anomaly was essen-
tially related to water-flows after the earliest stage of injection
[41–44]. The observed SP decay after shut-in was interpreted
as related to large fluid-flow persisting after the end of stimu-
lation and correlated to the microseismic activity [45].
Another field experiment was performed with periodic
pumping tests (injection/production) and showed that the
attenuation of SP amplitude with distance was roughly
similar to the pressure attenuation [46], leading to the con-
clusion that the hydraulic diffusivity could be inferred from
SP observations.

The distribution of SP can be used to map ground water
flow features. Time-varying fluid flow has been identified
through SP measurements, showing clearly both rainfall and
evaporation events [47]. Modelling of such observations
confirmed that SP measurements allow effectively to estimate
the direction of water flux at the scale of the electrode sepa-
ration (usually several decimetres), that is, at a much larger
scale than tensiometric measurements [41]. It has been pro-
posed to use SP observations to infer water-table variations
and some observations of SP can yield an estimate of aquifer
hydraulic properties. It has been proposed to deduce not

only the equivalent electric sources, but also the geometry
and flow rate, using a forward and inverse modeling in the
wavelet domain [48]. The hydraulic conductivity and the
thickness of the aquifer can also be estimated using an inver-
sion scheme for surface SP generated by flow pumping, tak-
ing into account the conducting steel casing [49]. Electric
potential variations have also been associated with lake level
variations, showing a magnitude of 2 mV per meter of water
level change between a one km wide ridge separating two
lakes [50]. The detection of changes in the flow rate of
expelled fluids in accretionary prisms by monitoring of elec-
tric and magnetic fields has been discussed. The modeling of
electrokinetics at the Nankai trough showed that fluid flow
rate variations of 20% could be detected by a variation of
3 mV and about 2 nT at 600 m depth in a borehole [51].
Moreover, recent modeling has shown that SP could detect at
distance the propagation of a water-front in a reservoir [52].

The interpretation of all these observations has been pos-
sible through developments of the theory, direct modellings,
and inverse problems. The interpretation of SP observations
needs to resolve the poisson equation for the electric stream-
ing potential, considering a total electric potential [53–56].
Direct modelling has been developed [51, 57, 58]. Moreover,
SP observations have been interpreted in the wavelet domain
in order to identify location and intensity of the source of
the underground hydraulic flows [14, 15, 59, 60]. Gibert
& Sailhac [61] have commented on Patella’s correlation
approach to demonstrate that the so-called probability of
tomography defines images of SP data in the wavelet domain
that must not be interpreted as underground images of SP
sources. They pointed out that an appropriate inversion is
necessary to achieve underground images. Numerous recent
studies showed that these inverse problems still need further
developments [62–65].

Because of similarity between the electrical potential with
the pressure behavior, it has been proposed also to use SP
measurements as an electrical flow-meter [66]. Moreover,
the electrokinetic properties have been used to predict the
permeability. Li et al. [67] defined an electrokinetic perme-
ability which can be deduced from the rock conductivity,
the electroosmosis coefficient, and the streaming potential
coefficient. Recently, Glover et al. [68] proposed a new pre-
diction for the permeability by comparing an electrical
model derived from the effective medium theory to an elec-
trical model for granular medium. And, it has also been
proposed to deduce the permeability of the Nojima fault
(Japan) using the self-potential observations in surface when
water is injected into a well of 1800 m depth [69].

The origin of seismoelectromagnetic conversions is also
the electrokinetic effect, which is in this case induced by a
seismic wave propagation. Two kinds of mechanical to ele-
ctromagnetic conversions exist: (1) The electrokinetic signal
which travels with the acoustic wave; (2) The interfacial con-
version occurring at contrasts of physical properties such as
permeability.

The second kind of conversion can be used to detect
contrasts in physical properties in the crust. A seismic source
placed at the surface can induce a seismic wave propagation
downward up to the interface (Figure 1). There is a charge
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Figure 1: The seismic waves (induced by a hammer strike) pro-
pagate up to the interface where an electric dipole is generated
because of the contrast in permeability (or in other physical pro-
perties). This electromagnetic wave can be detected at the surface
by measuring the difference of the electrical potential V between
electrodes. Picking the time arrival allows to know the depth of the
interface.

inbalance that causes a charge separation on both sides of the
interface because of the difference in the physical properties.
This acts as en electric dipole which emits an electromag-
netic wave that travels with the speed of the light in the
medium and that can be detected at the surface (Figure 2).
The velocity of the seismic wave propagation is deduced by
surface measurements of the soil velocity. Then the depth of
the interface can be deduced by picking the time arrival of the
electromagnetic wave. The amplitude of the seismoelectric
signals is usually low from 100 μV to mV. Then signal
processing needs filtering techniques such as Butler & Russell
[70, 71]. The advantage of this method is to detect the con-
trasts in physical properties at depth from few meters to few
hundreds of meters [72–76].

The aim of this paper is to give the background needed
to understand this special issue on “Electrokinetics in Earth
Sciences”. We detail the theoretical background for the elec-
trical double-layer and for the transport equations used to
study the streaming potential and the seismoelectromagnetic
conversions. We specially point out the use of self-potential
for geothermal applications.

2. Electrokinetics: Theoretical Background

2.1. Electrical Double Layer. Fluid flow in porous media
can lead to electrokinetic effects. Indeed the presence of
ions within the fluid can induce electric currents when
water flows. This effect is directly related to the existence
of an electrical double layer between the rock and the fluid.
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Figure 2: Model of the seismoelectric response to a hammer
strike on the surface at position zero (from Haines [77]). The
seismoelectric signal is shown as measured at the surface along a line
centered on the seismic source. The interfacial signal is related to a
contrast between properties of the media, such as the permeability.

Minerals forming the rock develop an electric double-layer
when in contact with an electrolyte, usually resulting from a
negatively charged mineral surface. An electric field is creat-
ed perpendicular to the surface of the mineral which attracts
counterions (usually cations) and repulses anions in the
vicinity of the pore matrix interface. The electric double layer
(Figure 3) is made up of the Stern layer, where cations are
adsorbed on the surface and the Gouy diffuse layer, where the
number of counterions exceeds the number of anions [78–
80].

The fluid contains Mi ionic species with valence zi (i =
1, . . .Mi) and number density Nb

i (the number of species-
i ions per unit volume) in the bulk solution far from any
charged surface. The distribution of the electrical potential φ
within the electrical double layer perpendicular to the solid
surface can be calculated resolving the following Poisson’s
equation:

∇2φ = − ρ

ε f , (1)

where ε f is the dielectric constant of the fluid, and the charge
density ρ can be expressed using a Boltzmann distribution
for the ionic species within the fluid

ρ =
M
∑

i=1

eziN
b
i exp

(

−eziφ
kT

)

, (2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, −e is the charge of an
electron, and T is the temperature. It is often assumed that
the Poisson-Boltzmann equation governing the equilibrium
charge clouds can be linearized. Assuming eφ/kT � 1, the
Poisson’s equation becomes

∇2φ = κ2φ, (3)
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with κ−1 is the Debye length, which is a measure of the thick-
ness of the double diffuse layer, typically of the order of a few
nm

1
κ−2

=
M
∑

i=1

e2z2
i N

b
i

ε f kT
. (4)

The electrical potential φ at a distance x from a charged
surface is therefore

φ(x) = ζ exp(−κx), (5)

and ζ is called the zeta potential and is the electrical potential
at the shear plane (for further details see Pride [82]).

The charge density at the surface of the minerals results
from surface complexation reactions. The quartz surface can
be modelled with silanol >SiOH group [79]. The potential-
determining ions OH− and H+ are adsorbed onto the surface
of the mineral and determine the charge density on the inner
plane (see Figure 3). The surface charge is therefore depend-
ent on the pH. There exists a pH for which the total surface
charge is zero; this is the point of zero charge and pH is
called pHpzc [83, 84]. The charge is positive for pH < pHpzc

and negative for pH > pHpzc. In this case, this electrokinetic

effect is zero. The pHpzc for quartz is in the range 2 <
pHpzc < 4 [85, 86]. The calcite surface can be modelled with
>CaOH and >CO3H groups. Carbonate ions and Ca2+ are
the determining potential ions. The electrokinetic behavior
on carbonates is more complicated. The pHpzc varies from
7 to 10.8 according to the authors [87]. It is possible to
model simple interfaces and to calculate zeta potential in
simple cases [88]. This modeling can be performed assum-
ing the triple-layer model (TLM) which distinguishes three
planes to describe the electric double layer: the inner
Helmholtz plane for counter ions directly bound to the
mineral (assumed to be chemically adsorbed), the outer
Helmholtz plane for weakly bound counter ions (assumed
to be physically adsorbed), and a d-plane associated with
the smallest distance between the mineral surface and the
counter ions in the diffuse layer. It has been proposed that
the slipping plane lies near the distance of closest approach
of dissociated ions, and that the ζ potential can be calculated
as the potential on this plane [83].

The streaming current is due to the motion of the
diffuse layer induced by a fluid pressure difference along the
interface. This streaming current is then balanced by the
conduction current, leading to the streaming potential.
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2.2. Theoretical Background for Streaming Potentials. The dif-
ferent flows (fluid flow, electrical flow, heat flow, concentra-
tion flow) are governed by the general equation

Ji =
N
∑

j=1

Li jX j , (6)

which links the forces X j to the macroscopic fluxes Ji,
through transport coupling coefficients Li j [89].

Considering the coupling between the hydraulic flow and
the electric flow, assuming a constant temperature and no
concentration gradients, the electric current density Je [A ·
m−2] and the flow of fluid Jf [m · s−1] can be written as the
following coupled equation:

Je = −σ0∇V −Lek∇P. (7)

Jf = −Lek∇V − k0

η f
∇P, (8)

where P is the pressure that drives the flow [Pa], V is the
electrical potential [V], σ0 is the bulk electrical conductivity
[S · m−1], k0 the bulk permeability [m2], η f the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid [Pa · s], and Lek the electrokinetic
coupling [A Pa−1 m−1]. Therefore, the first term in (7) is the
Ohm’s law, and the second term in (8) is the Darcy’s law.
The coupling coefficient is the same in (7) and (8) because
the coupling coefficients must satisfy the Onsager’s reciprocal
relation in the steady state. This reciprocity has been verified
on porous materials [90, 91] and on natural materials [92].

Without direct electric current source, the conservation
of the total current density implies

∇ · Je = 0, (9)

which is the Poisson’s equation for the electrical potential
V . If the medium is heterogeneous, (9) has to be computed
taking into account the sources located at boundaries form-
ed by electrical conductivities and streaming coefficients con-
trasts [93]. In the case of an homogeneous medium (9) leads
to the simplified Poisson’s equation

∇2V = C∇2P. (10)

The streaming potential coefficient Cs0 [V · Pa−1] is defined
when the electric current density Je is zero, leading to

ΔV

ΔP
= −Lek

σ0
= Cs0. (11)

This coefficient can be measured by applying a driving pore
pressure ΔP to a porous medium and by detecting the in-
duced electric potential difference ΔV . The driving pore
pressure induces a streaming current (second term in (7))
which is balanced by the conduction current (first term in
(7)) which leads to the electric potential difference ΔV that
can be measured. In the case of a unidirectional flow through
a cylindrical saturated porous rock, this coefficient can be ex-
pressed as [32, 94]

Cs0 =
ε f ζ
η f σeff

. (12)
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Figure 4: Streaming potential coefficient from data collected (in
absolute value) on sands and sandstones at pH 7-8 (when available)
from Ahmad [100]; Li et al. [67]; Jouniaux and Pozzi [101]; Lorne
et al. [86]; Pengra et al. [102]; Guichet et al. [21]; Perrier and
Froidefond [103]; Guichet et al. [88]; Ishido and Mizutani [96];
Jaafar et al. [98]. The regression (black line) leads to Cs0 = −1.2 ×
10−8σ−1

f . A zeta potential of −17 mV can be inferred from these
collected data from Allègre [24].

with the fluid electrical permittivity ε f [F·m−1], the effective
electrical conductivity σeff [S·m−1] defined as σeff = Fσ0 with
F the formation factor and σ0 the rock conductivity which
can include a surface conductivity. The potential ζ[V] is the
zeta potential described as the electrical potential inside the
EDL at the slipping plane or shear plane (i.e., the potential
within the double-layer at the zero-velocity surface).

The streaming coefficient is described by the well-
known Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation [95] when the
surface conductivity can be neglected compared to the fluid
conductivity (Fσ0 = σ f )

Cs0 =
ε f ζ
η f σ f

. (13)

The assumptions are a laminar fluid flow, identical hydraulic,
and electric tortuosity. The influencing parameters on this
streaming potential coefficient are therefore the dielectric
constant of the fluid, the viscosity of the fluid, the fluid
conductivity and the zeta potential itself depending on rock,
fluid composition, and pH [86, 88, 94, 96–99]. At a given
pH, the most influencing parameter is the fluid conductivity.
Numerous measurements of the streaming potential on sand
have been published, that can lead to the relation Cs0 =
−1.2 × 10−8σ−1

f (Figure 4). A zeta potential of −17 mV can
be inferred from these collected data, assuming all the other
parameters constant.

2.3. Theoretical Background for Seismoelectromagnetics. The
origin of the seismoelectromagnetic conversion is also the
electrokinetic effect, which is in this case induced by seismic
wave propagation. The relative motion between the fluid and
the rock matrix is induced by the seismic wave propagation.
The reciprocal process also occurs; the electromagnetic waves
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couple to displacement fields and they generate seismic waves
at electrical/mechanical interfaces [104, 105]. In this case,
the electrokinetic coefficient depends on the frequency ω as
the dynamic permeability k(ω) [106]. Pride [82] developed
the theory for the coupled electromagnetics and acoustics of
porous media, coupling the electric field in Maxwell’s rela-
tions to the displacement fields in Biot’s equations. The tran-
sport relations ([82, equations (250) and (251)]) are

Je = σ(ω)E + Lek(ω)
(

−∇p + ω2ρ f us

)

,

−iωJf = Lek(ω)E +
k(ω)
η

(

−∇p + ω2ρ f us

)

.
(14)

The electrical fields and mechanical forces which induce
the electric current density Je and the fluid flow Jf are,
respectively, E and (−∇p+iω2ρ f us), where p is the pore-fluid
pressure, us is the solid displacement, E is the electric field,
ρ f is the pore-fluid density, and ω is the angular frequency.
The electrokinetic coupling Lek(ω) is now complex and
frequency-dependent and describes the coupling between the
seismic and electromagnetic fields [82, 107]

Lek(ω) = Lek

⎡

⎢

⎣1− i ω
ωc

m

4

(

1− 2
d

Λ

)2

×
(

1− i3/2d
√

ωρf
η

)2
⎤

⎦

−1/2

,

(15)

where m and Λ are geometrical parameters of the pores
(Λ is defined in Johnson et al. [108] and m is in the
range 4–8), d is the Debye length. The transition frequency
ωc defined in the Biot’s theory separates the viscous and
inertial flow domains and depends on the permeability k0.
The frequency-dependence of the streaming potential coeff-
icient has been studied [107, 109–115] mainly on synthetic
samples and recently on sand [116]. Both models [117–
123] and laboratory experiments [116, 124–129] have been
developed on these seismoelectromagnetic conversions. Over
the past decades, seismoelectromagnetic phenomena have
been observed in the field [130–132], and increasing succes-
sful field experiments have been reported in recent years
[73, 75, 119, 133–136].

3. Geothermal Applications

3.1. Self-Potential Associated with Natural Hydrothermal
Circulation. The SP method has attracted increasing interest
in geothermal prospecting. Among the various mechanisms
which can cause SP in geothermal areas, the most important
appear to be streaming potentials [96, 137–139]. Electroki-
netic effects are almost certainly responsible for the produc-
tion-induced changes in SP which take place after a field
is developed [57]. Repetitive SP surveying of geothermal
fields during exploitation represents a promising tool for
geothermal field monitoring and resource management.

During the past two decades, numerical modeling of SP
generation has been undertaken in geothermal and hydro-
logical studies [55, 57, 58, 140]. The method proposed

by Ishido and Pritchett [57] applies the so-called “EKP-
postprocessor” to the results of an unsteady thermohydraulic
reservoir simulation. First, it calculates the distributions of
pertinent parameters such as the electrokinetic coupling
Lek, the electrical conductivity, and the drag current density
using the results from the reservoir simulation. Next, the
postprocessor calculates the electric potential distribution by
solving the Poisson’s equation within a finite-difference grid
with appropriate boundary conditions.

Figure 5 shows the SP distribution expected to arise from
natural hydrothermal convection. A positive SP anomaly is
present above the central upflow region. This is produced
by positive-charge accumulation due to the large reduction
in the streaming potential coefficient along the upflow
path. Contrasting large negative anomalies appear in the
peripheral regions where meteoric water flows downward.
This is produced by the descending meteoric water which
removes positive charge from the neighborhood of the
ground surface. The peripheral negative anomalies are larger
in magnitude than the central positive anomaly due to rel-
atively low electrical conductivity. A representative flow rate
(Darcy velocity) is 10−8 m/s in this case. In cases with higher
flow rate, the magnitudes of both the positive and negative
anomalies will be increased. However, the magnitude of
central positive anomaly will not become significantly larger
than 100 mV since the driving force for the upflow is usually
less than several percent of the hydrostatic pressure gradient
[141], and the electrical conductivity of upflowing fluid is
relatively high due to dissolved species.

Figure 6 shows the measured SP profile across the
Nigorikawa caldera [142]. SP is high within the caldera where
upflows take place, but the surrounding area is characterized
by more distinct negative SP anomalies. These features are
well reproduced by the above calculation (Figure 5(d) using
“EKP-postprocessor” Ishido & Pritchett [57]). Similar SP fea-
tures were observed at the mud volcano area in Yellowstone
[137], the Kirishima field in Japan [143], the Mokai and
Rotokawa fields in New Zealand [144], and so forth.

The results of the calculation shown in Figure 5 con-
firmed the results of “semiquantitative” modeling by Ishido
[142] (an outline of which is given in Ishido et al. [145];
Zlotnicki & Nishida [146]). In the case of source-free fluid
flow driven by buoyancy, the primary conduction current
source (which causes the SP at the earths surface) appears
at the boundary between regions of different electrokinetic
coupling (Lek). The magnitude of the conduction current
source is given by the difference in the coupling coefficient
across the boundary multiplied by the pressure gradient
perpendicular to the boundary. Ishido [142] assumed that
the coupling coefficient depends both on temperature and on
pore-water chemistry based upon the experimental results of
Ishido & Mizutani [96].

Better understanding of the zeta potential and/or stream-
ing potential coefficient is fundamentally important in quan-
titative modeling of electrokinetic potentials associated with
subsurface fluid flow. Recent laboratory measurements un-
der high-temperature conditions [147–149], high-salinity con-
ditions [98], and liquid/gas two-phase conditions [21, 22] are
particularly relevant to modeling studies for geothermal and
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volcanic areas. In addition to measuring the coupling coeffi-
cients of representative rock samples from survey areas (e.g.,
Jouniaux et al. [94]; Hase et al. [150]; Aizawa et al. [151];
Onizawa et al. [18]), basic phenomenological measure-
ments such as the determination of the dependency of the

streaming potential coefficient upon pore size [152] are es-
sential.

3.2. “W”-Shaped SP Profiles across Volcanoes. Numerous SP
surveys of active volcanoes have been carried out during
the past thirty years. Obvious positive-polarity SP anomalies
have often been observed around volcanic craters or vents;
for example, Kilauea [153], Akita Yake-yama [145], Unzen
[154], Miyake-jima [155, 156], Izu-Oshima [16], La Four-
naise [157], Mt. Fuji [158], Misti [12], and Mt. Aso [13].
In addition to these, various other types of SP anomalies
were reported on active volcanoes [11, 146, 159, 160]. In
cases like Miyake-jima, Izu-Oshima, Mt. Fuji, Mt. Aso, Misti
and La Fournaise [9], SP first decreases several hundred
millivolts, sometimes more than one volt, as one climbs
the slopes of the volcano, then rapidly recovers to the level
measured on the flank of volcano as the summit crater
is approached. Consequently, the entire SP profile along a
survey line starting from the foot, passing near the summit,
and reaching the foot on the opposite side often has the shape
of the letter “W”.
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Numerical simulations by Ishido [17], which were based
on a conceptual model of Izu-Oshima volcano, show that
the primary cause of the “W”-shaped SP distribution is a
combination of the electrokinetic drag current associated
with the downward liquid flow in the unsaturated and
underlying saturated layers and the presence of a shallow
conductor near the volcano summit. If the shallow conductor
contacts a deep conductive layer, this conductive structure
provides a current path between the low-potential shallow
and high-potential deep regions, resulting in substantial
increase in SP around the summit (Figure 7). The calculated
W-shaped profile is stable even with periodic groundwater
recharge, which is consistent with field observations.

Assuming a plausible value of zeta potential and liquid-
saturation dependency of drag current, the terrain-related SP
is calculated as about −1 mV/m, which is typical of the mag-
nitudes observed at a number of volcanoes. Two ways have
been proposed to interpret SP generation due to gravity-
driven water flow; the first considers only downward percola-
tion of vadose-zone water to the water table [8], and the sec-
ond considers situations where the effects of water flow in the
deeper saturated zone predominate [161, 162]. In the simu-
lation results shown in Figure 7, gravity-driven water flows
in both the unsaturated and underlying saturated zones con-
tribute to generate the terrain-related SP. Concerning SP gen-
eration in the unsaturated zone, a vertical potential gradient

of −1 to −2 mV/m was observed by multiple Ag/AgCl elec-
trodes installed in a 100 m research hole drilled in the eastern
part of the caldera floor at Izu-Oshima (N. Matsushima, per-
sonal communication). A similar vertical SP gradient averag-
ing −1.35 mV/m was observed for the upper 488 m interval
above the water table in a research hole at Kilauea’s summit
[163]. This potential gradient is thought to be produced by a
substantial downward flow of meteoric water in the unsatu-
rated zone, which is suggested by uniform temperatures near
25◦C in the subsurface region above the water table [163].

The effect of drag current associated with hydrothermal
upflow is shown minor compared to the effect of the hetero-
geneous conductivity structure, especially if the fluid circu-
lates to great depth and is highly saline. Upflows of vapor
or volcanic gas to the summit crater can reduce the drag
current associated with meteoric water downflow within the
volcanic conduit [16] and will also provide a secondary con-
tribution to the increased SP near the summit (Figure 7).
Onizawa et al. [18] carried out 3-D numerical simulations of
groundwater flow due to meteoric water infiltration and the
resulting induced SP to understand the fundamental groun-
water flow regime and the causes of the SP observed at
Izu-Oshima. They reproduced the overall pattern of the ob-
served SP distribution by incorporating a heterogeneous re-
sistivity structure derived from Audio Magneto Telluric
(AMT) measurements.

Aizawa et al. [164] found that 2-D resistivity sections
obtained by AMT surveys in five large Japanese stratovolca-
noes (Iwate, Iwaki, Nasu, Nantai, and Nikko-Shirane) cor-
relate closely with SP measurements [160]. Extensive con-
ductors extend downward from shallow levels on slopes
that lack SP anomalies, whereas the top of the conductor
is relatively deep on slopes where large SP minima are ob-
served. They confirmed the plausibility of the proposed con-
ceptual model based on numerical simulations of a hydro-
thermal system with sealing layers and meteoric water re-
charge and reproduced the observed relationship between
the SP and resistivity data.

The calculated high SP amplitude near the summit is sen-
sitive to the conductivity structure, which is thought to
change over time due to volcanic activities such as magma
ascent, degassing, and development of hydrothermal convec-
tion [165, 166]. This is thought to be at least partly respon-
sible for the temporal SP variations observed at Kilauea
[153], Unzen [154] and other volcanoes.

3.3. SP Changes Induced by Geothermal Fluid Production and
Reinjection. When a sink or source of fluid is present within
a reservoir as a result of production or reinjection of geo-
thermal fluids, a surface electric potential anomaly can be
produced through electrokinetic coupling if the following
conditions are satisfied. First, there must be a boundary
separating regions of differing streaming potential coefficient
Cs0 (denoted asC hereafter); second, there must be a nonzero
component of pressure gradient parallel to this boundary
[53, 167]. A temperature boundary, a boundary between
regions of different pore water chemistry, and/or a contact
of different rock formations are the most likely causes for
discontinuities in the value of C in a geothermal reservoir
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(Figure 8). When a propagating pressure disturbance induc-
ed by production and/or injection of fluids reaches a
boundary between regions of differing C in the reservoir, an
SP change will appear at the earth’s surface [145].

A quantitative and physically reasonable method for
calculating SP anomalies nearC boundaries was described by
Fitterman [53] based on earlier work by Nourbehecht [167].
A total electric potential is defined by

ψ = V − CP, (16)

such that the current flow is given by

Je = −σ0∇ψ. (17)

In the absence of current sources, ∇ · Je = 0 and for homo-
geneous regions,

∇2ψ = 0, (18)

with boundary conditions of continuity of normal current
flow

σ0n∇ψ|21 = 0 (19)

and discontinuity of total electric potential at interfaces equal
to the difference in C times the pressure

ψ|21 = −C|21P = S, (20)

where S is a generalized source function (X|21 means the
jump in X across the boundaries). The discontinuity of
ψ is the result of V and P being continuous while C is
discontinuous. The ψ distribution can be calculated as the
potential produced by a surface distribution of current
dipoles with surface dipole density σ0S along the interface
[168]. If the boundary is nearly vertical, the SP anomaly
will be dipolar in waveform. When P is negative (positive),
this dipole source points towards the side of larger (smaller)
C. If the boundary condition at the earths surface is P =

constant or the pressure change is confined at depth, the
SP anomaly is brought about solely by this dipole source;
therefore no SP anomaly will appear at the earths surface
if the C distribution is homogeneous. This is also true
for gravity-driven groundwater flow if the fluid density is
constant in the entire region. For example, SP depends only
on ground surface elevation for a fully saturated region of
homogeneous C [169]; this is true even if the permeability
distribution is heterogeneous and thus pressure gradient
normal to a permeability boundary is discontinuous.

The Mori geothermal power plant was built in the Nig-
orikawa caldera in 1982 and has been in continuous opera-
tion since. Comparing the results of SP surveys in 1978, 1981,
and 1984, Ishido et al. [145] found a production-induced
SP change (Figure 9). The dipolar change in SP appears over
the principal zone of fluid production. This observed change
is believed to be generated by underground fluid flows
resulting from the production (and reinjection) of geother-
mal fluids through electrokinetic coupling and partly repro-
duced in the modeling results shown Figure 5. The upflowing
hot water in the central region is relatively saline, so the
magnitude of the local streaming potential coefficient |Cres|
is thought to be smaller than for the fresh water in the peri-
pheral region |Cper| (so that Cper < Cres < 0). So, the dipole
source for ψ appearing along the nearly vertical C boundary
is thought to point into the central region, resulting in in-
crease and decrease in SP in the central and peripheral areas,
respectively.

This is one of the possible interpretations. Another
candidate for a boundary between regions of differing C is
thought to be the interface between the reservoir and over-
lying caprock. Yasukawa et al. [170] carried out modeling
studies to interpret the observed SP changes associated with a
short-term field-wide shut-in of production and reinjection
wells at the Mori power plant. In their model, the streaming
potential coefficient is assumed as Cres < Ccap < 0 (here, Cres

and Ccap are the streaming potential coefficient of reservoir
and caprock regions, resp.). So the observed central increase
and peripheral decrease in SP, which are also reproduced
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in the numerical modeling, are interpreted as induced by
pressure decrease (due to production) and increase (due to
reinjection), respectively, along the interface.

In many geothermal reservoirs, substantial production-
induced expansion of the vapor-dominated zone (due to
reservoir pressure decline) takes place during the early stages
of field operation. Just below the vapor zone, vigorous boil-
ing occurs and counterflows of vapor (upward) and liquid
(downward) are produced. This downward flow of the liquid
phase carries drag current with it and brings about a negative
SP change on the ground surface [57]. Preliminary modeling
studies [171, 172] show that the observed SP changes at the
Okuaizu field in Japan (Figure 10) can be explained by this
process. An interpretation based on the total electric poten-
tial is also available for this process [57]. At Okuaizu, frac-
tured reservoirs develop along nearly vertical faults within
country rocks of very low permeability. The magnitude of the
streaming potential coefficient of the country rocks (Cctr) is
thought to be substantially smaller than that of the reservoir
rocks (Cres) [32, 97]. So the Cres < Cctr < 0 inequality will
not change, irrespective of Cres change caused by increasing
vapor saturation, so long as the liquid phase remains mobile.
Then, pressure decline due to a vertically-extensive boiling
zone brings about a negative SP change at the earth’s surface.

Since the possibility always exists that production-
induced SP changes overlap the natural SP distribution asso-
ciated with the undisturbed state, care must be exercised in
interpreting SP data from areas where fluid production is
taking place. Furthermore, sources of noise associated with
newly drilled wells, deployed pipelines, and so forth need to
be evaluated. At the Sumikawa field in Japan, SP surveys were
carried out twice before the startup of the geothermal power
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Figure 10: SP profile along a survey line passing through the
central part of the Okuaizu geothermal field in Japan. The red line
shows the SP profile under natural state conditions, measured in
1982-83. The survey in November 1996 was carried out about 1.5
years after start-up of the Yanaizu-Nishiyama power station. The
repeated surveys in 1998 were carried out after 2 months shut-in of
production wells in April and May 1998, after [171, 172].

station in 1995 and again three times afterwards [173].
Unfortunately, no data free from “artificial” noise are avail-
able except that from the first survey in 1983. Negative
potentials of up to several hundred millivolts are present
near metallic artifacts such as well casings and pipelines.
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The pipelines, which were deployed after 1983 along the
principal survey lines used in the 1983 survey, are connected
to the wellheads and are in electrical contact with the ground
surface at various locations. Continuous SP measurements
near the wellheads and pipelines show that temporal poten-
tial changes correspond to temporal temperature variations
near the surfaces of the metallic structures, which could be
explained by a simple “redox” model [174]. Other impor-
tant noise sources to be taken into account for field measure-
ments are discussed by Corwin and Hoover [139].

To estimate magnetic fields associated with fluid flows in
geothermal reservoirs, “EKP postprocessor” calculations were
carried out applying the Biot-Savart law to the distributions
of drag and conduction current densities [175]. Their results
suggest that magnetic anomaly magnitudes caused solely by
electrokinetic coupling are too weak to be observed, either
for natural or exploited conditions. However, this does not
rule out the appearance of observable magnetic fields due to
electrokinetic coupling in other situations where significant
fluid flow takes place in a region with heterogeneous and/or
anisotropic rock properties (e.g., Mizutani & Ishido [176];
Zlotnicki & Mouel [177]).

In addition to electrokinetic (EK) coupling, several other
effects such as thermoelectric coupling and chemical diffu-
sion potential cannot be ruled out as possible causes of
self-potential anomalies in geothermal fields. However, EK
phenomena are almost certainly responsible for the produc-
tion-induced changes in SP that take place after a field is
developed. No other effects will play significant roles, since
production-induced changes in the distributions of fluid
chemistry and temperature will be minor compared to flow
pattern changes, especially in the early stages of exploitation.
SP monitoring such as that carried out at Okuaizu [171,
178] is thought to be useful for history matching studies,
particularly to improve mathematical models of fractured re-
servoirs [172, 179, 180].

4. Conclusion

A lot of observations have been performed these last decades,
both Self-Potential and seismoelectromagnetics observa-
tions. We detailed the theoretical background needed to in-
terpret these observations and pointed out the use of self-
potentials for geothermal applications. We tried to pro-
vide an extensive overview and to mention the related key
publications. We hope that this tutorial is useful to better
understand the papers published in the special issue “Elec-
trokinetics in Earth Sciences” of International Journal of
Geophysics. Further improvement should come from studies
on signal processing, on inverse problems, and from techni-
cal development.
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In order to appraise the utility of self-potential (SP) measurements to characterize fractured reservoirs, we carried out continuous
SP monitoring using multi Ag-AgCl electrodes installed within two open holes at the Kamaishi Mine, Japan. The observed ratio
of SP change to pressure change associated with fluid flow showed different behaviors between intact host rock and fractured rock
regions. Characteristic behavior peculiar to fractured reservoirs, which is predicted from numerical simulations of electrokinetic
phenomena in MINC (multiple interacting continua) double-porosity media, was observed near the fractures. Semilog plots of the
ratio of SP change to pressure change observed in one of the two wells show obvious transition from intermediate time increasing
to late time stable trends, which indicate that the time required for pressure equilibration between the fracture and matrix regions
is about 800 seconds. Fracture spacing was estimated to be a few meters assuming several micro-darcies (10−18 m2) of the matrix
region permeability, which is consistent with geological and hydrological observations.

1. Introduction

Geothermal reservoirs are frequently found in fractured rock
formations which are otherwise nearly impermeable. The
fractures serve as conduits for the geothermal fluids, and
the relatively low-permeability country rock provides the
reservoir storage capacity. The spacing between the discon-
tinuities (faults/fractures/joints) is obviously an important
parameter in any mathematical description of fluid flow
through fissured rocks. Apart from major fault zones which
is necessary to be modeled individually, the spacing (λ) of
the discontinuities is usually small compared to the reservoir
dimensions (L). Hence, the fissured rock mass can be treated
as a continuum on an intermediate length scale (l), with
λ < l < L [1].

One continuum description of such a system is provided
by the so-called “double-porosity model” (e.g., [2, 3]),
in which the fractures and the porous matrix blocks are
regarded as two separate but overlapping continua. But
this approach is of limited utility in geothermal reservoir
engineering mainly due to employment of analytical approx-
imations for mass and energy exchange between the two

continua. Pruess and Narasimhan [4] developed the “MINC”
(multiple interacting continua) model, which circumvents
the difficulties associated with the estimation of mass and
energy exchange between the fracture and matrix regions.
The “MINC” method was successfully applied to explain,
for example, “excess enthalpy” phenomena [5]; when a
well is drilled into the fractured reservoir and fluid is
withdrawn, the enthalpy of the stable fluid discharge is
often anomalously high—sometimes the well discharges
steam alone even though the reservoir is initially filled with
almost liquid water. Pritchett and Garg [1] showed that two
time constants are key parameters in characterizing two-
phase flow in fractured reservoirs: the time required for
pressure equilibration (τpe) and temperature equilibration
(τhc) between the fracture and matrix regions, both of which
are proportional to the square of fracture spacing (λ2).

In the problem of cold water injection into a geothermal
reservoir, the cold water advancement in a fractured reservoir
that is represented as “MINC” double-porosity medium
will be very different from that in a reservoir that can be
represented by equivalent porous medium. In the fractured
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reservoir, the cold water will advance along the fracture
zones, gradually extract heat from the adjacent rock matrix,
and eventually arrive at the production wells. If the represen-
tative time scale tR is shorter than τhc, the cold water has not
fully heated up by then, which brings about undesired effects
on heat recovery from decreasing fluid enthalpies. To achieve
more complete heat recovery from the matrix rocks, we need
to reduce the injection rate so as that the representative time
scale is sufficiently longer than τhc ∝ λ2 (e.g., [6, 7]).

It is highly desirable to know the time constants
τpe and τhc in advance for prediction of two-phase flow
behavior and/or cold water advancement in fractured
geothermal reservoirs. Ishido and Pritchett [8] extended
the so-called EKP-postprocessor [9] to apply it to frac-
tured reservoirs represented by MINC media. They carried
out pressure-transient simulations and calculated associ-
ated “self-potential transients” by using the extended EKP-
postprocessor and showed that much more pronounced
differences will be brought about in the self-potential tran-
sients between competing “fractured/MINC” and “porous-
medium” descriptions of the same reservoir than is the
case for pressure transients. They suggested that combining
continuous pressure and SP measurements may therefore
provide a means for better characterizing fractured geother-
mal reservoirs. This prediction motivated us to carry out flow
tests at the Kamaishi Mine in Japan.

Self-potential (SP) observations associated with flow tests
of boreholes have been conducted in various fields by now
(e.g., [13–17]). Among them, SP observations designed for
hydraulic characterization of groundwater aquifers were also
conducted; the SP signals, which complement piezometric
observations, were used to estimate the transmissivity of
aquifers (e.g., [18–21]).

In the present study, we focus on the characterization of
fractured reservoirs. First, SP transient signals expected for
fractured reservoirs are explained based upon the results of
numerical simulations [8, 10], and then SP data obtained
from experiments at the Kamaishi Mine are described and
interpretation of the data is discussed.

2. SP Transients in Fractured Reservoirs

2.1. Electrokinetic Coupling. The flow of a fluid through a
porous medium will generate an electrical potential gradient
(called the electrokinetic or streaming potential) along the
flow path by the interaction of the moving pore fluid with
the electrical double layer at the pore surface. This process
is known as electrokinetic coupling. The general relations
between the electric current density I and fluid volume flux
J and the electric potential gradient ∇φ and pore pressure
gradient (∇P − ρg) forces are

I = −Lee∇φ − Lev
(∇P − ρg

)

, (1)

J = −Lve∇φ− Lvv
(∇P − ρg

)

, (2)

where the Li j are phenomenological coefficients (e.g., [22]).
The first term on the right-hand side in (1) represents Ohm’s
law, and the second term in (2) represents Darcy’s law.

The cross-coupling terms (with the Lev and Lve coefficients)
represent the electrokinetic effect, Lev = Lve according to
Onsagar’s reciprocal relations. See the tutorial of this special
issue for more details (Jouniaux and Ishido, this issue).

Based upon a capillary model, the above coefficients may
be written as follows (e.g., [20]):

Lev = −ηεζRevG

τμ
, (3)

Lee = η
(

σ +m−1Σs
)

τ
, (4)

where η = porosity, ε = liquid-phase dielectric permittivity,
ζ = zeta-potential, Rev = “electrical relative permeability”
for liquid/gas two-phase flow, G = correction factor which
becomes less than unity only if the hydraulic radius is compa-
rable to the thickness of the electrical double layer, τ = square
of tortuosity (τ = t2), μ = liquid-phase viscosity, σ = elec-
trical conductivity of pore fluid (two-phase mixture), m =
hydraulic radius of pores and/or cracks, which equals half of
radius and aperture for pores with circular and slit-like cross-
sections, respectively, and Σs = surface conductance.

Equation (1) describes the total current density, com-
posed of a drag (convection) current density Idrag caused
by charges moved by fluid flow and a conduction current
density Icond caused by electric conduction; hence,

I = Icond + Idrag, (5)

where

Icond = −Lee∇φ,

Idrag = −Lev
(∇P − ρg

)

.
(6)

In the absence of external current sources, ∇ · I = 0, so
from (5),

∇ · Icond = −∇ · Idrag. (7)

Equation (7) represents sources of conduction current that
are required for the appearance of electrical potential.

In a homogeneous region with a homogeneous density
(ρ), (7) can be written as

∇2φ = C∇2(P − ρgz), (8)

where C is called the streaming potential coefficient, which
is given as follows in case of liquid single-phase flow (and
G = 1),

C = −Lev

Lee
= εζ

(σ +m−1Σs)μ
. (9)

If the pore pressure change occurs within a finite homo-
geneous volume, the following relation between changes
in φ (streaming potential) and (P− ρgz) (pressure) prevails:

Δφ = CΔ
(

P − ρgz). (10)
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2.2. EKP Postprocessor. The cross-coupling term in (2) may
be safely neglected for typical geologic situations, and Darcy’s
law alone may be used to model the hydraulic problem;
it is not necessary to solve (1) and (2) simultaneously. A
“postprocessor” may then be used to calculate the drag cur-
rent (Idrag) from the results of an unsteady thermohydraulic
reservoir simulation.

The “EKP-postprocessor” [9, 23] simulates electric
potentials caused by subsurface fluid flow by a two-step
process. First, it calculates the distribution of Lev, Lee, and
Idrag from the reservoir-simulation results using the same
spatial grid used for the reservoir simulation calculation
(called the RSV grid hereafter). Next, the postprocessor
calculates the electric potential (φ) distribution by solving
the above Poisson equation (7) within a finite-difference grid
that is usually much greater in spatial extent than the RSV
grid (hereafter called the SP grid).

Within that portion of the SP grid overlapped by the RSV
grid, the distribution of electrical conductivity is obtained
directly from RSV grid values. Elsewhere within the SP
grid, the electrical conductivity distribution is user specified
and time invariant. Ordinarily, boundary conditions on the
potential are zero normal gradients (Neumann condition)
on the ground surface (upper surface) and zero potential
(Dirichlet condition) along the bottom and vertical sides
of the SP grid. Equation (7) is solved numerically using a
Gauss-Seidel iteration procedure incorporating intermittent
automatic optimization of the overrelaxation factor.

2.3. Model for Drag Current in MINC Media. The model
which Ishido and Pritchett [8] adopted to calculate the
drag current density in “MINC” media [4] amounts to the
following:

Idrag = If + Im, (11)

with

If =
[

εζηRevG
(∇P − ρg

)

τμ

]

f

× ψ,

Im =
[

εζηRevG
(∇P − ρg

)

τμ

]

m

× (1− ψ),
(12)

where Idrag = total drag current density vector, If = drag
current density due to fracture zone effects, Im = drag
current density due to matrix region effects, ψ = fracture
zone volume/total volume, and where subscript “ f ” denotes
conditions in the fracture zone, and subscript “m” denotes
“averaged” conditions in the matrix region (see [8] for
further details). We detail now the SP transients related to
a continuous injection, first for the MINC double-porosity
media, and secondly for the reservoir model taking into
account individual fractures and a borehole. We show that
the characteristic behavior of SP predicted by the first model
is present in the second model only if a skin zone with a lower
streaming potential coefficient is assumed.

2.4. Pressure and SP Transients in MINC Media. Ishido and
Pritchett [8] performed a pressure-transient simulation for

a two-dimensional axisymmetric horizontal reservoir model.
The formation is represented by an “MINC” double-porosity
medium with the following properties: global permeability:
k = 10−14 m2, fracture zone volume fraction: ψ = 0.1,
fracture zone porosity: η f = 0.1, matrix region porosity:
ηm = 0.1, matrix region permeability: km = 10−17 m2, and
fracture spacing: λ = 10 m. (In the present parameter setting,
the fracture zone permeability is k/ψ = 10−13 m2, which
is due to fractures occupying 10% volume of the fracture
zone. The rest 90% volume is assumed to be of impermeable
rock matrix.) The time required (τpe = ηmμCtλ2/10km)
for pressure equilibration between the fracture and matrix
regions is ∼104 sec (here Ct: total system (fluid plus rock)
compressibility). The initial thermodynamic state is uniform
(temperature = 200◦C and pressure = 10 MPa). For the cor-
responding SP calculations shown in Figure 1, the reservoir
fluid’s NaCl concentration is assumed to be 0.02 mol/L, and
the formation conductivity Lee is assumed to be 0.03 S/m
(homogeneous).

Figure 1(a) shows semilog plots of changes in pressure
and in SP due to continuous injection at 0.5 tons per hour
per meter of reservoir thickness. The pressure transient at
a point near the injection well shows behavior typical of a
double-porosity medium; the late-time slope develops after
the time required for pressure equilibrium within the matrix
region τpe has elapsed.

The SP transient exhibits three segments. The drag
current contribution through the matrix region is small at
early times (up to ∼0.01 day), so the slope is smaller than
that at late times (after ∼0.1 day), by the factor ψ (=0.1).
At intermediate times, SP changes rapidly with increasing
involvement of matrix region. The time τpe can be clearly
identified at the intersection of the intermediate-time and
late-time semilog straight lines (In Figure 1, the “obser-
vation” point is not located within the borehole, but ∼5
meters away from the injection well. The reason for this
is that in the case of “open hole,” the SP change within
the borehole does not show the typical behavior like that
shown in Figure 1 since the pressure in the matrix region
coincides with the borehole pressure even in early times as
approaching the borehole. This topic will be explained in the
next Section 2.5).

Figure 1(b) shows the ratio of SP changes to pressure
changes for the results shown in Figure 1(a). In the case of
the equivalent porous medium, relationship (10) is satisfied
for the entire period, resulting in an almost constant ratio.
In this plot, the difference between double-porosity and
equivalent porous medium behavior is much more apparent
and the time τpe is more evident than in a plot of SP
change itself shown in Figure 1(a). The change-ratio plot
has the additional advantage that, in real situations, pressure
transient data suffer from fluctuations in the sandface flow-
rate, so it is often difficult to discern the three segments
such as those shown in Figure 1(a). By contrast, the ratio
of SP change to pressure change is insensitive to flow-
rate fluctuations, so a combination of pressure and SP
measurements is expected to provide a more robust and
reliable technique for fractured reservoir characterization.
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Figure 1: Results from the MINC double-porosity model. (a)
Changes in pressure and SP at a point∼5 m away from the injection
well (open hole) during injection test for fractured medium (after
[8]). The pressure and SP changes for the equivalent porous
medium are shown by broken curves. (b) Plot of the ratio of SP
change to pressure change converted from the pressure and SP
changes shown in (a).

2.5. Near-Field Effects. In the calculations described in the
previous section, the “near-field” effects around a borehole
were not considered. Ishido et al. [10] constructed a reservoir
model to treat a borehole and individual fractures explicitly
instead of using the MINC double-porosity representation
(Figure 2). The model is axisymmetric, eight meters thick,
and of 1 km horizontal extent (radius). Five equally spaced
horizontal fractures intersect the borehole located along the
axis of symmetry (only two fractures are drawn schematically
in Figure 2). Sufficiently fine block spacing was adopted near
the borehole (radius of 0.075 meter) to represent the well
casing. Fine block spacing was also used for the host rock
(matrix) region close to the fracture zone so as to resolve
the high electrical potential gradients there. Here, only the

Open hole
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od

e

Skin zone (low k, low C)

Fracture

Matrix

Figure 2: “Open hole” model used for numerical simulation of SP
transient near a borehole (after [10]). In “open (skin)” case, a skin
zone of low permeability and low magnitude of streaming potential
coefficient is assumed for the matrix region.
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Figure 3: The ratio of SP change to pressure change as a function
of time (after [10]). Results from the reservoir model, for (a) open
hole homogeneous case “open” and (b) open hole with a skin-zone
case “open (skin)”; (c) Result from the equivalent MINC double-
porosity model “open (MINC).”

results for open hole cases are explained. See [10] for the
results of cased wells.

The formation properties are: fracture zone permeability:
k f = 10−12 m2, fracture zone thickness = 0.01 m, fracture
zone porosity: η f = 0.5, host rock porosity: ηm = 0.01, host
rock permeability: km = 10−18 m2, and fracture spacing:
λ = 1 m. The time required (τpe) for pressure equilibration
between the fracture and host rock regions is ∼500 sec. The
initial thermodynamic state is uniform (temperature = 45◦C
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Figure 4: Results from the reservoir model taking into account
individual fractures and a borehole. Schematic diagram showing the
distribution of “microscopic” potential in the fracture (solid lines)
and matrix (broken lines) regions in the reservoir, which is equal
to change in local pressure multiplied by the streaming potential
coefficient C (here homogeneous C is assumed for simplicity).
“Macroscopic” potential (�) calculated for MINC-medium blocks
corresponds to an averaged potential over the fracture and matrix
regions (after [10]).

and pressure = 10 MPa). Fluid production takes place from
the borehole with a constant pressure drawdown of 1 MPa.
For the corresponding SP calculations, the reservoir fluid’s
NaCl concentration is assumed to be 0.005 mol/L, and the
streaming potential coefficient is uniform throughout the
fracture and host rock regions.

In the “open hole” cases, the SP change that would
be measured by electrode(s) installed within the borehole
(Figure 2) is calculated, and then the ratio of SP change to
pressure change is plotted as a function of time (Figure 3). As
Figure 3 shows, the “open” ratio is almost constant with time,
which is similar to the “equivalent porous medium” behavior
shown in Figure 1(b) and does not exhibit any characteristic
fractured reservoir behavior.

But if a skin zone in which the streaming potential coef-
ficient is much smaller than that of the outer matrix region
is present, the typical double-porosity behavior appears in
the plot (“open (skin)” curves in Figure 3). Although the
SP change magnitude is independent of the location of the
electrode for the case without a skin zone, the SP change is
slightly smaller at the electrode located at the matrix region
for the case with skin zone as shown by the broken line in
Figure 3.

In Figure 3, also shown (in red) is the result for a case
in which the reservoir is represented by “equivalent” MINC
double-porosity medium. In this “open (MINC)” case, the
SP/pressure change ratio exhibits similar behavior as that of
“open” case. This is because the present scheme used by the
EKP postprocessor to calculate SP in an MINC medium gives
an “averaged” potential over the fracture and matrix regions.

Figure 4 illustrates the spatial distribution of “micro-
scopic” potential, which is the streaming potential coefficient

multiplied by local pressure change, in the fracture and
matrix regions around an open hole. Along the wall of the
open hole, the local pressures in both the fracture and matrix
regions are equal to the borehole pressure, so the microscopic
potentials in both the regions converge as the borehole is
approached. This is the reason why the SP change is in
proportion to the pressure change within the borehole in the
“open” case. However, in the “open (skin)” case, substantial
drag current is not induced in the matrix region, while a
large pressure gradient remains within the skin zone. So,
SP change within the borehole is brought about solely by
the drag current induced in the fracture zone, resulting in
smaller SP change magnitude at early times.

3. Field Experiments at the Kamaishi Mine

The Kamaishi Mine had been one of the largest mines in
Japan, which produced copper and iron ore over 130 years
since 1857 (see the inset of Figure 5 for its location). The
total amount of ore mined during this period is about 70
million tons. The galleries of ∼140 km in total length were
made mainly in hard rocks composed of Kitakami Paleozoic
granitic rocks, Mesozoic granitic intrusions, and skarn ore
deposits formed at the contacts of the intrusions. During the
last more than two decades, the mine has been diversifying
from mining into underground research sites for developing
new methods of geological and geophysical studies and for
rock mechanics, hydrology, and so forth (e.g., [24]). In this
section, we describe the experiments performed by inducing
a fluid flow from horizontal wells, which causes pressure
disturbance along the entire borehole both in the fracture
and host rock matrix regions.

3.1. Outline of Measurements. We carried out flow tests and
pressure and SP measurements in two open holes (KF-1
and KF-3) which were drilled nearly horizontally from the
wall of one of the levels into the surrounding granodiorite
body (both wells were drilled in the direction ∼15◦ from
the direction of the tunnel on the horizontal plane as shown
in Figure 5). Both wells maintain stable pressures of about
five bars under shut-in conditions, so that flow tests may
be carried out by simply opening and closing the wellhead
valves. After preliminary experiments in 2005 and 2006
[25], we installed twelve custom-made silver-silver chloride
electrodes in each of the two wells in 2007 [26].

To reduce flow effects on measuring electrodes, each
silver-silver chloride electrode was installed in a container
made of hard plastic tube, the upstream and downstream
ends of which were closed and open (via sponge), respec-
tively (Figure 6). The voltages between each electrode and the
reference (the location of which is shown in Figure 5) and
the pressure and flow rate of the two wells were recorded
with two data loggers Campbell Scientific’s CR5000. The
valve operation of wells KF-1 and KF-3 was automatically
controlled, and all measuring equipments were powersup-
plied by a few car batteries, which were fully charged at
maintenance time. One unit of the experiment was carried
out in two days; KF-1 was opened for one hour on the first
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Figure 5: Plan view of experimental setup of pressure and SP measurements at the Kamaishi Mine in April–June 2007. Ag-AgCl electrodes
No. 1 to 12 and No. 13 to 24 were installed in wells KF-1 and KF-3, respectively. Ag-AgCl electrodes were also installed on the tunnel
floor at eight points No. 25 to 32 and at the reference point. Locations of the borehole electrodes near permeable fractures which showed
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Electrode

KF-1 wellhead

Figure 6: Photo of installation of custom-made Ag-AgCl electrode
which is contained in a plastic tube into well KF-1.

day, and then KF-3 was opened for one hour on the second
day. We repeated this procedure as many as possible with
various valve openings in April through June 2007.

Examples of the test results are shown in Figure 7. In
Figure 7(a), the results are shown for an experiment when
well KF-1 was flowing on May 13. The two wells are
connected to each other through permeable fractures, so KF-
3 pressure also substantially decreased. Corresponding to the
pressure decreases, SP in both wells KF-1 and KF-3 increased
several millivolts. Concerning the SP changes on the tunnel
(level) floor, their appearance is restricted to an interval of
∼5 meters near the fracture zones; only three electrodes nos.
27, 28, and 29 (see Figure 5 for the locations) showed a few
millivolts decrease and increase corresponding to the start
and stop of the flow, respectively (in Figure 7, the data of nos.
27 and 29 showing substantial changes and the data of no. 25
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Figure 7: Recorded data during one cycle of valve operation. Changes in SP in wells KF-1 and KF-3 and on the tunnel floor are shown for
the valve opening of KF-1 (a) and KF-3 (b). Also shown are the recorded pressure and flow rate of wells KF-1 and KF-3 (bottom).

showing only a tiny fluctuation are shown). In Figure 7(b),
the results are shown for an experiment when well KF-3 was
flowing on April 24. Similar SP changes to those when KF-1
was flowing were observed.

As seen in Figure 7, some of the electrodes installed in the
flowing well showed spike-like changes at the start and stop
of the flow, which seem to correlate with sudden flow rate
changes and influence the successive SP changes. So hereafter,
we focus on the SP data measured in “observation” wells, that
is, KF-3 and KF-1 corresponding to the flow of KF-1 and KF-
3 respectively, which are thought to be less influenced by the
flow effects on the electrodes. In the next section, three KF-3

observations associated with KF-1 valve opening (70%) for
one hour on April 23, May 3, and May 13 and three KF-1
observations associated with KF-3 valve opening (70%) for
one hour on April 24, May 4, and May 14 will be shown.
Among these, the data from experiments on April 24 and
May 13 are the same as those shown in Figure 7.

3.2. Results. Figure 8 shows three records (with one-second
sampling interval) from each of four electrodes in KF-3
(observation well) associated with KF-1 valve opening on
April 23, May 3, and May 13. As seen in the figure, the
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Figure 8: Changes in SP in KF-3 (observation well) for three repeated KF-1 valve operations. Ratio of SP change to pressure change is also
shown on the right. Both of ΔSP and ΔSP/ΔP are fairly reproducible.

differences among the three records are not so small com-
pared to those of pressure and flow rate histories, but overall
trends are fairly reproducible both for SP change (ΔSP)
and the ratio of SP change to pressure change (ΔSP/ΔP).
The ΔSP/ΔP corresponds to the streaming potential coeffi-
cient, which is estimated to be around −10 mV/MPa from
the records at later times. During the first ∼100 seconds,
the magnitude of ΔSP/ΔP rapidly decreased from the initial
values of around 20 mV/MPa to ∼10 mV/MPa. This rapid
change is thought to be caused by (1) electrode drifts induced
by the flow start, which were small in the observation well
but not negligible compared to the small signals at early
times and (2) uncertainty involved in the evaluation of SP

values just before the valve opening. We usually determined
“static” SP values from the average values over intervals
between 25 and 15 minutes before the valve opening. In
Figure 9, comparison between the results using this average
“static” value and an instantaneous “static” value just at the
valve opening is shown. The differences between the two
curves are relatively minor even for earlier times than 100
seconds. However, in cases such as the experiment on April
24 shown in Figure 7, a small pressure down occurred before
10 minutes before the flow start, which was caused by a faint
unexpected opening of the automatically controlled wellhead
valve when power was supplied for operational preparation.
In such cases, SP was disturbed from 10 minutes before the
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Figure 9: Ratio of SP change to pressure change as a function of time for KF-3 observation on May 13, 2007 (a) and KF-1 observation
on May 14, 2007 (b). Two records for each electrode are drawn with different “static” SP values: one is with an average value over interval
between 25 and 15 minutes before the valve opening and another is with an instantaneous value just at the valve opening at time zero. The
differences between the two curves are relatively small even for earlier times than 100 seconds in the results shown here. At times pointed
by ∗a, ∗b, and ∗c, all electrodes in wells KF-1 and KF-3 were suffered from a shift or a short-term disturbance. If the “double-porosity”
model is applied to the KF-1 observation, the time required for pressure equilibration between the fracture and matrix regions is estimated
as τpe ∼ 800 seconds.

flow start at t = 0, and the difference between the two results
with “static” values determined from the instantaneous (at
t = 0) and average (between t = −25 and −15 minutes)
values became significant for early times. While the SP
changes remained below ∼1 mV, these uncertainties would
easily bring about factor 2 to 3 uncertainty in ΔSP/ΔP values.
So we will disregard the first 100 seconds of −ΔSP/ΔP plots
in the following discussion.

In Figures 9 and 10, ΔSP/ΔP is plotted as a function of
logarithm of time. Figure 10 shows the records of selected
electrodes for three KF-3 observations on the left and three
KF-1 observations on the right. As seen in the figure, the
results for KF-3 observations are fairly reproducible. Three
different behaviors are recognized: the first one shows a stable
or small decreasing trend observed at electrodes located at
host rock zone without permeable fractures (no. 14 and no.
16), the second one shows an increasing trend observed at
electrodes located near permeable fractures (no. 18 and no.
20), and the third one shows a high magnitude at early times
and decreasing trend after ∼400 seconds observed at the
shallowest electrode no. 23.

In contrast to the KF-3 observations, the reproducibility
is not good for the KF-1 observations. This is mainly
due to a shift (equivalent to ∼1 mV positive SP change)
appearing around 300–400 seconds for all electrodes except
the shallowest electrode no. 12 in the first and second
observations. A “V”-shaped change appeared also around
300–400 seconds for all electrodes in the third observation.
Such shift or rapid change did not appear for the electrodes
installed on the tunnel floor (eight electrodes nos. 25–32),
and the occurrence time was not correlated with time of
a day (the first, second, and third ones were at 20:40 on
April 24, at 12:08 on May 4, and at 3:35 on May 14, resp.),
and a possibility of external noise source due to working

activity of the mine is low. In addition, no anomalous
change is present in pressure and flow rate histories in
the three observations (see Figure 7 for April 24 data). We
have not understood the cause of these anomalous changes
yet. However, comparing the earlier records than 300–400
seconds of the three observations, the changing patterns are
quite similar to each other. This is also true for the later
records than 300–400 seconds.

Records of all electrodes for the third KF-1 observation
are shown in Figure 9. The behaviors can be divided into
three groups; the difference between the earlier and later
portions than 300–400 seconds is relatively small for the
first group to which electrodes located at host rock zone
without permeable fractures belong (nos. 1, 2, 3, and 12).
The magnitude is small at early times, increasing up to ∼800
seconds, and stable afterwards for the second group to which
electrodes located near permeable fractures belong (nos. 5,
6, 8, and 10). The third group (electrodes nos. 4, 7, and 11)
shows an intermediate behavior between those of the first
and second groups. The observed ΔSP/ΔP is almost constant
with time in the host rock zone but exhibits temporal
variation near the fractures, which looks like the “double-
porosity behavior” predicted by Ishido and Pritchett [8]. If
their prediction is applied, the time required for pressure
equilibration (τpe) between the fracture and matrix regions
will be identified at the intersection of the intermediate time
increasing and late-time stable trends seen in the change-
ratio plots; τpe is estimated to be about 800 seconds for KF-1
observations.

3.3. Interpretation. Figure 11 shows the resistivity distribu-
tion around wells KF-1 and KF-3 [11]. The main permeable
fracture zone located around 30 meters depth of KF-1
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Figure 10: Ratio of SP change to pressure change as a function of time for KF-3 observations associated with three KF-1 valve opening (a)
and for KF-1 observations associated with three KF-3 valve opening (b). The start of pressure drop is at time zero.

[12] is clearly delineated as a relatively low-resistivity zone
(∼800Ωm) within high-resistive (∼4000Ωm) rocks. The
extent of this low-resistive zone is well correlated with low-
velocity zone revealed by seismic tomography measurements
[27]. The locations of KF-1 electrodes of the first, second,

and third groups mentioned above are indicated by circle,
yellow-filled asterisk, and white-filled asterisk, respectively,
in Figure 11. The locations of KF-3 electrodes showing
increasing trend and other KF-3 electrodes are indicated by
white-filled asterisk and circle, respectively, in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Electrical resistivity distribution around wells KF-1 and KF-3 (after [11]). Also shown are traces of major fractures, directions
of core fractures, and locations of fluid feed points for KF-1 (e.g., [12]). Locations of KF-1 electrodes (nos. 5, 6, 8, and 10) showing typical
fractured rock behavior in Figures 9 and 10 are denoted by yellow-filled asterisks, and those of KF-3 electrodes (nos. 18, 20) showing
increasing trend are shown by white-filled asterisks. Locations of electrodes showing almost constant ΔSP/ΔP with time are shown by circles.

Different ΔSP/ΔP behaviors observed at low-
permeability host rock and permeable fractured rock
regions can be explained by a conceptual model shown in
Figure 12. After valve opening of KF-1 (KF-3), pressure
drawdown immediately propagates to nearby observation
well KF-3 (KF-1) through permeable fractures. Due to
substantial pressure drawdown, radial fluid flow toward
the wellbore also takes place in host rocks surrounding
the observation well (point “A” in Figure 12), which makes
ΔSP/ΔP equal to the streaming potential coefficient (C) from
early times. In fractured rocks, pressure within the matrix
region remains near the initial pressure at early times. So
large pressure gradient is created in the matrix region near
the fractures and/or the wellbore (point B in Figure 12).
As shown in Section 2.5, the magnitude of ΔSP/ΔP is
modeled to be quite large from early times and constant
with time thereafter if the matrix region’s C is assumed to
be homogeneous. But if C in the near surface skin zone is
assumed significantly smaller in magnitude than that in
the interior of the matrix region, |ΔSP/ΔP| is modeled to
remain at quite small value at early times.

As shown in Figure 11, quite large contrast of resistivity
is present between the main fracture and the surrounding
host rock regions. This might bring about difference in the
streaming potential coefficient between the fracture and host
rock regions. We need to take into account the presence of
such heterogeneity in addition to that from EDZ (excavation-
damaged zone), which is thought to have ∼1 m thickness
around the tunnel wall (e.g., [24]), in future studies.

If we apply the “double-porosity” model mentioned
in Section 2 to the KF-1 observations shown in Figure 9,
the fracture spacing is estimated to be a few meters based
on the τpe value of ∼800 seconds and the matrix rock
permeability of several microdarcies (10−18 m2) deduced by
testing core samples. This is in the range of spacing of
permeable fractures estimated for the fracture zone of KF-
1 from detailed geological and hydrological observations
(e.g., [12, 28]). The ratio of SP change to pressure change
corresponds to the streaming potential coefficient C and is
−7 ∼ −20 mV/MPa as seen in Figure 9 for the nonfractured
host rock region. This value is in the range of C measured
for an intact granite sample in dilute solutions [29]. As for

the fracture zone, the final asymptotic value is also about
−10 mV/MPa. This suggests that the contribution of drag
current through the matrix region dominates under steady-
state conditions.

We measured the zeta potential (−20 mV) for a crushed
sample of granodiorite rock cored near the wellheads of
KF-1 and KF-3 under room temperatures using the water
discharged from the wells (T ∼ 11◦C, pH∼9 and electrical
conductivity ∼0.85 × 10−4 S/m at sampling site; major
chemical components are Na+ ∼ 6, Ca++ ∼ 9, Cl− ∼
2.5, HCO3

− ∼ 33, and SO4 ∼ 7 mg/L). If we assume the zeta
potential of in situ intact host rock is also around −20 mV,
we can estimate the in situ streaming potential coefficient
by using (9). Unfortunately, we do not know the surface
conductivity, but its contribution must be significant since
the in situ bulk conductivity (1/800 ∼ 1/4000 S/m) is even
higher than the pore fluid conductivity itself. If we use the
observed bulk conductivity in (9), the streaming potential
coefficient is given as C = (η/τ)(εζ/μ)/Lee. By substituting
ζ = −0.02 V, ε = 83.6× 8.85× 10−12 F/m, μ = 0.00127 Pa-s,
and Lee = 2.5 × 10−4 S/m into this equation, C = −(η/τ) ×
4.7×104 mV/MPa. If we assume term η/τ (=F−1, here F is the
electrical formation factor) to be 0.0002, which is thought to
be in the range of F−1 for intact crystalline rocks (e.g., [29]),
C becomes about −10 mV/MPa, which is comparable to the
observed “in situ” values: −7 ∼ −20 mV/MPa. Using this
value for F−1, we can also estimate the surface conductivity
(m−1Σs) in (4) or (9) to be around 1.25 S/m.

4. Concluding Remarks

We have carried out continuous pressure and SP monitoring
in KF-1 and KF-3 wells at the Kamaishi Mine by induc-
ing a fluid flow from these wells, which caused pressure
disturbance in the surrounding formation along the entire
borehole. The observed ratio of SP change to pressure change
associated with the fluid flow showed different behaviors
between intact host rock and fractured rock regions. In
open holes, the appearance of double-porosity behavior is
modeled to depend on whether or not a skin zone or
some heterogeneity in the streaming potential coefficient is
present. It may be that skin zones will be found in most open
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Figure 12: A conceptual model for different behaviors of SP
changes at the country rock (A) and fractured rock (B) regions, and
on the tunnel wall/floor (C). The drag current (solid line) flows
only through the fracture (F) region at early times and through
both of the fracture (F) and matrix (M) regions at later times than
the time required for pressure equilibrium between the fracture
and matrix regions. The conduction current (broken line) flows to
compensate the resulting charge separation. The model is drawn
for a case that KF-3 and KF-1 are observation and flowing wells,
respectively; but the model is also applicable to a case that KF-1 and
KF-3 are observation and flowing wells, respectively.

hole completions, so measurements of this type in open holes
are likely to be useful to deduce the time required for pressure
equilibrium between the fractures and the rock matrix.

When the observation is carried out using cased wells,
the hydraulic communication between the borehole and the
formation should be restricted to the fracture region. Direct
hydraulic contact between the borehole and matrix region
is prevented by solid casing and cementing [10]. To detect
microscopic ΔSP/ΔP, an electrode array installed outside
the insulated casing is desirable. Such observations were
reported from an oil field [17]. Downhole SP measurement
is thought to be a promising monitoring technique in
various applications (e.g., [30, 31]). How to equip obser-
vation and/or production/injection wells with appropriate
electrodes is very important for these applications. To
detect macroscopic ΔSP/ΔP such as predicted by Ishido and
Pritchett [8], the conductive casing itself (with electrical

continuity extending over a distance longer than the typical
fracture spacing) can be used as an electrode. Surface SP
measurements (e.g., [14, 21]) detected SP changes which
were generated at the reservoir depths and transferred to
the earth’s surface through the conductive well casing.
Thus surface SP measurement around a wellhead is also
promising to detect macroscopic ΔSP/ΔP if the hydraulic
communication between the borehole and the formation is
restricted to the fracture region.
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Electrokinetic phenomena are believed to be the most likely origin of electromagnetic signals preceding or accompanying
earthquakes. The intensity of the source current due to the electrokinetic phenomena is determined by the fluid flux and the
electrokinetic coupling coefficient called streaming current coefficient; therefore, how the coefficient changes before rupture is
essential. Here, we show how the electrokinetic coefficients change during the rock deformation experiment up to failure. The
streaming current coefficient did not increase before failure, but continued to decrease up to failure, which is explained in terms
of the elastic closure of capillary. On the other hand, the streaming potential coefficient, which is the product of the streaming
current coefficient and bulk resistivity of the rock, increased at the onset of dilatancy. It may be due to change in bulk resistivity.
Our result indicates that the zeta potential of the newly created surface does not change so much from that of the preexisting fluid
rock interface.

1. Introduction

Electrokinetic phenomena occur when an electrolyte flows
along charged solid surfaces. For several decades, these
phenomena have been of interest to geophysicists in many
subfields. Observed self-potential has been associated with
geothermal fields (e.g., [1, 2]), volcanic activity and topog-
raphy (e.g., [3–6]), and shallow ground water flow (e.g.,
[7, 8]). In numerical modelings, quantitative interpretation
of self-potential observed in geothermal and volcanic areas
and modelings in hydrogeophysics have been studied (e.g.,
[9–13]). Electrokinetic phenomena are also believed to be
the most likely origin of the observed electromagnetic signals
preceding or accompanying earthquakes. Mizutani et al. [14]
first proposed a model: during dilatancy stage, which is
assumed to precede earthquakes [15, 16], pore pressure in
the dilatant region decreases and water flows into this region
from the surrounding area, generating electromagnetic pre-
cursors to earthquakes due to electrokinetic phenomena.

To provide an appropriate interpretation of field observa-
tions, a better understanding of the physics of electrokinetic

effect at the level of the rock-fluid interface and at the level of
the rock sample is required. In laboratory experiments, zeta
potential and streaming potential coefficients, fundamental
quantities that characterize the electrokinetic effect, were
measured for crushed rocks (e.g., [5, 17–21]) and for natural
intact rocks (e.g., [22–29]) to determine the electrokinetic
parameters as a function of pH, resistivity, permeability,
or temperature. Jouniaux and Pozzi [23] measured the
streaming potential coefficients of Fontainebleau sandstones
under triaxial stress up to failure. They reported a large
increase of the streaming potential coefficient beginning at
about 75% of the yield stress. Yoshida [27] measured electric
current and electric potential during rock deformation and
found that the streaming current flowed before main failure,
showing good correlation with dilatancy rate and water flow
rate. In his study, however, changes of coupling coefficient
(streaming potential coefficient or streaming current coeffi-
cient) during deformation were not measured.

Jouniaux and Pozzi [23] suggested that the increase of the
streaming potential coefficient is due to an increase of zeta
potential. An increase of the streaming potential coefficient,
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however, is also caused by an increase of bulk resistivity. In
this study, by measuring not only the streaming potential
coefficient but also the streaming current coefficient which
has different dependence on bulk resistivity, we investigate
what causes changes in the coupling coefficient during rock
deformation.

2. Electrokinetic Phenomena

It is well known that when in contact with an electrolyte,
the surface of rock-forming minerals are charged and
surrounded by an equivalent amount of ionic charge of
opposite sign from the electrolyte. The overall arrangement
of the electric charge on the solid surface together with the
balancing charge in the bulk liquid phase is often referred
to as an electric double layer. Electrokinetic phenomena are
induced by the relative motion between the fluid and the rock
which develops an electric double layer. When the fluid in
such a system moves due to a pressure gradient, the charges
in the fluid are transported in the direction of fluid motion,
resulting in an electric current. In a porous medium the
electric current density i (in A/m2) and fluid flux j (i.e., flow
velocity, in m/s) are described by the following relations
[30, 31]:

i = −σ f + σs
F

gradφ +
εζ
μF

gradPp,

j = εζ
μF

gradφ − k

μ
gradPp,

(1)

where σ f and σs are the electrical bulk and surface con-
ductivities, ε is the dielectric constant of the fluid, ζ is the
zeta potential (the potential at the slipping plane near the
boundary), k is the permeability, μ is the viscosity of the
fluid, Pp is the pressure of the fluid, and φ is the streaming
potential. The first term of (1) represents Ohm’s law, and
the second term represents streaming current which can be
derived by considering the product of the charge density
(proportional to εζ) with the flow velocity of the viscous
fluid (proportional to gradPp/μ). The first term of (1) shows
the macroscopic conductivity of rock (reciprocal of bulk-
resistivity), which is expressed as

σR =
σ f + σs
F

. (2)

Considering the capillary model [17, 32], we define forma-
tion factor F as

F = σeff

σR
= T2

η
, (3)

where η is the porosity, T is the tortuosity, and σeff is the
effective conductivity defined as

σeff = σ f + σs. (4)

The surface conductivity σs (in S/m) is related to the specific
surface conductance Σs (in S) by σs = 2Σs/m, where m is

hydraulic radius for the capillary model. The permeability of
the capillary model is represented as

k = η

T2

m2

b
, (5)

where b is a constant related to the shape of pore; b =
8 for capillaries with a circular cross-section. We refer to
−i/gradPp under gradφ = 0 in (1) as the streaming current
coefficient Cc:

Cc = εζ
μF

= η

T2

εζ
μ
. (6)

Both Cc and k are functions of the fluid path network, and
the dependence of Cc and k on η and T are the same.
However, dependencies on m are different for Cc and k.
The difference by m2 can be understood if we note that
the volume flow rate of a viscous fluid through a tube
is proportional to the square of the cross-sectional area
of the tube, while the amount of the transport electric
charges distributed along the boundary are proportional to
circumference length (i.e., proportional to the radius) and
the flow velocity around the boundary is also proportional
to the radius.

If there are no external current sources and no leaking
current, the streaming current (due to gradPp) would be
balanced by the conduction current (due to gradφ), so

Δφ = εζ
σeff μ

ΔPp, (7)

which is the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation. The ratio
Δφ/ΔPp is referred to as the streaming potential coefficient,

Cp = Δφ

ΔPp
= εζ
σeff μ

= Cc
σeff/F

= Cc
σR
. (8)

In general geometry, divergence of the total current is zero,
but the zero total current condition (7) is not always satisfied.

3. Experimental Methods

In this study, we measured the streaming current (or
streaming potential), permeability, and dilatancy of the
rock specimen simultaneously and continuously during rock
deformation test. We used the triaxial apparatus which was
specially designed to investigate the electrical behavior dur-
ing rock deformation and failure [27]. In this apparatus, the
rock specimen is electrically isolated from the surroundings
by inserting alumina plates. The pore fluid tubes of stainless
steel inside the vessel are also isolated from the outside fluid
tubes by using insulating tubes through the vessel closure as
shown in Figure 1. This apparatus has two options for force
loading: hydraulic loading with servo valves and a screwed
pump with a servo motor. In the present experiment, we
used the screwed pump for deformation test at a strain rate
of approximately 10−7/s. This apparatus is equipped with
up to 11 feedthroughs that Nishizawa [33] developed on
the basis of Bridgeman’s self-sealing mechanism. During the
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic diagram of apparatus. A rock specimen is electrically isolated by inserting alumina plates and by using insulating
tubes of pore water through vessel closure. (b) Picture of the specimen after experiment. A failure plane is indicated by black arrows.

experiment, we measured differential axial stress, axial piston
displacement, pore fluid volume, pore pressure change,
electric signals (either current or potential), and local strains
of the specimen, at a sampling rate of 10 Hz.

In the present study, we usedcoarse grained Inada granite
(from a locality in Ibaraki, Japan), which has been often
used as a standard specimen in rock mechanics (e.g., [27, 29,
34]). We used two specimens which were cored cylindrically
24 mm in diameter and 60 mm in length. One specimen
was used in the electric potential measurement and denoted
G01. The other was used in the electric current measurement
and denoted G02. The porosity of both specimens was
approximately 1%. The rock specimens were air-dried and
degassed under a vacuum for 12 hours before being saturated
with 10−3 M KCl solution for 2 days. The conductivity of the
fluid was 14mS/m. Then, the specimens were placed between
the stainless steel end plugs and jacketed in a Teflon sleeve.

To measure the axial strain ez and the circumferential
strain eh, strain gauges were mounted at four positions on
the cylindrical surface of the Teflon sleeve. A volume change
of the specimen ΔVol is estimated as ΔVol = Vol0(ẽz + 2ẽh),
where ẽz and ẽh are averaged strains for four positions,
and Vol0 is the initial volume of the specimen. The cross-
section of the specimen is assumed to remain circular. This

assumption is not satisfied when a fault plane is formed and
large localized deformation occurs. A volume change due to
dilatancy is obtained by subtracting elastic deformation from
the volume change.

To measure the permeability continuously during the
deformation experiments [35], we adopted the sinusoidal
oscillation method [36–39]. The method is based on the
measurement of an attenuation and a phase retardation of an
oscillation of the pore-fluid pressure as it propagates through
the specimen. In its application, a sinusoidal pressure
oscillation is imposed at one end of the specimen and a
pressure response is monitored at the other end as illustrated
in Figure 2. The permeability is calculated from the measured
attenuation factor R between downstream and upstream
pore-fluid-pressure sinusoidal waves, and the phase lag δ,
using the following relation (calculations detailed in [37]),

Pp1 = RPp2 sin(ωt − δ),

R · exp(iδ) = 1
cosh

[

ψ(1 + i)
]

+ γψ(1 + i) sinh
[

ψ(1 + i)
] ,

(9)

where Pp1 and Pp2 are upstream and downstream pore fluid
pressure, respectively, R is the attenuation factor, δ is the
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shown as orange and green lines, respectively. In this example,
electric current measured using stainless-steel end plugs equipped
at each end of specimen as electrode is also shown (blue line).
The streaming current coefficient is calculated from the amplitude
of fluid-pressure difference (Pp1 − Pp2) and the amplitude of the
electric current.

phase lag, ω is an angular frequency, and i is the imaginary
unit. From the measurements of R and δ, the value of
dimensionless parameters ψ and γ can be evaluated, and then
we obtain permeability k,

k = πμ f BdL

Aψ2γ
, (10)

where f is a frequency of oscillation, A is the cross-sectional
area, L is the length of the specimen, and Bd is the storage
of the downstream reservoir (Bd = 0.0038 cm3/MPa in our
apparatus). During the experiments, the upstream pore-
fluid pressure (Pp2) was sinusoidally oscillated at a frequency
of 0.01 Hz by computer-controlled servo-mechanism. The
amplitude of the sinusoidal pressure variation was 0.5 MPa.
The upper specimen face is connected to the downstream
reservoir of a volume of 9.52 cm3. To calculate the perme-
ability from the measured attenuation factor and phase lag,
we used a custom-made code following Takahashi [35].

To reveal the physical mechanism causing the observed
changes of electrokinetic properties of rock-water system,
it is convenient to measure both of the two coupling
coefficients, namely, the streaming potential coefficient and
the streaming current coefficient, because the streaming
potential coefficient involves bulk resistivity and the source
current. We measured electric current or potential between
the upper and bottom faces of the specimen with an
electrometer (Keithley 6517) by using the stainless-steel
end plugs placed at the both ends of the specimen as
electrodes. Electric potential was measured in the experiment
using specimen G01 and electric current was measured
in another experiment using specimen G02, respectively,
because an electric potential and an electric current could
not be measured at the same time. The sinusoidal oscillation
method [29] enables us to measure the streaming potential
(or current) induced by pore-fluid movement continuously

during a rock deformation test. Figure 2 shows a typical data
obtained by the oscillation test at a frequency of 0.01 Hz.
The resultant electric current showed sinusoidal variations.
By reading the amplitude of the sinusoidal variation of the
electric current (ΔIs) and the amplitude of the sinusoidal
variation of the fluid pressure difference (ΔPp = Pp1 − Pp2),
we evaluated the generated current per unit change in the
fluid pressure ΔIs/ΔPp. The streaming current coefficient Cc

was obtained using the relation

Cc = ΔIs/S

ΔP/L
= ΔIs

ΔP

L

S
[A/mMPa]. (11)

Similarly, from measurements of the amplitude of electric
potential variation (Δφ), we estimated the streaming poten-
tial coefficient as

Cp = Δφ

ΔPp
[V/MPa]. (12)

Frequency effect on the coupling coefficient [40–42] for
the Inada granite with the present experiment system has
been reported in [27]. Coupling coefficient does not depend
on frequency in such a low frequency range (0.01–1 Hz)
for the intact Inada granite. Although we cannot rule out
the possibility of the changes of frequency dependence on
the coupling coefficient during deformation, we focus on
the continuous measurement during deformation to fix the
frequency to 0.01 Hz and do not discuss the frequency
dependence in the present study.

4. Results

Here, we show the results of the two experiments. Exper-
imental conditions for G01 and G02 were the same. The
confining pressure Pc was kept at 15 MPa. The pore-fluid
pressure at each end of the specimen was set to 5.3 MPa at
the beginning of the experiment. Then, pore fluid pressure of
the bottom face of the specimen was sinusoidally oscillated

at a frequency of 0.01 Hz with an amplitude of 0.5 MPa
throughout the rest of the experiment. Experiments were
conducted under room temperature (25± 1◦C).

Figure 3 shows the results of the run G01, in which
electric potential was monitored. The axial loading rate
was 5.1 × 10−7/s. A shear failure plane was found in the
postexperimental sample (Figure 1(b)). From Figure 3(a)
showing the differential axial stress and the displacement, it
can be seen that dynamic failure occurred at t = 37, 323 s.
Some small releases of axial stress occurred around t =
6, 000 and 17, 000 s. These small stress releases may be
due to poor initial setting of the apparatus. Thus, we do
not analyze the data before these stress changes (t ∼
20,000 s). The pore-fluid pressure Pp1 and Pp2 are shown in
Figure 3(b). The pore-fluid pressure of the bottom face of
the specimen appears to be a thick line in this scale because
it is sinusoidally oscillated at a frequency of 0.01 Hz and
amplitude of 0.5 MPa. Figure 3(e) shows the volume change
of the specimen obtained from strain measurements and the
dilatancy calculated by subtracting the elastic deformation
from the volume change. In Figure 3(b), the volume change
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Figure 3: Result of deformation test for initially intact Inada granite (G01) at Pc = 15 MPa, Pp = 5 MPa. (a) Differential stress and
displacement. (b) Volume change of the specimen obtained from the average of the strain measurements at four positions, dilatancy, pore
fluid pressures, and water volume. (c) Streaming potential (SP) and pore-fluid pressure difference between bottom and top faces of the
specimen. (d) Axial stress versus axial displacement. In this experiment, failure stress was 324 MPa and Young’s modulus was 32 MPa. (e)
Volume change of the specimen and dilatancy versus the axial stress. The elastic deformation is indicated by the thick black line in this figure.
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Figure 4: Result of deformation test for initially intact Inada granite (G02) at Pc = 15 MPa, Pp = 5 MPa. In this experiment, streaming
current was measured instead of potential. This result also shows good correlation between the pressure difference and the streaming current.
Failure stress was 268 MPa and Young’s modulus was 29 MPa.

and the dilatancy are plotted. When dilatancy began (around
t = 27, 000 s), the downstream pore pressure Pp1 began
to drop, indicating that the pore pressure in the specimen
dropped and water flowed into the specimen. From the
change of Pp1, we calculated the water volume Q1, which

flows into the specimen from the downstream reservoir, as
Q1 = −Bd(Pp1 − Pp0), where Pp0 is an initial pore pressure.
Although we attempted to estimate the water volume Q2,
which flows into the specimen from the upstream side,
using the displacement of the piston of the pore water
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Pp1). Vertical gray lines indicate the time of failure.
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Figure 6: Coupling coefficients, Cp (G01) and Cc (G02), calculated from measured amplitude ratio of potential (or current) to pore pressure
difference. Vertical gray lines indicate the time of failure.

intensifier, we could not estimate Q2 due to the leakage of
the water at the upstream side. Therefore, we show only
Q1 in Figure 3(b). In Figures 3(b) and 3(c), we can see
good correlation among the trends of dilatancy, the pore
pressure difference, and the streaming potential (SP). Details
of this “DC” relation are discussed later. Here, we focus
on the results of “AC” measurement based on the imposed
sinusoidal oscillation of the pore pressure.

Figure 4 shows the other run (G02) in which the electric
current was measured. A similar result with the run G01 was
obtained, showing good correlation among dilatancy, pore
pressure difference, and the streaming current (EC). The
axial loading rate was 5.5×10−7/s. As in G01, a discrete shear
plane was found in the postexperimental sample, indicating
that the main failure (around t = 35, 788 s) involved the
formation of such a failure plane. When dilatancy began
(around t = 28, 650 s), the pore pressure of the downstream
Pp1 began to decrease. Some small stress releases were also
observed at about t = 6, 000 and 22, 000 s due to the setting
of the apparatus similarly to the former experiment.

Figure 5 shows the permeability of G01 and G02. The
permeability was initially of the order of 10−18 m2. With
the increase of the axial loading, the permeability decreased
to 10−19 m2. Then, just before the failure, the permeability
increased to ∼ 10−18 m2 in the both experiments. There are a

lot of studies dealing with permeability-porosity relationship
and permeability-stress relationship (e.g., [43–45]). In our
experiment, permeability reduction is approximately an
exponential function of effective mean stress [45] and mainly
attributed to elastic crack closure [43]. The permeability
increase indicates enhanced connection of cracks. Although
the dilatancy should involve the creation of microcracks, the
permeability continued to decrease with progressive loading,
indicating that microcracks were not fully interconnected or
not fully saturated with pore fluid.

5. Discussion

The coupling coefficients Cp (or Cc) were calculated from
amplitude of pore pressure difference and potential (or
current). The polarity of obtained coupling coefficients were
negative in the present experiments, indicating negative
zeta potential, as expected for granites. The values of the
coupling coefficients are shown in absolute values hereafter.
Figure 6 shows the coupling coefficients of G01 and G02.
To remove the data which are not suitable for calculating
streaming potential coefficient, we evaluated a signal quality
by P(0.01 Hz)/

∑

P( f ), where P( f ) is the power spectrum
of potential variation. The data with the signal quality lower
than 0.98 were not used. We can see variations of Cp around
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Figure 7: Normalized stress, permeability, dilatancy, and coupling coefficient versus time. The gray, red, and blue lines indicate the stages A,
B, and C, respectively. Three stages which are divided by the beginning of dilatancy (G01 t = 27, 000 s, G02 t = 28, 650 s) and the beginning
of permeability increase (G01 t = 36, 000 s, G02 t = 34, 750 s).

t = 6, 000 and 17, 000 s in Figure 6(b). These variations were
due to small stress releases resulting from the setting of the
apparatus as mentioned before. A fluctuation of Cc around
t = 22, 000 s was due to the same reason. The streaming
potential coefficient Cp decreased with loading (Figure 6)
and then increased by a factor of two at the onset of dilatancy
(around t = 27, 000 s). Note that Cp did not continue to
increase with dilatancy increase but Cp increased just at the
onset of the dilatancy. In contrast, the streaming current
coefficient Cc continued to decrease during the loading until
the time of failure, not particularly affected by dilatancy. It is
noted that the observed change inCc indicates that the source
current density did not increase during the deformation,
and therefore observed increase in Cp is attributed to bulk
resistivity (see (8)).

The estimation of the zeta potential is done from
the measured streaming current coefficient. The streaming
current coefficient Cc of Inada granite before loading is
approximately 7μA/mMPa. The formation factor F of Inada
granite under atmospheric pressure was estimated to be 1100
from the measurement of the resistance of the rock sample
saturated with KCl solution with a high conductivity (0.2–
1.1 S/m). Inserting these values into (6), we obtained the
zeta potential as −11 mV, which is slightly smaller than the
previously reported value of granite [17, 18, 29].

To investigate the evolution of the coupling coefficients
in detail, we divide experiments into three stages; stage A:
from the start of experiment to the beginning of dilatancy,
stage B: from the beginning of dilatancy to the beginning
of permeability increase, stage C: from the beginning of
permeability increase to the failure. Figure 7 indicates these
stages in different colors. We defined the normalized stress as
the stress normalized by the failure stress. Figure 8(a) shows
the streaming potential coefficient Cp and the dilatancy of
G01 as a function of the normalized stress. We can see that
the dilatancy and increase of streaming potential coefficient
began at 47% of yield stress. Figure 8(b) shows the relation
between the streaming potential coefficient and the dilatancy.
Increase of the streaming potential coefficient (5 V/MPa to
10V/MPa) occurred at the onset of the dilatancy. Figure 8(c)
shows Cc and the dilatancy of G02 as a function of the
normalized stress. We can see the dilatancy began at 58%
of the failure stress. The streaming current coefficient Cc
continued to decrease at an approximately constant rate
unrelated to the dilatancy. Relation between the Cc and the
dilatancy is shown in Figure 8(d). When the permeability
increase (stage C) began, Cc stopped to decrease and
remained roughly constant during the stage C up to failure.

Figure 9 shows the relation between the streaming cur-
rent coefficients and the permeability. The streaming current
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Figure 8: (a) Cp and dilatancy versus normalized stress. (b) Cp versus dilatancy. (c) Cc and dilatancy versus normalized stress. (d) Cc versus
dilatancy.
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coefficient Cc was approximately proportional to the square
root of the permeability. This dependence can be explained
by assuming that m2 is proportional to 1/F = η/T2 in (5)
and (6) for the capillary model [17, 27, 32]. This assumption
is supported by the experimental results that log k is linearly
related to logF with slope of ∼ −2 for granite reported by
Walsh and Brace [32].

The fact that the streaming current coefficient did not
increase indicates that the zeta potential did not increase
throughout the deformation test. Furthermore, there is a
possibility of decrease of the zeta potential, because Cc does
not increase with the permeability increase in stage C. If
bulk resistivity increases at the onset of the dilatancy, the
streaming potential coefficient Cp, which is the product
of Cc and bulk resistivity (see (8)), will increase. Figures
3(b) and 4(b) show the volume of water flow from the
downstream Q1, which is much smaller than dilatancy. The
ratio ofQ1 to dilatancy is approximately 0.1 to 0.2, indicating
the possibility of the undersaturation of the pore, although
the water flow from the upstream is not included. We
mention the possibility of bulk-resistivity change here. To
understand the observed change of Cp, we would require
measurements of the bulk-resistivity changes during the
deformation. On the basis of recent studies (e.g., [46–48]),
however, the magnitude of Cp decreases with decreasing
water saturation Sw in most situations even though substan-
tial increase of bulk-resistivity takes place at the same time.
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Figure 10: The streaming potential (SP) and the pore pressure difference (Pdiff). Long-term trend of these values are used in the “DC”
measurements of electrokinetic phenomena (a). Amplitude and phase of the sinusoidal variation caused by imposed pore pressure oscillation
are used for the “AC” measurements of electrokinetic phenomena (b). The DC coupling coefficients and the dilatancy as a function of the
pressure difference for G01 (c) and G02 (d). Blue and red lines indicate coupling coefficients and dilatancy, respectively.
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The Sw dependence of the coupling coefficients is important
also for modeling of field self-potential data related to
unsaturated flow in volcanic areas (e.g., [49, 50]) and shallow
groundwater systems. We need further study to clarify the Sw
change during dilatancy stage and its effect on the coupling
coefficients of low-permeability rocks such as granite used in
this study.

Here we compare the coupling coefficients obtained
from the AC measurements and those obtained from the
DC measurements. We can see the DC electrokinetic effect
in Figure 10(a). Figure 10(b) shows the AC electrokinetic
effect discussed earlier. The DC coupling coefficients and the
dilatancy are shown as a function of the pressure difference
in Figures 10(c), 10(d). The dilatancy showed a linear
relation with the pressure difference in both experiments.
The magnitude of the DC streaming current coefficient
Cc was approximately 6 μA/mMPa before dilatancy began
and then decreased to 2 μA/mMPa after dilatancy began.
These values agree well with the Cc obtained from the
AC measurement (see Figure 7). On the other hand, the
magnitude of the DC streaming potential coefficient Cp

during dilatancy was approximately 30 mV/MPa, which was
three-times as large as that from the AC measurement (see
Figure 7). At the present stage, we do not fully understand
the discrepancy between AC and DC streaming potential
coefficients. We need further study including a frequency
dependence of the specific resistivity of the rock specimen.

6. Conclusions

Jouniaux and Pozzi [23] suggested that the onset of increase
in the streaming potential coefficient corresponded to the
onset of shear localization and that this increase was due to
an increase of the zeta potential in the shear zone as new
surfaces were created and connected. Although Jouniaux and
Pozzi [23] suggested a possibility of the enhancement in the
zeta potential on the newly created surface, there exists some
uncertainties. They measured the streaming potential, which
was the product of the streaming current density and the
specific resistivity of the specimen. Therefore, one cannot
deny a possibility that the observed increase of the streaming
potential was due to an increased bulk resistivity rather than
an enhanced zeta potential.

In our experiment, the Cp increased but the Cc did not
increase, indicating that the source current density did not
increase during the deformation. Such an increase in Cp

due to increase in bulk resistivity cannot be the source of
the electric signals unless the increase in bulk resistivity
occurs broadly in the observation field. Variation of the
zeta potential according to the deformation stage makes it
difficult to interpret the self-potential data quantitatively.
Results of the present experiments, however, indicate the
zeta potential does not vary so much throughout all the
deformation stage of the rock up to failure.
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We constructed three observation sites in northeastern Japan (Honjo, Kyowa, and Sennan) with condenser-type large plate
electrodes (4 × 4 m2) as sensors supported 4 m above the ground and with pairs of reference electrodes buried vertically at
0.5 m and 2.5 m depth (with a ground velocity sensor at Sennan only). Electrical signals of an earthquake (M6.3) in northeastern
Japan were detected simultaneously with seismic waves. Their waveforms were damped oscillations, with greatly differing signal
amplitudes among sites. Good positive correlation was found between the amplitudes of signals detected by all electrodes. We
propose a signal generation model: seismic acceleration vertically shook pore water in the topsoil, generating the vertical streaming
potential between the upper unsaturated water zone and the lower saturated water zone. Maximum electric earth potential
difference was observed when one electrode was in the saturated water zone, and the other was within the unsaturated water
zone, but not when the electrodes were in the saturated water zone. The streaming potential formed a charge on the ground
surface, generating a vertical atmospheric electric field. The large plate electrode detected electric signals related to electric potential
differences between the electrode and the ground surface.

1. Introduction

Many researchers throughout the world have explored ab-
normal electromagnetic phenomena preceding earthquakes,
such as electromagnetic emissions [1] and ionospheric dis-
turbances [2]. However, most such reports describe methods
that are retrospective. Scientific proof of the precursors is
apparently still elusive. Earthquake prediction by detection
of such precursors cannot be realized easily at this stage.
To make steady progress in the scientific study of seismo-
electromagnetic precursors, we believe that it is important
to prove, first of all, the existence of phenomena that
occur at the occurrence of earthquakes and at the arrival
of seismic waves and to evaluate these phenomena quanti-
tatively.

First, the piezoelectric effects of quartz and electrokinetic
effects of pore water will be regarded as the matter that
couples seismic waves and electromagnetic phenomena.
However, Ogawa and Utada previously simulated an electric
signal induced by seismic waves in a piezoelectric body lying
at shallow depth and concluded that the signals would be
weak unless the ground motion was unusually strong [3].
On the other hand, Pride proposed, theoretically, coupling
of electromagnetics and acoustics of porous media saturated
with electrolyte [4] although the purpose of that study was
not earthquake prediction. Bordes and coworkers confirmed
such coupled phenomena using an experimental apparatus
built in an ultrashielded chamber in a deep underground
laboratory [5]. Garambois and Dietrich detected electric
signals induced by a dynamite shot in the field and analyzed
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Figure 1: Location of three observation sites (Honjo, Kyowa, and Sennan) and the epicenter of an earthquake (M6.3) in northeastern Japan.

them in light of Pride’s theory [6]. Consequently, it is ex-
pected that electromagnetic phenomena appear under the
ground surface at the arrival of “natural” seismic waves,
which are driven by the electrokinetic effect of pore water.

We have conducted observations of seismo-electromag-
netic phenomena under the ground surface using electrodes
buried in the ground. Additionally, we used condenser-
type plate electrodes supported above the ground surface.
This paper describes the simultaneous detection of electrical
signals by electrodes of both types at the arrival of natural
seismic waves and discusses their generation models based
on their streaming potential under several underground
environmental circumstances, although results remain qual-
itative at this stage.

2. Observation Sites and System

Our first observation sites were in Miyagi Prefecture in
northeastern Japan [7, 8]. These sites had sensors of two
types: (i) condenser-type electrodes supported above the
ground surface by insulator pillars and (ii) reference elec-
trodes buried horizontally and vertically under the ground
surface. They detected electric signals at the arrival of seismic
waves. The next site was located in Akita Prefecture in
northeastern Japan [9]. This site had a similar set of sensors
that also detected electric signals. We expected a relation
between the signals and pore water in the ground and
proposed a prototype model to explain the signals induced by
the arrival of seismic waves. However, we had never detected
a signal simultaneously at more than two sites until 2001.
Therefore, we were unable to discuss a detailed model that
was probably strongly related to the observation conditions.

In 2003, we prepared three new observation sites in
Akita Prefecture in northeastern Japan. Figure 1 depicts the
locations of the three observation sites.

(1) The Honjo observation site (N39◦23′, E140◦04′) was
located in a green belt on the Honjo Campus of Akita
Prefectural University. To construct the campus, a hill
surrounded by rice fields was leveled. The topsoil in
this area was brown forest soil or gley soil with silt
stones and conglomerates. No tall building existed
near this site.

(2) The Kyowa observation site (N39◦40′, E140◦23′) was
located in a garden yard of a small recreation house
of Akita Prefectural University on a flat land in the
middle of mountains. The topsoil in this area was
brown forest soil with acid tuff and sandstone. The
area around this site was dotted with low-rise houses.

(3) The Sennan observation site (N39◦23′, E140◦30′)
was located on the sports ground of a former primary
school surrounded by rice fields. The topsoil in this
area was gley soil or sand-rich sediments. No tall
building existed around this site.

Figure 2 presents a schematic of the observation system.
They basically had sensors of two types: (i) a pair of reference
electrodes (RE-5; M. C. Miller Co. Inc.) to detect the vertical
component of the earth potential difference (EPD), and (ii) a
large plate electrode to detect the signal related to the vertical
component of the atmospheric electricity (AE). No tall
building existed around the large plate electrodes. Therefore,
we can reduce the atmospheric electricity disturbing because
of such buildings. Only the Sennan observation site also
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Figure 2: Schematic of the observation system. The pair of reference electrodes measured the vertical component of the earth potential
difference (EPD). The positive electrode was buried 2.5 m deep; the negative one was buried 0.5 m deep. The aluminum large plate electrode
measured signals related to the vertical component of the atmospheric electricity (AE). The plate area was 4 × 4 m2. It was supported by five
insulators at a height of about 4 m. The velocity sensor (only at Sennan), which was fixed on the concrete base of a barn near the sensors,
measured the up-down component of the ground surface velocity.

had a velocity sensor (L-22D; Mark Products LLC) to detect
the up-down ground motion. All sensors were connected to
a data recorder (DR-1021; DKK-TOA Corp.) with coaxial
cables. A PC controlled the recorder and stored the data
on its HD at 4 Hz sampling at the Honjo site and at 10 Hz
sampling at the Kyowa and Sennan sites. The data clock was
synchronized to within 1 ms of the time accuracy using a GPS
unit.

Results confirmed that no disturbance appeared in EPD
data by minute displacement of the electrodes buried in the
ground or by movement of the coaxial cables. Based on
our observation experiences [7, 8], we selected the electrode
pairs buried vertically rather than horizontally, which can
minimize the effects of artificial noise superimposed on
the natural telluric currents flowing horizontally. The large
plate electrodes were tested under various weather conditions
such as heavy snow from August 2000. Thereafter, ordinary
observations in the three sites started in May 2001. Although
the system worked well during 2001–2006, it became too
old to use in 2007: it was difficult to maintain and repair.
Therefore, we dismantled the system in 2009.

3. Observation Results

Small earthquakes occurred in and around Akita Prefecture,
sometimes causing weak electric signals at the Sennan obser-
vation site at the arrival of seismic waves [9]. When a major
earthquake occurred in Iwate Prefecture (Figure 1), it caused
electric signals at all three sites. We specifically examine this
earthquake, which was the only major earthquake occurring
around this area during 2001–2006. It occurred at 22:02
JST (= UT + 9 hr) on December 2, 2001. Its magnitude
was 6.3 on the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) scale.
The epicenter was (N39◦23′, E141◦16′), with focal depth
of 130 km. The focal depth of this earthquake was so great
that the hypocentral distances of the three sites were almost
identical. In general, local seismic intensity depends strongly
on the site environments and the propagation paths of
seismic waves. However, JMA seismometers around our three
observation sites indicated the local seismic intensity of 3-4

on the JMA scale that is classified into 10 ranks. Therefore,
we can assume that the local seismic intensities at the sites
were similar.

Figure 3 portrays plots of raw data before and after
the arrival of seismic waves at each site. The upper rows
show raw EPD, the middle ones show raw AE, and the
lower one shows the raw ground velocity at the Sennan
site. The time range is 22:00–22:05 JST. Dotted lines show
the time of origin of the earthquake. Vibrating waveforms
are confirmed, although some are small against background
variations. These background variations were probably the
result of local variations of atmospheric electricity, power
line noise, and wind. To clarify the waveforms that are
of interest for this study, we adopted the moving average
method. In this study, the time period of 1 s was used for
calculation of the moving average. The 1 s moving averages
were subtracted from the original data, yielding the remnant
waveforms as shown in Figure 4. The result clarifies that the
damped oscillations are induced simultaneously in EPD and
AE at the arrival of seismic waves, although some of them
still include background noise, probably from power lines.
Spectrum analyses show that both signals have a peak at
about 1 Hz. The outline waveforms of the induced EPD and
AE signals are similar to that of the ground velocity at the
Sennan site. Those at Honjo and Kyowa will be also similar
to those of the ground velocity at each site.

Figure 5 shows the relation between the average ampli-
tudes of the induced EPD and AE signals (EPD and AE,
resp.). They are defined as shown below
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Figure 3: Raw data recorded before and after the arrival of seismic waves from a M6.3 earthquake: (a) at Honjo, (b) at Kyowa, and (c) at
Sennan. Upper row graphs show raw data of the earth potential difference (EPD). Middle ones show raw data of the signals related to the
atmospheric electricity (AE). Lower one shows raw data of the ground velocity (only at Sennan). Broken lines show the origin time. The
time is in JST (= UT + 9 hr).
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The summation in the first root is over a period of 30 s after
the peak time of the induced EPD and AE signals; another
in the second root is over a period of 30 s when no seismic
wave propagated. Figure 5 depicts a positive relation between
EPD and AE. Although the local seismic intensity is probably
similar among the three sites as described above, the EPD and
AE at the Honjo site are smaller; those at the Sennan site are
larger.

4. Discussion

4.1. Generation Mechanism of the Induced EPD Signals. We
can list two effects as possible mechanisms generating the
induced EPD signals. The first is a piezoelectric effect of
quartz grains involved in the topsoil under the large plate
electrodes. However, all observation sites were located on
the topsoil, which was wet sometimes. Electric polarizations
at each small quartz grain will be quite small. Moreover,
polarization vectors will be random. Therefore, the vector
summation is almost negligible. Furthermore, as described
in the Introduction, an early simulation by Ogawa and Utada
indicated that an electric signal induced by piezoelectric
effect is expected to be weak [3]. In conclusion, the
possibility of piezoelectricity is discounted. The second is an
electrokinetic effect of pore water in the topsoil under the
large plate electrodes. Our earlier observation data detected
by similar sensors at a different site in Miyagi Prefecture
and at Sennan site revealed a linear relation in log-log plots
between the local seismic intensity and EPD [7, 9]. Moreover,
in those observations, the EPD waveform resembles that
of the ground acceleration. Therefore, the force applied to
pore water varies similarly to the EPD waveform. These
results show that EPD increases proportionally with the
pressure difference in pore water. In this paper, we specifically
examine the streaming potential caused by electrokinetic
effect of pore water under seismic pressure.

From the viewpoint of geohydraulics, the water content
generally increases with increased depth in the topsoil to be
with pores. The upper is called the unsaturated water zone.
The lower is called the saturated water zone [10, 11]. Next,

we consider only the vertical component. As portrayed in
Figure 6(a), we assume the network of pores in the topsoil
as a bundle of tubes connecting the air and the saturated
water zone, as is often assumed also for the study of electric
fields induced by the vertical fluid flow [12, 13]. The upper
part is a fine tube; the lower is a capillary tube. The lower
part of the capillary tubes holds the pore water, called the
capillary saturated water zone. The lower part is the saturated
water zone, where the network of pore water is mutually and
completely connected. It is noteworthy that such a bundle
of tubes is not generated by seismic waves, but is instead
a representation of the network of pores. Here, we assume
that positive ions are predominant in water in the capillary
tubes, although negative ions adhere to the tube inner walls.
Maldistribution of positive and negative ions engenders the
formation of electric potential difference between the center
and wall of the tubes, called the zeta potential. Because this
maldistribution depends on the soil type and the pore water
pH [12, 14], positive ions will adhere to the walls under
different conditions.

Based on field observations and theoretical studies, it
is well known that the seismic acceleration is coupled with
the pore pressure [15, 16]. This coupled dynamics must be
valid in our geohydraulic system depicted in Figure 6(a). The
wavelength of the seismic waves is much longer than the tube
dimensions. Therefore, we can assume that the acceleration
is uniform in our geohydraulic system. As indicated in
Figure 6(b), when acceleration is inflicted upward in this
system, the water in the capillary tubes flows upward along
the tubes. In the real soil layer, soil grains function also as
obstacles to the vertical water flow, so that a portion of the
flow will bend in horizontal directions. Such horizontal flows
deviated from each vertical flow will cancel each other. As
a result, the vertical component of the flow remains. The
tubes in our model represent the flow routes of the remnant
vertical flow of pore water. Pride used a similar assumption to
derive the coupled electromagnetics and acoustics of porous
media from first principles [4].

The number of cations exceeds the number of anions
in the diffuse layer of the electrical double layer in this
system. Therefore, upward flow of the water engenders a
positive electrification in the upper range of the tubes.
However, the lower range of the tubes is negatively charged.
Consequently, the vertical electric dipoles are formed and
an electric potential difference (called streaming potential)
appears between the upper level of the water flowing up and
the saturated water zone. Because no more charge occurs
above the upper level of the water, the electric potential in
this range is almost constant or decreases because of a small
amount of pore water in this range. When the positive and
negative terminals of electrodes are buried, respectively, in
the saturated water zone and the unsaturated water zone,
they will detect a negative induced EPD signal. As Figure 6(c)
shows, when acceleration is inflicted downward in this
system, the opposite phenomena occur: the electrode will
detect a positive induced EPD signal. Consequently, when
seismic waves vertically oscillate this geohydraulic system, the
electrodes detect an induced EPD signal that also oscillates.
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Figure 6: Generation model of the induced earth potential difference (EPD). (a) Model of the topsoil from the viewpoint of water
saturation/unsaturation. (b) Generation of a negative EPD signal induced by streaming potential because of the upward flow of water along
the tubes. (c) Generation of a positive EPD signal induced by streaming potential because of the downward flow of water along the tubes.

It is known that there are the underground electric
fields produced by electric dipoles existing at the boundary
between the capillary saturated water zone and the saturated
water zone (the so-called water table) [17]. The dipoles
are perpendicular to the boundary, and their polarity and
amplitude depend, respectively, on the zeta potential and
the conductivity of the saturated water zone. However, they
do not reflect a transient effect, but a DC effect. Therefore,
the transient movement of a seismic wave cannot move this
boundary at this time scale. Consequently, the underground
electric field produced by these dipoles will not contribute to
the induced EPD signals in our observation system.

The amplitude of EPD signals will depend on the
electrode positions in this geohydraulic system. Next we
assume the six cases presented in Figure 7.

(a) When both electrodes are located mutually parallel in
the unsaturated water zone (Figure 7(a)), the induced
EPD signals will be slight. Even if the streaming
potential appears at the electrodes, the potential
difference between them will be small. For example,
in our previous similar observations at a different
site [7], the vertical induced EPD signal was 10
times larger than the horizontal one, in which each
electrode was separated by 2 m.

(b) When one electrode is located in the unsaturated
water zone and another is in the saturated water zone
(Figure 7(b)), the induced EPD signals will be large.
The electrode pair is located at both ends of electric
polarization. Therefore, the electrodes detect the

potential difference most effectively. Consequently,
the amplitude becomes the maximum.

(c) When both electrodes are located in the saturated
water zone (Figure 7(c)), the induced EPD signals
will be slight. Because the pore water network is com-
pletely connected, this zone is sufficiently conductive.
Most of the streaming potential will be canceled. For
example, in our previous similar observation at a dif-
ferent site [7], two electrodes were buried at depths of
10 m and 12 m, probably in the saturated water zone.
They detected only very small induced EPD signals.

(d) When one electrode is located deep in the unsaturat-
ed water zone and another is deep in the saturated
water zone (Figure 7(d)), the induced EPD signals
will be large. This case resembles case (b). For exam-
ple, in our previous similar observations at a differ-
ent site [8], a pair of electrodes was buried at depths
of 7 m and 10 m. A borehole survey confirmed that
the upper level of the saturated water zone was at 9 m
depth. This site detected sufficiently large induced
EPD signals against background variations.

(e) When both electrodes are located in the unsaturated
water zone far from the deep saturated water zone
(Figure 7(e)), the induced EPD signals will be very
small. No pore water flows up in the upper range
of the thick unsaturated water zone. Therefore, little
potential difference appears between the electrodes.

(f) When one electrode is in the unsaturated water zone
and another is near or above the saturated water zone
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Figure 7: Various cases of locations with the electrode pair buried and with saturated/unsaturated water zone levels. (a) Both electrodes are
mutually parallel in the unsaturated water zone. (b) One electrode is buried in the unsaturated water zone; another is buried in the saturated
water zone. (c) Both electrodes are buried in the saturated water zone. (d) One electrode is deeply buried in the unsaturated water zone;
another is buried deeply in the saturated water zone. (e) Both electrodes are buried in the unsaturated water zone far from the deep saturated
water zone. (f) One electrode is buried in the unsaturated water zone; another is buried near but above the saturated water zone.

(Figure 7(f)), the induced EPD signals will be not so
large. Until the lower electrode is buried in the water
flowing up, no sufficient potential difference appears
between the electrodes.

Because this model is based on streaming potential, EPD
depends on the zeta potential, that is, the soil type. However,
as described above, the topsoil is fortunately similar among
site areas: brown forest soil or gley soil. Therefore, we need
not be so sensitively concerned about the soil type in this
study. Nevertheless, according to reports of earlier studies,
the apparent electrokinetic coefficient of a (un-)saturated
medium reaches the maximum under the 70% saturation
state, not under a perfectly saturated state [18]. This fact
is concordant with our six models presented in Figure 7
because our model for the induced EPD signal is based
on the electrokinetic effect, which is strongly related to the
electrokinetic coefficient. For example, the saturated state
of case (c) is 100%. Therefore, the apparent electrokinetic
coefficient is less than that in case (b). This engenders
a decrease of EPD in case (c). Here, we can expect that
the significant difference of the EPD among the three sites
mainly results from differences in the position of the buried
electrodes and saturated water zone.

(1) The Honjo observation site was located 6 m above the
surrounding rice fields. The saturated water zone is

expected to be a few meters deeper than the fields.
Therefore, this site corresponds to case (e): the EPD
was small.

(2) The Kyowa observation site was located on a flat land
in the middle of mountains. Therefore, this site will
correspond to case (f): the EPD was not so large.

(3) The Sennan observation site was located on the same
level as the surrounding rice fields. The saturated
water zone will be a few meters deeper than the fields.
Therefore, this site will correspond to case (b): the
EPD was large.

In case (b), the EPD will be roughly equal to the
streaming potential, as defined simply by

EPD
L

=
∣

∣

∣

∣
C
Pbottom − Ptop

L

∣

∣

∣

∣
, (2)

where L (ca. 1-2 m) is the capillary water height, C signifies
the apparent electrokinetic coefficient, Pbottom denotes the
seismic pressure applied at the bottom of the capillary water,
and Ptop stands for the pressure at the top. The value of C is
obtained as

C = εrε0ζ

ησ
, (3)
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where εr denotes the relative permittivity of capillary water,
ε0 (= 8.8× 10−12 F/m) represents the permittivity of vacuum,
ζ is the zeta potential, η stands for the viscosity of capillary
water, and σ signifies the electric conductivity of the capillary
water. We have no concrete values for these parameters for
our observation sites except σ of approximately 0.01 S/m.
Therefore, we simply apply standard values that are often
used for order estimation: εr of about 80, |ζ| of about
10−2 V, and η of approximately 10−4 Pa s [19]. Using these
values, we obtain |C| of approximately 10−5 V/Pa. Moreover,
Allègre and coworkers made a compilation that |C| is of
approximately 10−6 V/Pa in the case of sands and sand stones
at pH 7-8 [18]. Therefore, we adopt |C| of approximately
10−6–10−5 V/Pa for this study. On the other hand, the Pbottom

is obtained from

Pbottom = ma

S
, (4)

where m (= m∗SL, with m∗ = 103 kg/m3) represents the
mass of the capillary water, a is the seismic acceleration, and
S denotes the cross section of the capillary tube. The local
seismic intensity 3 in the JMA scale has a of about 10−1 m/s2

at ca. 1 Hz. Consequently, we obtain Pbottom of ca. 102 Pa. By
contrast, Ptop is approximately 0 Pa because nothing is on the
top surface of the capillary water. Finally, we obtain EPD of
about 10−4–10−3 V, which is not so different from the value
obtained from the observations at Sennan site.

4.2. Generation Mechanism of the Induced AE Signals. As
shown in Figure 4, the induced AE signals appear in combi-
nation with the induced EPD signals. Moreover, as shown in
Figure 5, a good positive correlation exists between AE and
EPD. Therefore, the generation mechanism of the induced
AE signals must be coupled with that of EPD: both mech-
anisms are strongly related to streaming potential. Figure 8
presents a schematic diagram of a possible generation model
of the induced AE signals in case (b) shown in Figure 7. As
described in Figure 6, oscillation of the streaming potential
appears in the unsaturated water zone. This is equivalent
to oscillation of the electric dipoles vertical to the ground
immediately under the ground surface. Their electric charges
on the ground surface generate an atmospheric electric
field vertical to the ground. Results show the appearance of
oscillation of the electric potential difference between the
large plate electrode and the ground surface. Electric charges
move between the electrode and the ground through the
recorder to cancel the potential oscillation. This movement
is detected as oscillation of the induced AE signal.

Here, it is noteworthy that the recorded signal is not
equal to the potential difference between the large plate
electrode and the ground surface; the electric potential
superimposed on the background variation is caused by a
transient current passing through the internal resistance of
the recorder. To obtain the original waveform of the induced
AE signals, we need the integral of the recorded waveforms
using different coefficients for each frequency. However,
obtaining the coefficients is difficult. We have no concrete
values to calculate the original AE signals at the present stage.

Electric lines of force

Large plate electrode

AE

Polarization by streaming potential

+

+++++++++++

+ + + +

−

− − − − − − − − − − −

−

− − − −

Figure 8: Generation model of induced atmospheric electricity
(AE) coupled with generation of streaming potential in the topsoil.

Therefore, we must compare only the outwards of the signal
amplitudes, as described in Section 3.

According to our model presented in Figure 8, a greater
acceleration and a larger electrokinetic coefficient engender
the higher charge density on the ground surface under
certain good underground conditions such as those in
case (b) of Figure 7. This engenders the larger atmospheric
electricity. The Sennan observation site will correspond to
this case. If this surface charge is sufficiently large, say
ca. 5 × 10−5 C/m2 [20], to cause dielectric breakdown
of the air on the ground surface under a certain special
condition, a dim light of corona discharge might appear
in the atmosphere. This might be a possible mechanism of
luminous phenomena accompanied with earthquakes, so-
called earthquake lightning. If this field can be sufficiently
large, say ca. 1 kV/m [21, 22], in an extensive area under a
certain special condition, then it might disturb plasma in the
ionosphere. However, the charge density on the ground sur-
face cannot be large in case (e) of Figure 7 because a portion
of the electric field vertical to the ground will be absorbed in
the thick upper unsaturated (but not dry) water zone. This
engenders a decrease of the charge density on the ground
surface. Consequently, only the small induced AE signal
appears. The Honjo observation site corresponds to this case.

5. Conclusions

The Honjo, Kyowa, and Sennan observation sites in north-
eastern Japan detected the induced earth potential difference
(EPD) signal and the induced atmospheric electricity (AE)
signals at the arrival of seismic waves from a M6.3 earthquake
near the sites. The signal waveforms were damped oscilla-
tions in combination with the seismic waves. Although the
signal amplitudes were different at each site, good positive
correlation was found between the averaged amplitudes of
EPD (EPD) and AE (AE) signals. According to our coupled
generation model of the electric signals based on streaming
potential, the amplitude of the vertical atmospheric electric
field is influenced strongly by the depth of the saturated
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water zone and the location of electric polarization because
of electrokinetic effects. This model can explain the site
dependence of EPD and AE. According to this model,
no guarantee exists that the amplitude of the vertical
atmospheric electric field is strongest at the epicenter.

Although only one major earthquake simultaneously
shook the observation sites during operations, this obser-
vation advanced our prototype generation model. The
model proposed in this paper presents consideration of the
actual underground environmental circumstances. Although
it remains merely qualitative, we believe that it is a great step
up to steady progress in the study of seismoelectromagnetic
precursors. The next step is elucidation of the dynamic
electric fields in the ground and accompanying magnetic
fields, which are both induced by seismic waves. To do
so, observation sites in the ground [23–26] that can detect
three-dimensional dynamic electric/magnetic signals are also
needed.
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In the present paper the problem of a polarized cylinder with a small cross-section, which is located at the contact of two horizontal
layers with different resistivities, is studied. Such a polarization geometry simulates the self-potential (SP) field produced by a
horizontal flow at the contact between the two layers. First, the expression of the self potential at the space domain is derived,
applying the image technique. Then, the expression for the Fourier transform of the SP anomaly is found and the behavior of the
amplitude spectrum is studied. Based on this study, a direct interpretation method at the spatial frequency domain is proposed, in
order to calculate the depth of the flow and the reflection coefficient of the stratified medium. Experimentation with a synthetic
model shows that the method works well (small deviations between true and calculated values). When the SP curve contains
noise, deviations between calculated and true depths are smaller than those between calculated and true reflection coefficients.
The proposed method, which is also applied on SP data from a geothermal system (Mauri et al., 2010), may be useful in detecting
underground water or heat flows.

1. Introduction

The self-potential (SP) method has been extensively used to
detect groundwater and hydrothermal flows. During the last
decade, a variety of applications of the SP method have been
developed, such as detecting ground water and hydrothermal
flows at volcanic areas [1–4], mapping infiltration in a karstic
environment [5], monitoring evolving plumes at subsoil [6]
and studying landslides [7]. Recent experimental work has
also been done to study the electrokinetic and hydraulic
parameters, which influence the SP anomaly [8–10]. A
thorough review on the applications of the self-potential
method in the detection and monitoring of subsurface flows
is made by Jouniaux et al. [11].

According to Schiavone and Quarto [12], a horizontal
groundwater flow at the contact of two layers is expected to
produce a self-potential anomaly of electrokinetic origin, at
ground surface. The geometry of the subsurface flow in the

stratified medium is presented in Figure 1. The two layers
have different electrokinetic coupling coefficients C1 (upper
layer) and C2 (lower layer) and electrical resistivities ρ1 and
ρ2, respectively. In Figure 2 a profile of the SP anomaly at
ground surface is presented. The direction of the profile is
perpendicular to that of the subsurface flow. The SP anomaly
is expected to be positive for (C1 − C2) P > 0 and negative
for (C1 − C2) P < 0. P is the pressure difference between
the contact of the layers, where the flow takes place, and
the ambient. Electric potential drops are expected to be
produced along the direction of the water flow, but they do
not affect the polarity of the SP anomaly across the water
flow. The polarity could be affected by the presence of a
vertical component of the flow, which does not exist in the
model under consideration.

Considerable research has been made to model the
electrokinetic self-potential anomaly in terms of its produc-
tion mechanism (water flow in a porous medium) and its
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Figure 1: Representation of a self-potential anomaly that is pro-
duced by a horizontal subsurface flow at the contact of two layers
(Schiavone and Quarto [12]).
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Figure 2: A profile of the self-potential anomaly produced by a
horizontal flow perpendicular to the paper. The location of the flow
is indicated by the symbols XXX (Schiavone and Quarto [12]).

dependence on the resistivity distribution of the ground [13–
15]. On the other hand, in order to invert the measured
SP anomaly, which means to calculate the depth of the
horizontal flow, it is important to have in mind that the
physical system of the subsurface flow at the contact of
the two layers is equivalent to a system of dipoles oriented
perpendicularly to the contact, as Ogilvy et al. [16] have
pointed out. Therefore, the inverse problem consists in
determining the location of the underground dipole current
sources.

If the width of the underground current flow is small
relatively to its depth from ground surface, the source of
the SP anomaly may be represented by a system of two
elongated horizontal lines with an opposite charge. This
elongated dipole is usually called polarized cylinder of a small
radius R and depth b (see Figure 3). A first approach to the
inverse problem is to assume an electrically homogeneous
ground and calculate the depth of the cylinder by one of
the several direct quantitative interpretation methods which
have been developed, such as those of Bhattacharya and Roy
[17] or Murty and Haricharan [18]. A serious drawback of

these approaches is that if the electrical inhomogeneity of
the ground is not taken into account, considerable errors in
the depth calculation of the polarized body may be made
[19, 20].

An alternative approach on the inversion problem is to
fit the SP curve measured at ground surface by an automated
trial and error process, assuming different distributions of
electric current sources at a nonhomogeneous ground for
each iteration, till a satisfactory fit is achieved [21, 22]. Such
a process may work well if the resistivity distribution of the
ground is known a priori.

The self-potential tomography, which has been first
developed by Patella [23, 24], solves the inverse problem
without any a priori knowledge of the resistivity distribu-
tion, using correlation integrals and defining probability of
tomography. However, Gibert and Sailhac [25] demonstrated
that the so-called probability of tomography defines images
of SP data in the wavelet domain that must not be interpreted
as underground images of SP sources. They pointed out that
an appropriate inversion is necessary to achieve underground
image. An alternative methodology of self-potential tomog-
raphy, based on the wavelet transform, has been developed
by Gibert and Pessel [26].

In the present paper, a direct interpretation method of
SP anomalies is proposed in order to calculate the depth
of the horizontal subsurface flow at the contact between
two horizontal layers, as well as the resistivity contrast of
the ground, which is expressed as reflection coefficient.
The flow is simulated by a horizontal polarized cylinder.
The quantitative interpretation is carried out at the spatial
frequency domain of the self-potential field. The potential
advantage of the proposed method, which may be useful in
detecting horizontal groundwater or geothermal flows at a
stratified ground, is that although it takes into account the
ground electrical inhomogeneity, it works with no a priori
information about the resistivity distribution.

2. The SP Anomaly at Space Domain

In Figure 3 the geometry of the problem of the horizontal
polarized cylinder at the contact of two horizontal layers
is presented. The polarized cylinder is the equivalent of
a horizontal subsurface flow at the same location, which
produces a self-potential anomaly V(x) at ground surface.
The intersection of the cylinder (see solid circle in Figure 3)
has a small radius R and its center is at depth b below ground
surface. b is also the thickness of the upper layer.

For a vertically polarized horizontal cylinder at depth b
in an electrically homogeneous medium of resistivity ρ, the
SP anomaly V(x) is given by [17, 18]

V(x) = 4MRb

x2 + b2
. (1)

M is the polarization of the body and it is given by [17, 18]

M = Iρ

2π
. (2)
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Figure 3: Representation of the SP anomaly produced by a polar-
ized cylinder at the contact of two horizontal layers with different
resistivities.

I is the current intensity per unit length, at the poles of
the cylinder. It can be positive or negative, according to the
polarity of the SP anomaly (positive or negative, resp.).

If the resistivity ρ1 of the upper layer is different from
the resistivity ρ2 of the bedrock and the cylinder is located
at depth h greater than b (see the lower dashed circle in
Figure 3), then the expression for the self-potential anomaly
V2(x) can be found by the image technique [27], which gives

V2(x) = 4M2R(1− k)
∞
∑

n=0

kn
h + 2nb

x2 + (h + 2nb)2 . (3)

Polarization M2 is given by

M2 = Iρ2

2π
. (4)

k is the reflection coefficient, which is defined by

k = ρ2 − ρ1

ρ2 + ρ1
. (5)

If the cylinder is located at depth h smaller than b (see the
upper dashed circle in Figure 3), then the expression for the
self-potential anomaly V1(x) is given by

V1(x) = 4M1R

⎡

⎣

∞
∑

n=0

kn
2nb + h

x2 + (2nb + h)2

+
∞
∑

n=1

kn
2nb − h

x2 + (2nb − h)2

⎤

⎦.

(6)

Polarization M1 is given by

M1 = Iρ1

2π
. (7)

The SP anomaly V(x), which is produced by a polarized
cylinder at the contact between the two layers, may be seen
as the limit of the potentials V1 and V2 for h → b− and h →
b+, respectively. Taking into account the relations (3), (4), (6)
and (7), it can be easily proved that the limits of V1 and V2

are equal and V(x) is

V(x) = limh→ b−V1(x) = limh→ b+V2(x)

= 4Iρ1ρ2R

π
(

ρ1 + ρ2
)

∞
∑

n=0

kn
(2n + 1)b

x2 + [(2n + 1)b]2 .
(8)

The self-potential field produced by a horizontal flow at the
contact of the two layers is described by relation (8). Taking
the Fourier transform of this expression, it is possible to
study the SP anomaly at spatial frequency domain.

3. Derivation of the Fourier Transform of
the SP Anomaly

The Fourier transform U(u) of the SP anomaly V(x) is
defined by

U(u) =
∫∞

−∞
V(x) · e−iuxdx, (9)

u is the spatial frequency. Every u is related to a certain x
value by u = 2π/x.

The following tabulated integral [28] may be used in
order to find the Fourier transform of V(x)

∫∞

−∞
1

x2 + b2
· e−iuxdx = π

b
· e−bu. (10)

Based on relation (10), it can be easily shown that
∫∞

−∞
kn(2n + 1)b

x2 + [(2n + 1)b]2 · e−iuxdx = πkn · e−(2n+1)bu. (11)

Combining (8), (9), and (11) gives

U(u) = 4Iρ1ρ2R

π
(

ρ1 + ρ2
)

∞
∑

n=0

πkne−(2n+1)bu. (12)

Summing the terms of the series of relation (12), the
following expression for U(u) is obtained:

U(u) = K · e−bu

1− ke−2bu
. (13)

K is given by

K = 4Iρ1ρ2R

ρ1 + ρ2
. (14)

The amplitude spectrum A(u) of U is defined as the absolute
value of U, so

A(u) = |U(u)| = |K| · e−bu

1− ke−2bu
. (15)

Using tabulated integrals, it can be also proved that the
function A(u) is continuous at u = 0.

In Figure 4 the amplitude spectrum of the SP anomaly
is presented. Studying the behavior of A(u), certain simple
mathematical expressions may be derived, in order to
develop a method to calculate the quantities b and k.
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Figure 4: The amplitude spectrum of the self-potential anomaly
V(x) : b = 1, K = 100, k = 0.5.
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Figure 5: The natural logarithm of amplitude A against spatial
frequency u.

4. Quantitative Interpretation of
the SP Anomaly

In Figure 5, the variation of the natural logarithm of ampli-
tude A against u is presented. It can be seen that as long as u
increases, the quantity ln A tends to present a linear variation
with u.

The mathematical expression for this linear variation
can be derived by relation (15) if u is big enough so that
k· exp(−2bu) may be neglected, meanwhile exp(−bu) re-
mains more than zero. In such a case, the natural logarithm
of A(u) becomes

lnA(u) ≈ ln|K| − bu. (16)

This means that, for relatively high u values, for which
k· exp(−2bu) ≈ 0, the absolute value of the slope of the
straight line ln A(u) is equal to the depth b of the cylinder.
The minimum value u for which relation (16) is valid
depends on b and k. In practice, the interpreter has to
define the linear part of ln A against u, by which b may be
calculated.

Now let ut be the u value for which A(ut) is equal to
one tenth of A at null spatial frequency. Such a condition is

expressed by

A(ut) = A(0)
10

. (17)

According to relation (15), A(0) is given by

A(0) = |K|
1− k . (18)

Combining relations (15), (17), and (18) and solving for k
give

k = 10· exp(−but)− 1
10· exp(−but)− exp(−2but)

. (19)

The quantity exp(−2but) is much smaller than 10·exp(−but)
(ten times smaller for but = 0 and even more as long as
but increases). Neglecting exp(−2but), relation (19) takes the
following simplified form:

k ≈ 1− 0.1 exp(but). (20)

Therefore, determining the ut value for which the amplitude
A is equal to A(0)/10, it is possible to calculate the reflection
coefficient k, by relation (20).

According to the mathematical study of the behavior of
the amplitude spectrum, a direct quantitative interpretation
method is proposed, which may be executed by the following
steps.

(1) Calculate the amplitude spectrum A(u) of the SP
anomaly measured in the field.

(2) Take the natural logarithm ln A of A and calculate the
slope of the linear part of ln A against u. The absolute
value of the slope is equal to the depth b.

(3) Find the ut value for which the amplitude A(ut) is
equal to A(0)/10. The reflection coefficient k between
the two layers can be calculated by relation (19) or
(20).

With this interpretation method it is possible to calculate
the depth of the horizontal subsurface flow and the reflection
coefficient k between the two layers.

5. Experimentation with a Synthetic Model

In order to test the efficiency of the proposed quantitative
interpretation method, a synthetic model was used with
4Iρ1ρ2R/[π(ρ1 + ρ2)] = 5000 mV.m, b = 50 m, and k =
0.6. The SP anomaly V(x) for 256 values of x and a 10 m
interval was calculated. The Fourier analysis of V(x) was
done, applying the well-known FFT algorithm.

In Figure 6, the amplitude spectrum A(u) of the self-
potential anomaly is presented, for u between 0 and 0.07
rad/m. The value ut for which A becomes equal to A(0)/10
may also be noted.

In Figure 7 one can see how ln A varies with u. The range
of u is from zero to the Nyquist frequency. For very low and
for very high values of u the variation is not linear.
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Figure 6: The amplitude spectrum of the SP curve of the synthetic
model.
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Figure 7: The natural logarithm of the amplitude A against spatial
frequency u.

The nonlinear behavior for low spatial frequencies is in
agreement with the theoretical predictions, as it can be seen
in Figure 5. The scattering of ln A values for very high spatial
frequencies is due to numerical errors, which may seriously
affect the calculations when A(u) is very small. In a broad
part of the spectrum, ln A varies linearly with u.

In Figure 8, the linear part of the spectrum is presented.
The least squares straight line was calculated, and the slope of
the line was found to be equal to−50.02. Thus, the calculated
b is equal to 50.02 m, which is very close to the true value of
50.00 m (the relative error is 0.04%).

As it can be seen in Figure 6, ut = 0.030 rad/m. Putting
b = 50.02 and ut = 0.030 at the right part of relation (20),
a value of k equal to 0.55 is calculated. Thus, there is an 8%
relative error between the calculated and the true value of k,
which is equal to 0.600. If k is calculated by (19), which is an
accurate expression, it takes the value k = 0.56 (relative error
equal to 7%). Therefore, the approximate formula (20) gives
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Figure 8: The linear part of the variation of ln A against u, fitted by
the least squares line.
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Figure 9: A self-potential profile along Waita volcano, Japan (Mauri
et al. [4]).

a k value which is very close to that of the exact expression
(19).

The experimentation with the synthetic model produced
encouraging results as long as the reliability of the proposed
quantitative interpretation method is concerned, since the
calculated b and k values are very close to the true ones.

6. Application on Real-Field Data

The proposed method was tested on an SP profile along
Waita volcano (Japan), where hydrothermal activity is devel-
oped (Mauri et al. [4]). The self-potential anomaly is
presented in Figure 9. From the mathematical point of view
the SP anomaly may be simulated by a polarized cylinder
with an upper negative pole and a lower positive pole. The
two negative peaks at the centre of the anomaly indicate
the possible existence of at least two polarized bodies, but
according to the proposed method only one body may
be detected. The horizontal projection of the cylinder is
estimated to be located at the centre of the anomaly, which
means at distance x between −500 m and −300 m (mean
value of x = −400 m).

The SP anomaly was manually digitized and 128 values
were stored (sampling interval equal to 31.25 m). These
values were analyzed by an FFT. In Figure 10 the amplitude
spectrum A(u) of the anomaly is presented.

It can be observed that because of the “wavy” behaviour
of the curve A(u), the value ut cannot be exactly defined and
it is estimated to be between a little more than 0.0045 rad/m
and a little less than 0.0090 rad/m. ut takes the value of the
midpoint of this interval, which is ut = 0.0068 rad/m. The
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error σ(ut) can be taken equal to half of the uncertainty range
between 0.005 and 0.009, which means σ(ut) = 0.002 rad/m.

In Figure 11, the linear part of ln A against u is presented.
The inclination of the least squares straight line is equal to
−194; therefore the depth of the SP source, which is also
the depth of the horizontal contact between the two layers,
is b = 194 m. The standard error in the calculation of the
inclination of the least squares line was found to be σ(b) =
27.

The reflection coefficient k may be calculated by relation
(20), putting b = 194 and ut = 0.0068, which gives k = 0.63.
If k is calculated according to relation (19), then k = 0.64.
The error in k may be calculated by the square root of the
sum of the squares of (∂k/∂ut)·σ(ut) and (∂k/∂b)·σ(b), for
b = 194, ut = 0.0068, σ(ut) = 0.002, and σ(b) = 27. This
error was found to be σ(k) = 0.16.

The results of the quantitative interpretation may be
summarized as follows

b = (190± 30)m, k = 0.6± 0.2. (21)

According to relation (5), a reflectance coefficient equal to 0.6
gives a resistivity ratio equal to 4/1 (lower to upper layer).

Mauri et al. [4] interpreted the SP anomaly by a tomogra-
phy methodology using the wavelet transform. They detected

five SP sources all along the self-potential profile, at depths
varying between 30 m and 400 m. More precisely, they found
sources at x = −1850 m, −1230 m, −400 m, +365 m and
+1220 m, with respective depths b = 295 m, 150 m, 400 m,
100 m, and 30 m. The methodology which is proposed in the
present paper cannot detect more than one source and the
calculated depth has an intermediate value between the five
source depths.

On the other hand, Mauri et al. [4] do not report
anything about the resistivity distribution of the ground.
It would be interesting to compare our prediction about a
horizontal layer boundary at 190 m depth and a 4/1 resistivity
ratio with data obtained by vertical electric sounding or
electrical tomography, if there is any.

7. A Study of the Sensitivity of the Method

The efficiency of the proposed interpretation method is con-
trolled by the ground resistivity distribution and the noise.

The role of ground resistivity may be understood by
taking into account relation (8). High values of ρ1 and ρ2

produce strong SP anomalies, which help to make a reliable
calculation of depth and reflection coefficient. On the other
hand, a very low value of ρ1 or ρ2 may produce a very weak
SP anomaly, which cannot be reliably interpreted. This may
happen, for example, if the upper layer is a clay formation.
Since clay has an electronic conductivity, its resistivity is very
low and this does not favor the development of a strong SP
anomaly.

In order to study the sensitivity of the quantitative in-
terpretation method in the presence of noise, the syn-
thetic model of paragraph 5 was used (model parameters:
4Iρ1ρ2R/[π(ρ1 +ρ2)] = 5000 mV·m, b = 50 m, and k = 0.6).
Random noise was introduced, with a zero mean value and
amplitudes between 0% and 40% of the amplitude of the
SP anomaly of the synthetic model. Each SP curve, which
contained the signal of the polarized body and random
noise, was interpreted according to the proposed method.
The absolute relative error values |Δb/b| and |Δk/k| were
calculated according to the relations:

∣
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∣

∣
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bc and kc are the calculated values of depth and reflection
coefficient, respectively.

Figure 12 presents the relative absolute error |Δb/b|
against the noise percentage (ratio of noise amplitude to
signal amplitude). It can be observed that up to a 5% noise,
the error is null and keeps being small (less than 20%), when
the noise percentage is not more than 10%. For higher noise
percentages, |Δb/b| increases and exceeds 50% for a noise
percentage more than 30%.

Figure 13 presents the relative absolute error |Δk/k|
against the noise percentage. Compared to |Δb/b|, the error
in the calculation of the reflection coefficient is considerably
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bigger. For a 5% noise content, it is 15% and for a 30%
noise percentage or more the deviations between real and
calculated k are so high that it is meaningless to calculate k.

In Figure 12, it can be observed that there is a decrease
in the error |Δb/b| between 20 and 30% noise. Actually,
|Δb/b| depends on the exact values of the random noise
and, more important, on the exact points of the amplitude
spectrum which are considered to follow a straight line.
These points were chosen by a visual criterion, according to
which the beginning and the end of the line was defined.
Such a criterion is inevitably subjective and may produce
deviations in the ascending tendency of the error with the
noise content. The decrease of |Δk/k| in between 15 and
20% noise (see Figure 13) may be partly attributed to the
deviation of b and partly to the “wavy” behavior of the curve
A(u), because of which there is an uncertainty in the value of
ut.

8. Conclusions

Self-potential measurements at ground surface are often
considered as a preliminary exploration method, which has
to be followed by other techniques, such as geoelectrical
sounding or electrical tomography, in order to form a more

precise picture of the subsurface water flow and the geologi-
cal formations in which this flow occurs.

On the other hand, it is well known that if ground electri-
cal inhomogeneities are not taken into account, considerable
errors in the calculation of the parameters of the SP source
may be made.

Applying the quantitative interpretation method which
is proposed in the present paper, the depth of the SP source
(which is a horizontal subsurface flow) may be reliably
calculated since the electrical inhomogeneity is not ignored,
although it is not known a priori. Furthermore, it is possible
to estimate the ground resistivity contrast by calculating the
reflection coefficient, according to relation (19) or to relation
(20). The latter is an approximate formula to calculate k;
however, it gives a value which is very close to that of the exact
expression (19). Therefore, the SP method gains reliability
and provides information about the geological stratification
of the ground, which may be taken into account during the
application of other exploration techniques.

Experimentation with a synthetic model provided en-
couraging results long as the reliability of the proposed quan-
titative interpretation method is concerned. Good estimates
of depth b may be done, for an up to 10% noise percentage.
The calculation of the reflection coefficient k is considerably
more sensitive to noise than the one of b. If the noise content
is not more than 5%, the relative error in the calculation of k
is less than 20%.

The ground resistivity distribution controls the ampli-
tude of the self-potential anomaly. Weak SP anomalies
are expected to be produced over a layer with a very low
resistivity, such as a clay formation.

The proposed method was applied to field data obtained
at a hydrothermal field with more than one SP sources. The
method could calculate only one depth value, which was
found to be between the depth values of the sources. Further
application on other self-potential anomalies produced by
only one source is necessary in order to assess the efficiency
of the method. This could be the subject of a future research.
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